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ABSTRACT
Neisseria meningitidis is the bacterium responsible for meningococcal meningitis and
septicaemia in humans. Meningococcal disease is primarily a disease of young
children, characterized by rapid deterioration from first symptoms to death, with an
11% fatality rate and a global distribution. Patterns of genetic diversity in
meningococcal populations provide an account of their evolutionary history and
structure, which can be inferred by population genetics modelling. Understanding
these phenomena can inform control and prevention strategies, and provides
interesting case studies in evolution. The aim of this thesis is to develop population
genetics techniques for inferring the evolutionary history of meningococci.
I begin by reviewing the field, and justifying the use of coalescent methods in
modelling microparasite populations. Inference on carriage populations of
meningococci under the standard neutral model and the neutral microepidemic model
is performed using a modification to approximate Bayesian computation. AMOVA
and Mantel tests are used to quantify the differentiation between carriage and disease
populations, and the extent to which geography and host age structure carriage
populations. The results are used to propose revised coalescent models for
meningococcal evolution.
The role of natural selection in shaping meningococcal diversity is investigated using
a novel method that utilises an approximation to the coalescent and reversible-jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo to detect sites under selection in the presence of
recombination. Having performed a simulation study to assess the statistical
properties of the method, I apply it to the porB antigen locus and seven housekeeping
loci in N. meningitidis. There is strong evidence for selection imposed by the host
immune system in the antigen locus, but not the housekeeping loci which are
functionally constrained. Finally I discuss the future direction of population genetic
approaches to understanding infectious disease.
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Chapter 1
Epidemiology of Neisseria meningitidis

Neisseria meningitidis, also known as the meningococcus, is the bacterium
responsible for meningococcal septicaemia and meningitis in humans. N. meningitidis
has a global distribution, and the diseases it causes are fatal in around 11% of cases in
the West (Goldacre et al. 2003). Meningococcal disease primarily affects children

Figure 1 Neisseria meningitidis is a diplococcus ordinarily resident in the nasopharynx. Source:
scanning electronic micrograph, Sanger Centre.

under 5 years of age, and is often characterized by a rapid deterioration from first
symptoms to death. Cases of meningococcal disease tend to occur at a rate of about 1
case per 100,000 people throughout the world (Achtman 1995), but reach levels in
excess of 500 per 100,000 people in severe epidemics that occur with some regularity
in the Sahel, commonly known as the African meningitis belt, and China (Caugant
2001).

Meningococcal disease is principally controlled by mass vaccination of target groups.
Population genetic studies can inform control and prevention strategies in two
1

important ways. Firstly, patterns of genetic diversity across multiple loci provide an,
albeit corrupted, account of the epidemiological history and structure of the pathogen
population. Secondly, patterns of genetic diversity can reveal the selection pressures
exerted on meningococci at specific loci; of particular interest is natural selection
imposed by interaction with the immune system. The role of population genetics is to
model the epidemiological processes that give rise to the observed genetic diversity
from an evolutionary perspective, in order to better understand those processes. In
addition to informing control and prevention strategies, pathogens such as N.
meningitidis provide interesting case studies in the study of evolution by virtue of
their high levels of genetic diversity, short generation times and ongoing coevolutionary arms race with the host immune system.

In this chapter I will begin by reviewing the field, and justifying the use of population
genetics models, and the coalescent in particular, in modelling microparasites such as
N. meningitidis. In Chapter 2 I use a modification to approximate Bayesian
computation to assess the fit of the standard neutral model to populations of carried
meningococci. The source of genetic structuring is investigated in Chapter 3, first by
fitting the neutral microepidemic model using approximate Bayesian computation,
and then with AMOVA and Mantel tests to quantify the differentiation between
carriage and disease populations, and the extent to which geography and host age
structure carriage populations. Together these results suggest ways in which the
standard neutral model might be revised to provide a better fit to observed patterns of
genetic diversity.

2

The role of natural selection in shaping meningococcal diversity is investigated in
Chapter 4 using a novel method that utilises an approximation to the coalescent and
reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo to detect sites under selection in the
presence of recombination. Having performed a simulation study to assess the
statistical properties of the method, in Chapter 5 I apply it to the porB antigen locus
and seven housekeeping loci in N. meningitidis. The differences in selection pressures
experienced by these different types of loci reflect the function and exposure to the
host immune system of their gene products. Finally in Chapter 6 I discuss the results
and limitations of the methods covered in this thesis, and consider the future direction
of population genetic approaches to understanding infectious disease.

This chapter is organised into four sections. I begin in section 1.1 with an overview of
the biology of N. meningitidis, including the pathology, epidemiology of carriage and
disease populations, methods used for meningococcal typing and public health
strategies used in control and prevention. Next in section 1.2 I review how the
understanding of meningococcal population biology has changed over time as typing
technologies have developed and as larger-scale studies have been undertaken. Some
mathematical models that have been used to describe meningococcal populations are
discussed. In section 1.3 I discuss the application of population genetics techniques to
infectious disease in general, and how the population genetics approach has helped
understand pathogen evolution. Finally in section 1.4 I argue that the coalescent is the
natural starting point for population genetic analysis of N. meningitidis, by showing
how, in a simple population model of meningococcal infection in a host population,
the dynamics of prevalence are described by a familiar SIRS epidemiological model

3

and the genealogy of a sample of the pathogen population is described by the
coalescent.

1.1

Overview of Neisseria meningitidis

1.1.1 Epidemiology
Despite its notorious pathogenicity, N. meningitidis is a natural human commensal,
normally residing in the nasopharynx (Figure 1). Whereas incidence of disease is of
the order of one case per 100,000 people endemically, carriage of disease is very
much more common, typically one carrier per 10 people. The meningococcus has
several adaptations to life in the nasopharynx, including pili for cytoadhesion to the
nasopharyngeal epithelium and human transferrin and lactoferrin binding receptors
for sequestering iron (Cartwright 1995). Disease occurs only when the
meningococcus crosses the nasopharyngeal epithelium and enters the blood stream.

1.1.1.1 Pathology
When meningococci ordinarily commensal to the nasopharyngeal epithelium invade
the blood stream they can cause septicaemia (blood poisoning) and, if the bacteria
cross the blood-brain barrier, meningitis, an inflammation of the brain lining
(meninges). When treated, meningococcal disease has a fatality rate of 11% (Goldacre
et al. 2003). Meningitis alone has a fatality rate of 5%; most deaths from
meningococcal disease are caused by septicaemia. Patients presenting with
septicaemia but not meningitis have a 20% mortality rate, but this is closer to 50% if
the patient has already gone into shock. Of those infected with meningococci, 15%

4

Figure 2 Symptoms of meningococcal meningitis. Source: Meningitis Research Foundation (2005).

suffer meningitis alone, 30% septicaemia alone and 50% a combination (Meningitis
Research Foundation 2005). The remainder suffer milder symptoms.

Meningitis can progress rapidly from first symptoms to death. The onset of meningitis
is associated with sore throat, headache, drowsiness, fever, irritability and neck
stiffness (Figure 2). Bacterial toxins in the brain cause inflammation and can result in
coma. Septicaemia is manifest externally as a haemorrhagic skin rash (Figure 3) that
does not fade when pressed, by a glass tumbler for example. For 35% of patients this
septicaemia is fulminating, including disseminated coagulation in blood vessels,
flooding of the circulatory system with bacterial endotoxins, shock and kidney failure.
In the most severe cases bleeding can occur in the brain and adrenal glands (Mims
1998).

N. meningitis is a gram negative bacterium, and treatment proceeds by immediate
administration of the antibiotic penicillin, ampicillin or chloramphenicol. In the
5

Figure 3 Symptoms of meningococcal septicaemia. Source: Meningitis Research Foundation
(2005).

absence of treatment, the fatality rate for meningococcal disease approaches 100%.
Following the acute phase of the infection the patient is treated with rifampin to clear
nasopharyngeal carriage, and close contacts such as family are treated
prophylactically with rifampin (Mims 1998). After-effects are rare, but include
hearing damage, nerve palsies and epilepsy.

1.1.1.2 Epidemiology of meningococcal disease
Prevalence of meningococcal disease varies globally, seasonally, and with age of host.
To some extent meningococcal disease epidemiology obeys national boundaries
meaning that adjacent countries can experience quite different meningococcal
epidemiology, yet historically meningococcal disease has been characterized by a

6

number of successive sweeps of global pandemics affecting several countries at any
one time.

The meningitis belt of sub-Saharan Africa suffers semi-regular outbreaks of
meningococcal disease with a period of some 8-12 years and attack rates of the order
of 500 cases per 100,000 people (Lapeyssonie 1963; Schwartz et al. 1987). Outbreaks
in developed countries have been rare since large-scale mobilisation of troops during
the Second World War caused meningococcal pandemics in Europe and North
America. During the 1970s an outbreak emerged in Norway with attack rates of the
order of 10 cases per 100,000 people, which subsequently spread across Europe
including the United Kingdom and reached countries as far away as Cuba, Chile and
Brazil. In 1987 a virulent meningococcal outbreak during the annual Haj pilgrimage
to Mecca was spread globally by pilgrims returning to their home countries (Schwartz
et al. 1987). Meningococcal disease in developed countries is generally characterized
by small sporadic outbreaks, with a background attack rate of 1 case per 100,000
people (Achtman 1995).

Disease outbreaks are sensitive to seasonal effects, but the exact relationship varies
globally. In the African meningitis belt epidemics coincide abruptly with the
harmattan (dry season). During this time climatological features such as humidity,
airborne dust, rainfall and wind patterns undergo marked changes, and these in turn
lead to changes in human behaviour. The harmattan ends with the arrival of the rains.
By contrast in Europe and North America disease rates peak during winter months
and steadily decline to low levels by autumn (Cartwright 1995). Many other bacterial
and viral infections show a similar seasonality in incidence.
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Figure 4 Left: rate of incidence of meningococcal disease with age in the United States, 2000.
Right: fatality rate of meningococcal disease with age in the United Kingdom, 2002. Sources:
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2000), National Office of Statistics (2002).

Age is an important factor in rates of incidence and recovery from meningococcal
disease. Meningococcal disease primarily affects children under 5 years of age:
incidence peaks in infants aged about 6 months and subsequently declines steadily
(Cartwright 1995). Figure 4 (left) shows that in the United States, the rate of
meningococcal disease in children halves by the age of 1 and halves again by the age
of 4 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2000). By comparison, Figure 4
(right) shows that the fatality rate is considerably worse in young children (National
Office of Statistics 2002), assuming that the incidence rates are similar in the U.K.
and U.S.

1.1.1.3 Epidemiology of carriage
Not only is meningococcal carriage vastly more prevalent than disease, but patterns of
carriage differ markedly to patterns of disease. The carriage rate in the United States
and Europe is about 10% (Broome et al. 1986; Caugant et al. 1994), some 10,000
times the rate of disease. However, institutions which house closed or partially-closed
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Figure 5 Percentage carriage with age in Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 1986. Source:
Cartwright et al. (1987).

communities traditionally exhibit elevated carriage rates. Military training camps,
boarding schools and prisons commonly have carriage rates in excess of 50%
(Cartwright 1995). Patterns of carriage differ from patterns of disease in their
geographic distribution, sensitivity to seasonal effects and age profile of hosts.

Despite the dramatic seasonality of disease incidence in Asia and the African
meningitis belt, meningococcal carriages rates are relatively insensitive to seasonal
fluctuations. A distinct lack of seasonal variability has been reported in studies in
Nigeria and India (Blakebrough et al. 1982; Ichhpujani et al. 1990). Similarly,
carriage rates in temperate regions do not appear to mirror the seasonality of
incidence rates according to studies in Belgium and the United States (De Wals et al.
1983; Aycock and Mueller 1950). Nevertheless, carriage rates are known to react to
passing epidemics, with up to 70% carriage during severe disease outbreaks
(Cartwright 1995).

9

The age distribution of meningococcal carriage differs substantially to the age
distribution of infected hosts. Figure 5 shows the results of a study in Gloucestershire,
United Kingdom (Cartwright et al. 1987). Carriage rates are lowest in infants and
young children, and peak at about 25% in late teenage years and early twenties. This
contrasts firstly with the observation that mortality is gravest in children under 5, and
secondly with N. lactamica carriage rates, which peak in infancy and then steadily
decline (Bennett et al. 2005).

The contrast in epidemiology between meningococcal carriage and disease raises
several questions, in particular: Can carriage isolates cause disease or are diseasecausing isolates genetically distinct? Are disease-causing isolates a subset of carriage
isolates or do they circulate independently? Can disease-causing isolates persist longterm or do they emerge recurrently from carriage isolates? Do the incongruent age
profiles of carriers and cases reflect different susceptibilities or different circulating
forms? In order to address these problems it is necessary to genetically characterize
the meningococci, and that is the role of typing.

1.1.2 Typing
In general, typing is useful if there is any association between genotype and a
phenotype of interest such as propensity to cause disease or susceptibility to particular
drugs. If closely-related groups of meningococci share epidemiological or
pathological features in common, then typing provides information about the bacteria
that may help in tracking and controlling the spread of disease-causing and nondisease-causing isolates and prescribing appropriate treatment to infected patients.
Typing systems determine the genotype using a phenotypic marker or directly using
10

Table 1 Meningococcal outer membrane proteins

OMP Class

Protein

Function

Typing level

1

PorA

Porin

Serosubtyping

2 and 3

PorB

Porin

Serotyping

4

Rmp

Reduction modifiable protein

Not used

5

Opa/Opc

Opacity protein

Not used

sequencing. Three kinds of typing have been used widely in the study of N.
meningitidis: immunological typing, electrophoretic typing and sequence typing.
Immunological typing and electrophoretic typing use phenotypic markers. In these
typing schemes it is not necessary to know the underlying genotype, but there must be
a strong correspondence between variants of the marker and variants of the underlying
genetic locus to make typing useful. However, as DNA sequencing technology has
developed and become less costly, direct sequencing has become more important for
typing. DNA sequencing has also allowed the genotypes underlying phenotypic
typing schemes to be determined.

1.1.2.1 Immunological typing
Traditionally meningococci have been differentiated according to their immunogenic
properties, which are determined primarily by the capsular polysaccharide and
proteins that span the phospholipid outer membrane. Between the outer membrane
and the cytoplasmic membrane lies a peptoglycan layer. Shedding of outer membrane
vesicles known as blebbing plays an important role in immune evasion. Blebs contain
outer membrane proteins (OMPs) and lipopolysaccharide that are highly
immunogenic. Blebs bind antibodies that might otherwise bind to the whole
11

bacterium. Five principal classes of OMP have been identified (Table 1) and together
with the capsular polysaccharide, these form the basis of immunological typing
(Poolman et al. 1995).

Serogroup is the primary immunological type and is determined by the polysaccharide
capsule. There are thirteen recognised serogroups (A, B, C, 29-E, H, I, K, L, W-135,
X, Y, Z). Serogroups A, B and C are responsible for 90% of invasive disease; the
remainder is accounted for chiefly by serogroups Y and W135 (Poolman et al. 1995).
The capsule is a pre-requisite for invasive disease; many meningococci do not express
a capsule and cannot be typed serologically. The capsule-synthesis (cps) cluster is the
genetic determinant of meningococcal serogroup, and comprises five regions A-E.
The capsules of serogroups B, C, Y and W135 all contain sialic acid, and are variants
of the siaD locus. Serogroup A capsules do not contain sialic acid but do contain
mannosaminephosphate, encoded at the myn locus. Both siaD and myn are situated in
region A of cps. Meningococci that are serologically ungroupable occur either
because mutation leads to the capsule not being expressed, or because the capsuleencoding loci are lacking (Vogel et al. 2001; Claus et al. 2002). In the former case,
these meningococci can still be characterized at the cps cluster using sequencing
(Claus et al. 2002).

Serotype is determined by variants of the PorB OMP, a porin encoded at the porB
locus, and serosubtype by variants of the PorA OMP, another highly-expressed porin
encoded at the porA locus. PorB and PorA are subcapsular proteins that allow the
passage of ions across the phospholipid membrane. PorA and PorB show cation and
anion selectivity respectively (Poolman et al. 1995). The PorA protein has two
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hypervariable regions, VR1 and VR2, and combinations of variants at each region are
possible. The full typing classification is denoted, for example, B:4:P1.16,7, meaning
serogroup B, serotype 4, serosubtype 1 with VR1 16 and VR2 7.

1.1.2.2 Electrophoretic typing
Gel electrophoresis has a higher resolution than immunological typing because amino
acid variants that are immunologically equivalent can be distinguished. Using gel
electrophoresis, non-synonymous nucleotide variation at a locus can be detected and
the frequencies of the different variants estimated, regardless of the immunogenic
properties of those variants. Gel electrophoresis is generally applied to water-soluble
cellular enzymes and works because amino acid variants have different
electrophoretic properties. Amino acid polymorphism causes variation in the net
electrostatic charge of the enzymes because different amino acids have different
charges. This variation is detected by differential rates of migration across the gel
when a current is applied.

Variants identified by gel electrophoresis are known as allozymes (i.e. allelomorphs,
or variants, of the same enzyme), or electromorphs. Allozyme refers to variants of a
particular orthologous locus, whereas the term isozyme can refer to paralogous
variants. As a result of the inability of gel electrophoresis to detect synonymous
nucleotide polymorphism, a particular allozyme may represent multiple nucleotide
alleles. However, not all non-synonymous variants are distinguishable because some
have equivalent electrophoretic mobility. Studies suggest that gel electrophoresis
detects around 80-90% of non-synonymous variation (Selander et al. 1986).
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Figure 6 Gel illustrating electrophoresis of three enzymes of Escherichia coli. The arrow indicates
the direction of migration of the enzymes across the gel. Source: Selander et al. (1986).

Figure 6 illustrates the results of gel electrophoresis on three enzymes of Escherichia
coli. The columns correspond to bacterial isolates and the vertical height of the band
reveals variation in electrophoretic mobility, corresponding to amino acid
polymorphism. Results from several loci can be combined to give information about
the frequencies of multilocus allelic combinations. This is the basis of the technique
known as multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE), which has been widely applied
to bacterial populations (Selander et al. 1986). A moderate number of loci, usually
between 10 and 30, are usually analysed with MLEE. Combining loci in this way is
useful because (i) it increases the information content that is limited by diversity at
any one locus and (ii) highlights any differences between epidemiological processes
influencing different loci. Each electromorph (allozyme) at a locus is given an
arbitrary label, usually a number reflecting the order in which the electromorph was
first discovered. Each combination of electromorph numbers across loci, the
multilocus profile, is also designated by a number, and this is referred to as the
electrophoretic type (ET). The number of observed ETs will typically be much fewer
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than the sample size of the isolate collection, even when the sample size is much
smaller than the number of possible ETs.

One difficulty with MLEE is that the nomenclature for labelling electromorphs and,
hence, ETs is not readily portable between laboratories in the sense that gel
electrophoresis

gives

only

relative

electrophoretic

mobility.

The

relative

electrophoretic mobility cannot be reliably converted into an absolute measurement.
Therefore comparing results between laboratories requires standards to be shared
between laboratories and included in every electrophoresis.

1.1.2.3 Sequence typing
For genetic characterisation the highest level of resolution is the nucleotide sequence
itself. Sequence typing is able to distinguish between alleles that differ only by
synonymous nucleotide substitutions, which would be invisible to immunological and
electrophoretic typing, and allows non-coding loci to be typed. Multilocus sequence
typing (MLST; Maiden et al. 1998) has several advantages over MLEE for
epidemiological surveillance (Urwin and Maiden 2003). Whereas it has made MLEE
redundant, MLST coexists with immunological typing, partly as a result of the loci
chosen as the standard for MLST.
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Figure 7 Locations of the seven housekeeping loci in the N. meningitidis Z2491 genome (Parkhill
et al. 2000) that are used for multilocus sequence typing. The origin of replication is marked
(origin) and the reference point for nucleotide positions (0).

MLST was pioneered in N. meningitidis, but its use is now widespread in many other
bacterial species. In N. meningitidis the MLST protocol consists of obtaining short
nucleotide sequence fragments, about 450 base pairs (bp) in length, in seven loci
distributed about the 2.2 megabase (Mb) genome (Parkhill et al. 2000), as shown in
Figure 7. Seven housekeeping genes were chosen out of twelve proposed genes to
meet certain criteria, based on assessing those criteria in a collection of 107 isolates
assembled to represent the global diversity observed in carriage and disease samples
to date (Maiden et al. 1998).
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Those genes were required to have intermediate levels of genetic diversity to facilitate
typing; the level of diversity had to meet the desired balance of sensitivity and
specificity. Genes were excluded that were thought to be unusually influenced by
natural selection or recombination. That reinforced the requirement for intermediate
levels of diversity, and suggested the use of housekeeping loci (Urwin and Maiden
2003). The function of the seven MLST genes is summarised in Table 2. Congruence
between analyses of genetic clustering based on MLST and MLEE was also taken
into account (Maiden et al. 1998; see later for more details). The fragment length of
~450bp results from the length of sequence that could practicably be determined in
the sequence trace using a single gel electrophoresis in 1996 (Urwin and Maiden
2003).

Having obtained the nucleotide sequences, each allele can be assigned an arbitrary
label which is a number that roughly reflects the order in which the allele was
discovered. This allele number is analogous to the number assigned to electromorphs

Table 2 Function of the seven loci used in MLST in N. meningitidis

Locus

Function

abcZ

Putative ABC transporter

adk

Adenylate kinase

aroE

Shikimate dehydrogenase

fumC

Fumarate hydratase

gdh

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase

pdhC

Pyruvate dehydrogenase subunit C

pgm

Phosphoglucomutase
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during MLEE. Each combination of allele numbers observed is known as the allelic
profile, and is assigned an arbitrary label known as the sequence type (ST). This label,
which is actually a number, is analogous to the ET obtained by MLEE.

The results of MLST are more easily shared, in contrast to the results of MLEE
typing. The nucleotide sequences can be stored digitally, usually as text files on a
computer, and sent instantly to other laboratories using e-mail. As a result it is
straightforward to verify that the nomenclature used to assign allele numbers and STs
is consistent from laboratory to laboratory. There is a central repository for N.
meningitidis MLST data (http://neisseria.org/mlst/) which consists of two databases
(Jolley et al. 2004). The profiles database contains all deposited nucleotide sequences,
allelic profiles and sequence types, and the PubMLST database contains isolatespecific information. The PubMLST database can query the profiles database to
obtain the nucleotide sequences for specific isolates, and contains additional
information such as the study, country of origin, disease status of the carrier and
serogroup. Whereas the profiles database contains only one complete nucleotide
sequence of every allele identified to date, many of the entries in the PubMLST
database will have the same allelic profile, and may have been sampled in the same,
or different, studies.

1.1.3 Control and prevention
Strategies for prevention, or prophylaxis, and control are given different priority
based on disease prevalence, economic costs and economic resources, all of which
vary from country to country. While antibiotics are used to treat infected individuals
and their close contacts (see section 1.1.1.1), control and prevention strategies make
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use of vaccines for protecting as-yet uninfected members of the local population in
the case of outbreak control, or the population at large in the case of prevention.
Principally for economic reasons, vaccination of the population at large, if undertaken
at all, is targeted at particular risk groups (see section 1.1.1.3), for example children,
military recruits and the immunocompromised.

1.1.3.1 Polysaccharide vaccines
Bivalent (A, C) and tetravalent (A, C, Y, W-135) polysaccharide vaccines exist for
meningococcal disease that contain the serogroup-specific capsular polysaccharide
molecule. The bivalent vaccine was developed first, and extended because of
significant disease caused by the other serogroups (Frasch 1995). In older children
and adults, the efficacy of the serogroup A and C polysaccharides have been
estimated to be 85-90% in clinical trials and epidemiological use, with a duration of
protection of 5-10 years (Rosenstein et al. 1998). The polysaccharide vaccines are
licensed for use in Europe and North America, but are not widely used because they
do not induce strong or lasting immunological memory in the highest risk group,
children under 2 years of age (Raghunathan et al. 2004). No polysaccharide vaccine
for serogroup B meningococcal disease has been developed because of the low
immunogenicity of the serogroup B capsular polysaccharide. This is thought to be
owing to its close homology to a component of the human extracellular matrix
(N-CAM).

The efficacy of serogroup Y and W-135 polysaccharide vaccines has not been
investigated, but none of the polysaccharide vaccines substantially reduces
meningococcal carriage rates, and as a result, does not induce herd immunity.
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Repeated immunization has also been shown to result in immune hyporesponsiveness,
although the clinical relevance of this is not well understood (Raghunathan et al.
2004). As a result, meningococcal polysaccharide vaccines are not part of the routine
immunization schedule in any country. They are used in Europe and North America to
protect members of high risk groups including patients suffering from asplenia
(absent or defective spleen function that predisposes patients to fulminant bacterial
infections), complement deficiency, military recruits, laboratory workers exposed to
N. meningitidis and travellers to hyperendemic or epidemic areas (Pollard et al. 2001).
Currently polysaccharide vaccines, in combination with antibiotics depending on the
scale of the outbreak, are part of strategies for managing outbreaks in the West (Stuart
2001).

1.1.3.2 Polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccines
The immunological shortcomings of polysaccharide vaccines are thought to result
from the inability of the human T cell receptor to recognise the polysaccharide
structure. Polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccines work by binding the capsular
polysaccharide to a protein carrier, which helps in T cell recruitment. This strategy
has been successfully utilised in the Haemophilus influenzae type B vaccine (Hib;
Heath 1998). To date, polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccines have only been
introduced in the United Kingdom, largely in response to concern over the rise in
serogroup C meningococcal disease. The meningococcal serogroup C conjugate
vaccine (MenC) was introduced into the routine immunization schedule in October
1999, with immunizations at 2, 3 and 4 months of age. Simultaneously, a campaign to
immunize all children and young adults from 5 months to 18 years was initiated to
induce widespread immunity. As a result there was an 81% reduction in the number
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of confirmed cases of invasive meningococcal disease and deaths fell from 67 in 1999
to 5 in 2001. A 66% reduction in carriage in teenagers a year after vaccination has
been documented, and substantial herd immunity was found in unvaccinated children
who demonstrated a 67% reduction in carriage from 1998/1999 to 2001/2002.
Potential problems such as capsule switching, in which the virulent strain undergoes
recombination at the serogroup determining locus hence switching serogroup, and
serogroup replacement, in which serogroup B disease might occupy the niche vacated
by serogroup C disease, have not as yet presented themselves (Snape and Pollard
2005).

Other conjugate vaccines are under development, including a combined serogroup A
and C vaccine (MenAC), trials of which were conducted in the United Kingdom and
United States prior to the introduction of MenC in the U.K. (Snape and Pollard 2005).
However, in North America the conjugate vaccine has only recently been licensed and
a number of considerations suggest that it may not become part of the routine
immunization schedule, including (i) the fact that polysaccharide vaccines are not
currently used in routine immunization (ii) the probable absence of serogroup B from
the vaccines (iii) the low prevalence of disease (iii) the cost of the vaccine and (iv) the
crowding of the current immunization schedule (Pollard et al. 2001). It is likely that
long-term, conjugate vaccines will replace polysaccharide vaccines in outbreak
management (Stuart 2001). In Africa, where a lack of funding and vaccine research
by pharmaceutical companies has led to the situation in which many countries that
suffer from sporadic large scale epidemics do not have formal immunization
strategies for preventing meningococcal outbreaks, the meningitis vaccine project
(MVP), which is a collaboration between the World Health Organisation and the
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Program for Applied Technology in Health, has been working on the development of
a serogroup A conjugate vaccine (MenA). Clinical trials lasting for three years have
begun, with licensure of the vaccine expected in 2008. The first use of the
preventative MenA vaccine is anticipated to begin in 2009, with widespread
vaccination initially targeted at high risk groups such as young children (SorianoGabarró et al. 2004).

1.1.3.3 Outer membrane protein vesicle vaccines
The poor immunogenicity of the serogroup B capsular polysaccharide in particular is
concerning because serogroup B meningococci are responsible for much of the
endemic meningococcal disease worldwide, including Europe and North America.
After the capsule, class 1 OMPs are the next most immunodominant meningococcal
antigen, followed by OMP classes 2 and 3. Patients suffering from meningococcal
disease present bactericidal antibodies directed against these sub-capsular cell surface
antigens. Recent research into serogroup B (MenB) vaccines has therefore
concentrated on the development of outer membrane protein vesicle (OMV) vaccines.

There are several routes under investigation for OMV vaccine development. OMVs
are naturally secreted from the meningococcus in the form of blebs, although they
cannot be used in their native form. To prepare OMVs for a vaccine first requires the
depletion of lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which is known to induce fever. Insoluble
OMVs have been found to have poor immunogenicity, but combining the OMV with
capsular polysaccharide makes the complex soluble and more efficacious. Similarly,
adsorption of the vaccine on to aluminium hydroxide can increase the bactericidal
response of the immune system. It is thought that vaccine efficacy might be further
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improved by removal of class 4 OMPs that induce antibody blocking. A number of
proteins expressed during pathogenesis are not expressed during natural growth,
including iron regulated OMPs and heat-shock proteins, and could be important to a
vaccine’s immunogenicity. OMPs can be isolated with relative ease, but their native
conformation is not conserved upon removal from the phospholipid membrane.
Packaging isolated OMPs in such a way as to retain their natural conformation offers
an alternative route to OMV vaccine development (Frasch 1995).

An important consideration in OMV vaccine development is the variety of serotypes
defined by the subcapsular class 1 OMP. A given vaccine is raised against a particular
serotype, so the long-term usefulness of that vaccine will depend both on the
fluctuations in serotype prevalence and cross-protection between serotypes. There
have been various trials of MenB OMV vaccines in Cuba, Norway, Chile, Brazil and
Iceland (Sierra et al. 1991; Bjune et al. 1991; Zollinger et al. 1991; de Moraes et al.
1992; Perkins et al. 1998). Of these, children are generally less well protected than
adults. Overall efficacy was between 50-80%, but in some studies young children had
no protection. The duration of protection was short-lived, falling after 8 months. New
Zealand introduced an OMV vaccine in 2004 in response to a 14-year epidemic of
B:4:P1.7b,4. The vaccine is not predicted to offer broad cross-protection, but was
introduced on the basis of the specificity of the epidemic and the high levels of
meningococcal disease (Sexton et al. 2004). It has been suggested that OMVs based
on a combination of two antigenic loci might offer better efficacy and long-term
effectiveness (Urwin et al. 2004).
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1.2

Population biology of Neisseria meningitidis

Genetic typing, in particular MLEE and MLST, has allowed patterns of genetic
diversity in meningococcal populations to be quantified within and between
geographic regions, sampling time points, and virulent and non-virulent isolates.
Many studies of meningococcal disease and carriage have been undertaken which
have shed light on the extent of diversity, structure of the population, frequency of
recombination, influence of selection and overlap between disease-causing and
carried strains. As larger-scale studies have been undertaken with MLST providing
greater genetic discrimination, models of meningococcal evolution have been
proposed and revised. I will discuss the progression of these studies, the techniques
used in their analysis and the development of the evolutionary models used to explain
them.

1.2.1 The clonal complex
Patterns of genetic diversity revealed by MLEE clearly demonstrate that the
population structure of disease-causing N. meningitidis is organised into closelyrelated, genetically homogeneous clusters, which can be visualised through UPGMA
dendrograms (Sneath and Sokal 1973; Box 1). The genetic clusters tend to be strongly
associated with particular serogroups; serogroup A clusters are known as subgroups,
whereas in serogroup B and C meningococci the terms complex and cluster are used.
These clusters, or complex of clones (Caugant et al. 1988), are routinely recovered
from geographically disparate locations over periods of more than 10 years and
exhibit strong linkage disequilibrium between loci, suggesting that populations of
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Box 1 – Building a UPGMA dendrogram

Initially, there are as many clusters as there are genotypes, and the genetic distance
dij between clusters i and j is defined as the proportion of loci at which isolates i and j
have different alleles. The number of isolates in cluster i is defined initially to be
ni = 1.
1. Join the set of clusters C that have the smallest distance from one another.
2. Call the new cluster i and define the genetic distance between i and each of the
nc d cj
c∈C
other clusters j, j ∉ C as d ij =
and let ni = nc .
nc
c∈C
c∈C

3. If there is more than one cluster left, return to step 1.
meningococci are basically clonal in structure (Caugant et al. 1986; Caugant et al.
1987).

The use of MLEE has allowed the epidemiological spread of meningococci to be
charted, the results of which have demonstrated that clonal complexes differ in their
propensity to cause disease, rate of transmission and extent of global dissemination.
Only a small number of clonal complexes are responsible for most of the disease
worldwide (Caugant et al. 1988), the so-called hyper-virulent and hyper-invasive
lineages. The clonal complex is thought to constitute the basic unit for epidemic
spread (Achtman 1995).

1.2.1.1 Serogroup A lineages
Analysis of serogroup A N. meningitidis strains isolated from all major global
epidemics in the period 1960-1990 divided the population into a small number of
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genetically homogeneous clusters, or subgroups (Wang et al. 1992). Eighty-four
unique ETs were identified amongst the 290 isolates, and their genetic relationship
can be visualised using a UPGMA dendrogram (Figure 8), with the subgroups colourcoded. Genetic distance is defined as the proportion of loci at which a pair of ETs
have different alleles (Selander et al. 1986). Figure 8 shows that the subgroups are
genetically homogeneous. Within each subgroup there is a highly skewed frequency
distribution of ETs, with one or two common ETs, and many rare ETs differing from
one another at a small number of loci. The genetic distance between subgroups is
generally much greater than the average distance within a subgroup. Serosubtypes are
highly conserved within subgroups, with most ETs exhibiting a common PorA
VR1/VR2 combination.
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Figure 8 Genetic relationships, serosubtype patterns and relative abundance of 84 ETs in a global
sample of disease-causing serogroup A meningococci. Adapted from: Wang et al. (1992).
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Within serogroup A, subgroups I/II, III/VIII and IV-1/IV-2 are identified as hypervirulent lineages (Maiden et al. 1998), and these groups have been historically linked
to specific epidemics worldwide (Achtman 1995):
•

Subgroup I was first isolated in the United Kingdom in 1941, although the
subgroup may have originated elsewhere. Since the 1960s, subgroup I
meningococcal disease has been responsible for epidemics affecting Niger,
North Africa, the Mediterranean, native Americans living in Canada, homeless
people in the United States, Nigeria, Rwanda and native peoples of New
Zealand and Australia, over a time frame of thirty years. ETs belonging to
subgroup I have also caused endemic disease globally.

•

Subgroup III isolates are first known from China in the 1960s, from where
the cluster has spread causing outbreaks in Russia and Norway, then Finland
and Brazil in the 1970s, Nepal and China in the 1980s and throughout
continental Africa in the late 1980s and early 1990s. It was subgroup III that
caused the Haj pilgrimage outbreak in 1987. An estimated 10% of the 1,000
U.S. pilgrims to Mecca returned home carrying subgroup III meningococci.
Thereafter sporadic cases were reported in the U.K., France, Israel and the
Gambia. Subgroups III meningococci have also been responsible for endemic
disease.

•

Subgroup IV-1 is, in contrast, almost entirely restricted to endemic disease in
West Africa, persistently isolated over a period of 40 years. Except for two
waves of subgroup I epidemics in the 1970s, subgroup IV-1 has been
responsible for all epidemic disease isolated from West Africa in the same
time period.
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•

Subgroup V bacteria are similarly geographically restricted. In their case no
subgroup V strains have yet been isolated anywhere but in China, where they
caused an outbreak in the 1970s.

1.2.1.2 Serogroup B and C lineages
Disease-causing isolates belonging to serogroups B and C are less uniform than
serogroup A meningococci, and genetic clusters identified in one of these serogroups
often contain some isolates expressing the other serogroup, as a result of
recombination (Caugant et al. 1986). Sub-capsular antigenic expression is also less
homogeneous (Caugant et al. 1987). Several groups important for disease exist within
serogroups B and C that comprise highly genetically similar, low-frequency ETs
clustered around a common ET (Achtman 1995):
•

ET-5 complex bacteria typically belong to serogroup B and are responsible
for much endemic disease around the world. ET-5 complex meningococci
have caused epidemics in Cuba, Chile, Brazil and New Zealand since 1970,
prior to which their isolation was rare. As a result of their global endemicity,
reconstructing the spread of particular epidemics has proved difficult.

•

A4 cluster isolates originated from South Africa and the U.S. in the late 1970s
and early 1980s (Caugant et al. 1987), and were sampled contemporaneously
in Canada and Europe. A4 cluster isolates typically express serogroup B but
serogroup C isolates have been associated with increased disease incidence in
Brazil since the 1990s.

•

ET-37 complex meningococci principally express serogroup C. Responsible
for disease outbreaks amongst U.S. military recruits in the 1960s, ET-37
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complex bacteria have been isolated from endemic infection globally,
including North America, Europe, Africa and Asia.

1.2.2 How clonal are bacteria?
Problems exist for the idea that N. meningitidis has a basically clonal population
structure. Firstly, recombination, which occurs by transformation of naked DNA in
the meningococcus, is needed to explain the antigen switching observed not just in
serogroup B and C complexes, but also serogroup A complexes and many carriage
isolates (Caugant et al. 1987; Caugant et al. 1988). Secondly, in light of the fact that
recombination is known to occur at some level, the use of dendrograms is
questionable (Holmes et al. 1999). Thirdly, strong levels of linkage disequilibrium
may occur in spite of recombination for several reasons (Maynard Smith et al. 1993):
i.

If the sample contains multiple populations, within which recombination is
common, but between which it is rare, then there will be linkage
disequilibrium.

ii.

Drift causes non-zero linkage disequilibrium even in the presence of random
mating.

iii.

Epidemic population structure can lead to linkage disequilibrium.

iv.

Epistatic fitness interactions between loci can maintain linkage disequilibrium.

Objection (i) applies to any analysis of datasets in which disease-causing isolates are
overrepresented relative to carriage. If there exist different subpopulations of N.
meningitidis that have different propensities to cause disease, and if disease-causing
isolates are not a random sample of meningococcal isolates at large, then the problem
will be exacerbated. Objection (ii) applies to any population of finite size.
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Figure 9 Representation of population structures. A Strict clonality is represented by a bifurcating
evolutionary tree. B Frequent recombination within reproductively isolated subpopulations is
represented by a network within a bifurcating population tree. C Epidemic clone model in which
recent clonal expansion (star-shaped tree) occurs against a backdrop of frequent recombination
(network). D Alternative representation of the epidemic clone model in which cones represent
recent clonal expansion superimposed on to a network of recombination. Source: Maynard Smith et
al. (1993) and Maynard Smith et al. (2000).

Determining what level of linkage disequilibrium (LD) is significantly different to
zero is a statistical problem. Objections (iii) and (iv) are the subject of the epidemic
clone model of Maynard Smith et al. (1993) and the strain theory model of Gupta et
al. (1996) respectively.

1.2.2.1 Epidemic clone model
Maynard Smith et al. (1993) proposed an epidemic model of population structure in
which a population undergoing frequent recombination may exhibit high linkage
disequilibrium because of a recent epidemic during which a particular lineage
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Box 2 – Index of Association

Suppose pij is the frequency of allele i at locus j, that h j = 1 −

pij2 is the probability

that two isolates differ at locus j, and that K is the genetic distance between a pair of
isolates, defined as the number of loci at which they differ. Then
I A = VO VE − 1
is the index of association, where VO is the observed variance in K and
VE =

h j (1 − h j ) is the expectation of VO under the null hypothesis of linkage

equilibrium. The standard error is calculated using
var(VE ) =

1
n

(

hj − 7

h 2j + 12

h 3j − 6

[

h 4j + 2

hj −

h 2j

] ).
2

undergoes rapid clonal growth (Figure 9C,D). This they contrast against a model of
strict clonality (Figure 9A), and a model of reproductively isolated populations each
of which exhibits frequent recombination (Figure 9B). Maynard Smith et al. (1993)
use a statistical test for recombination called the index of association (IA; Brown et al.
1980; see Box 2), whose expectation is zero under the null hypothesis of frequent
recombination.

Analysis of a collection of over 600 serogroup A, B and C disease-causing isolates
and carriage isolates (Caugant et al. 1987) yields I A = 1.96 ± 0.05 , which is

statistically significant from zero. Thus the null hypothesis of linkage equilibrium,
and hence frequent recombination in a panmictic population, in these isolates is
rejected, consistent with the observation of strong linkage between MLEE loci
(Caugant et al. 1987). However, when each of the 37 ET clusters identified by
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Caugant et al. (1987), is treated as a single individual, I A = −0.14 ± 0.17 . Maynard

Smith et al. (1993) argue that this is evidence for an epidemic population structure;
that each ET cluster is the result of recent growth of a particular clone against a
backdrop of frequent recombination. Subsequent studies of MLST data have shown
the same pattern of significant IA for all isolates, but non-significant IA when each
cluster is treated as a single individual (Holmes et al. 1999; Jolley et al. 2000).

There are a number of problems with the model and analysis. Firstly, the epidemic
clone model provides a description of the population structure, but not a description of
the evolutionary processes that cause the population structure. Secondly, if
recombination is an important process in meningococcal evolution, then it is not clear
that epidemic clusters can be identified using a UPGMA dendrogram. Indeed, for a
recombining population “there is no justification for constructing trees: one might as
well construct a tree for the members of a panmictic sexual population” (Maynard
Smith et al. 1993). Yet it is unclear how to identify members of an epidemic cluster
without a full specification of the evolutionary model. Despite these complaints, the
epidemic clone model is useful in illustrating that a clonal view of meningococcal
evolution is unsatisfactory.

1.2.2.2 Relative contribution of recombination and mutation
Numerous attempts have been made to quantify the extent of recombination in
meningococcal populations. These studies have benefited from the greater resolution
afforded by nucleotide sequencing and MLST, which reveals synonymous nucleotide
polymorphism that is invisible to MLEE. There is a large body of evidence supporting
the importance of recombination in meningococcal evolution from a number of
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sources (Feil and Spratt 2001). Mosaicism has been observed in the nucleotide
sequences of housekeeping genes (Zhou and Spratt 1992; Feil et al. 1995; Feil et al.
1996; Zhou et al. 1997), which can only be explained by frequent recombination.
Comparison of meningococcal sequences with homologues in other neisseriae
suggests that importation from closely related commensals may be an important
process in addition to intraspecific recombination (Zhou et al. 1997; Linz et al. 2000).
Furthermore, splits decomposition (Bandelt and Dress 1992; Dopazo et al. 1993)
indicates that the evolutionary history of meningococcal housekeeping genes is better
represented by a network than a strictly bifurcating tree which would be produced
under clonality (Holmes et al. 1999).

In a frequently recombining organism there is no sense in which there is a single
phylogenetic tree for a collection of isolates. Recombination will cause there to be
different phylogenies at different positions in the genome. The frequency of
recombination determines the extent to which these trees are correlated. Therefore the
degree of incongruence between phylogenetic trees at distinct loci is a way to quantify
the extent of recombination in a population. A subset of 30 out of a global sample of
107 predominantly disease-causing meningococci (Maiden et al. 1998) were analysed
to quantify the effect of recombination on phylogenetic congruence (Holmes et al.
1999; Feil et al. 2001). Under the null hypothesis of complete linkage in the absence
of recombination, all loci share the same phylogenetic tree topology. For each MLST
locus a maximum likelihood (ML) tree was estimated. To test for congruence between
the ML tree topology at each locus and all the others, the difference in log likelihood
was calculated, having re-optimised the branch lengths for the other trees. A null
distribution for the difference in log likelihood was produced using 200 bifurcating
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Figure 10 Phylogenetic incongruence amongst MLST loci for 30 isolates representative of global
disease. Horizontal axis is the difference in log likelihood between the ML tree for each locus and
the ML tree for another locus (pink squares) or a random tree (blue diamonds). Trees are spread
vertically in no particular order. Trees to the left of the dashed line are more congruent with the ML
tree for that locus than 99% of the random trees. Source: Feil et al. 2001, supplementary material
(http://www.pnas.org).

topologies simulated uniformly at random. Figure 10 shows that the difference in log
likelihood between the ML topology at each locus and the six others (pink squares) is
not significantly less than for the random topologies (blue squares). The extent of
recombination in N. meningitidis is therefore sufficient to create phylogenetically
incongruent trees within a 450bp sequence (Feil et al. 2001).

Holmes et al. (1999) suggested that mutation may not be the primary route by which
new allelic variants arise in the meningococcus. MLST data allows the role of
mutation and recombination to be disentangled because the nucleotide differences
between alleles can be examined. Point mutation changes a single site at a time,
whereas recombination can cause mosaicism wherein a whole tract is imported from
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Figure 11 Polymorphic sites in aroE within three clonal complexes. The clonal complexes are labelled at
the far right. For each clonal complex there is one bold row representing the central, or most common,
genotype. The non-bold rows represent all other variants assigned to that clonal complex. Dots indicate
that the allele does not differ from the top row sequence. Sites are numbered above in vertical format.
Sites that are underlined are putative point mutations. Adapted from: Feil et al. 1999.
E.J. Feil, M.C.J. Maiden, M. Achtman and B.G. Spratt. (1999) The Relative Contributions of Recombination and Mutation to the
Divergence of Clones of Neisseria meningitidis. Mol Biol Evol 16 (11):1496-1502. Reproduced by permission of the Society for
Molecular Biology and Evolution.

another allele in the population. In the 107 isolates representing global disease
(Maiden et al. 1998), nine out of 10 clonal complexes defined by a UPGMA
dendrogram contain isolates that differ by one or two loci (Feil et al. 1999). In total
there are 23 isolates that differ from the ST typical of that clonal complex. Of those, 5
differ from the typical genotype at a single nucleotide position, indicative of a point
mutation. The rest differ by five or more polymorphisms, which Feil et al. (1999)
therefore took to be the result of recombination.

For example, Figure 11 illustrates polymorphism within clonal complexes at the aroE
locus. In three clonal complexes (A4 cluster, ET-37 complex and subgroup VI) a low
frequency variant differs from the common, or central, genotype at aroE. Of those,
only one (allele 8 in the A4 cluster) differs from the typical genotype by a single
nucleotide polymorphism (G T, underlined in Figure 11). Feil et al. (1999) use these
observations to estimate that the relative frequency of recombination events to
mutation events is 18:5, or 3.6 times as often. Subsequent studies have used the same
procedure to estimate that recombination is 4.75 times (Feil et al. 2001) or 275 times
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(Jolley et al. 2000) more frequent than mutation. Whilst there are obvious problems
with the estimation procedure, not least of which the lack of quantification of
uncertainty, these figures show that recombination is a potent evolutionary force in
meningococci, and that most allelic novelty probably arises by recombination of
existing alleles rather than de novo mutation.

1.2.2.3 BURST
Recombination is an important force in meningococcal evolution, and despite the
presence of clusters of closely related genotypes, phylogenetic congruence is all but
obliterated even within a 450bp gene fragment (Feil et al. 2001). A bifurcating tree is
an inadequate description of the ancestry of a collection of meningococcal genotypes
(Holmes et al. 1999), so the identification of clonal complexes on the basis of
UPGMA dendrograms is questionable. Therefore the question arises as how to
identify and visualize clusters of meningococcal genotypes.

From the perspective of the epidemic clone model (Maynard Smith et al. 1993), a
clonal complex is a group of individuals descended from a founding genotype that
had a fitness advantage allowing it to proliferate rapidly in the population. As the
clonal complex expanded over time it will have experienced mutation and
recombination events leading to divergence from the founding genotype. MLST
shows that clusters of meningococcal genotypes exist, in which frequent genotypes
are closely related to numerous low-frequency genotypes, separated not necessarily
by mutation, but commonly by recombination events. Linkage disequilibrium may
appear to be high not because of strict clonality, but because short, recent explosive
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Box 3 – The eBURST Algorithm

Clonal complex eBURST groups all STs into connected, mutually exclusive sets
within which every ST differs from at least one other by no more than a single locus.

Primary founder Within each clonal complex, the ST that differs from the greatest
number of STs by no more than a single locus (single locus variants, SLVs), is
defined to be the primary founder. In the event of a tie, the number of double locus
variants (DLVs) is taken into account, and so on. The frequency of the STs does not
come into consideration.

Bootstrap support for the primary founder is obtained as follows. Within the clonal
complex, a collection of STs the same size as the number of unique STs is
resampled, with replacement, from those unique STs. The primary founder of that
collection is then determined. The procedure is repeated 1,000 times, and the
bootstrap support for a particular ST is the percentage of resampled collections in
which it was determined to be the primary founder. Resampled collections in which
that particular ST was not present are excluded.

Subgroups and subgroup founders Moving outwards from the primary founder,
STs are defined to be subgroup founders if they are SLVs of two or more STs not
currently connected. Having connected all members of the clonal complex, starting
farthest from the primary founder, the subfounder-descendant relationship can be
reversed if that would increase the number of SLVs connected to the subgroup
founder.
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Figure 12 UPGMA dendrogram of the ST8 (A4 cluster) and ST11 (ET-37) clonal complexes. All STs
with fewer than 4 alleles different to ST 8 or ST11 were included from the Neisseria MLST database.
Source: Feil et al. (2004).

bursts of selected clones causes LD to temporarily accumulate faster than it can be
broken down by recombination.

eBURST (Based Upon Related Sequence Types) is a deterministic algorithm used for
clustering STs based on a more realistic account of meningococcal evolution (Feil et
al. 2004). Although eBURST is non-parametric in the same sense that the UPGMA
dendrogram is non-parametric, it does use the informal model of an epidemic
population structure to inform the rules used in the clustering algorithm (Box 3).
Figure 12 shows a UPGMA dendrogram for the ST8 and ST11 clonal complexes
(formerly the A4 cluster and ET-37 complex) for all STs in the Neisseria MLST
database that differ from ST8 or ST11 at less than 4 loci. Figure 13 shows the
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Figure 13 eBURST diagram of the group containing the ST8 and ST11 clonal complexes. A group
was defined as STs differing by less than 3 alleles from one another. Clonal complexes (connected
nodes in the diagram) were defined as STs differing by less than 2 alleles from one another.
Source: Feil et al. (2004).

corresponding eBURST diagram for these clonal complexes, and closely related STs
(Feil et al. 2004). Whereas the dendrogram, of necessity, depicts a hierarchical
population structure within each clonal complex, the eBURST diagram depicts a
frequent founding genotype (represented by the diameter of the node) surrounded by
many SLVs (single locus variants), a number of which may be founders of subgroups
themselves. So whilst the dendrogram is constrained to portray a hierarchical
population structure, the eBURST diagram is able to, but actually portrays a radiation
of rare, closely related genotypes surrounding a core genotype. eBURST assigns
bootstrap support of 100% for the primary founders of the ST8 and ST11 complex.
Whilst the dendrogram suggests that the ST8 and ST11 complex are closely related,
eBURST identifies them as distinct entities and does not, therefore, infer the
relationship between the two.
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The identification of clonal complexes in N. meningitidis is now informed by a
combination of historical convention (largely influenced by epidemiological
considerations and UPGMA dendrograms), the clusters identified using the eBURST
algorithm, and a committee of microbiologists (chosen from amongst delegates of the
International Pathogenic Neisseria Conference). As a result much of the nomenclature
has been changed, and continues to be revised. The A4 cluster and ET-37 complex
have become the ST8 and ST11 complex respectively. Serogroup A subgroups have
been merged and renamed to create the ST1 complex (subgroups I/II), ST 5 complex
(subgroups III/VIII) and ST 4 complex (subgroups IV-1/IV-2).

However, there are problems with the eBURST algorithm, and hence the clonal
complexes it produces. These problems are essentially the result of the non-parametric
nature of eBURST. In the absence of a statistical model, it is impossible to assign
uncertainty to the groupings. It is likely that a statistical description of the epidemic
clone model would report considerable uncertainty in the group designations. It is not
clear what the null model is for the bootstrap support that eBURST calculates for the
assignment of primary founders (Box 3), and at any rate it is calculated conditional
upon the groupings, the reliability of which is unknown. The primary founder is not
necessarily present in the sample, and in the absence of an explicit evolutionary model
it is impossible to comment on the ancestral relationships between clonal complexes,
or the age of those complexes. Finally, there is no framework for falsifying the model
if the fit is poor.
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1.2.3 Strain theory
An epidemic population structure is not the only explanation for high levels of linkage
disequilibrium despite frequent recombination. One alternative recognised but not
explored by Maynard Smith et al. (1993) is that selection can cause non-random
associations of alleles across loci. Epistasis between loci can cause LD not just at the
loci under selection, but across the genome. Strain theory suggests that the interaction
between the host immune system and antigenic loci can cause epistasis if there is
some immunological cross-protection between alleles at individual loci. This epistasis
might explain the paradox that pathogens such as N. meningitidis appear to persist as
strains despite the constant exchange of genetic material (Gupta et al. 1996).

1.2.3.1 Immune selection can structure the pathogen population
Suppose there are two distinct loci, A and B that encode antigens. Both loci are
dimorphic (Figure 14). There are four genotypes (i.e. combinations of alleles at the
two loci)

,

,

discordant. So

and
and

. Genotypes that are different at both loci are called

are discordant, and

and

are discordant. Gupta et al.

(1996) propose an SI-type model (Anderson and May 1991) that is defined by the
differential equations
dz i
= λi (1 − z i ) − µz i ,
dt
dy i
= λi (1 − z i )[1 − γ (1 − ϕ i )] − σy i ,
dt

where zi and yi are the proportion of hosts susceptible to and infectious with genotype
i respectively. 1/

and 1/

respectively in the host.




i

are life expectancy and duration of infectiousness

is the per-capita force of infection for genotype i, which is

the rate at which susceptible hosts become infected.
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i

equals the transmission

Locus A
Locus B
Figure 14 Above: in the simplest model of strain
structure there are two immunogenic loci, A
(squares) and B (circles). Each has two alleles.
Right: the degree of cross-protection between alleles
determines the population structure. Weak crossprotection allows all combinations to coexist (top).
Strong cross-protection leads to the competitive
exclusion of concordant combinations (bottom). In
Reprinted from Parasitology Today, 15 (12), S. Gupta and

between lies unstable switching between discordant R.M. Anderson, Population Structure of Pathogens: the Role
of Immune Selection, 497-501, © (1999),with permission

pairs (middle). Source: Gupta and Anderson (1999). from Elsevier

coefficient

i

multiplied by the frequency of genotype i in the host population

following recombination; the loci are assumed to be unlinked.


i

is the proportion of

the host population with immunity to genotypes concordant to i, and is the degree of


cross-protection afforded against a concordant genotype.

Figure 14 shows that the key parameter determining the behaviour of the model is the
degree of cross-protection,


. When there is weak cross-protection, so that

encountering a particular allele in one genotype confers no immunity to that allele in
other genotypes, all genotypes can coexist. When cross-protection is strong,
concordant pairs are in direct competition, resulting in exclusion of one or other
discordant pair. In the model which pair is out-competed depends on the initial
genotype frequencies. At intermediate levels of cross-protection, the population
switches between discordant pairs intermittently.
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Figure 15 Association between epitopes of the VR1 and VR2 region of the PorA outer membrane protein.
(a) Observed frequency distribution. (b) Expected frequency distribution under linkage equilibrium.
Source: Gupta et al. (1996).
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Medicine 2(4): 437-442. S. Gupta, M.C. Maiden, I.M. Feavers,
S. Nee, R. M. May et al. The Maintenance of Strain Structure in Populations of Recombining Infectious Agents. © 1996

1.2.3.2 Evidence for meningococcal strain structure
Gupta et al. (1996) suggest that the population structure of meningococci can be
explained by immune selection causing exclusion of immunologically overlapping
genotypes. Serogroup B and C meningococci sampled from England and Wales in
1989-1991 were serosubtyped for the VR1/VR2 combination at the porA locus
(Feavers et al. 1996). Figure 15a shows the observed frequencies of VR1/VR2 epitope
combinations, and Figure 15b the expected frequencies under linkage equilibrium.
What is striking about Figure 15a is that broadly speaking each VR1 epitope is
associated with only a single VR2 epitope at any appreciable frequency (and vice
versa). Not only do the data reject the null hypothesis of random association (p < 0.01
based on a

2

test with 15 d.f.), but the non-random association of particular epitopes

to the exclusion of other combinations is the pattern predicted by the strain theory
model (Gupta et al. 1996).
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However, there are a number of problems with this analysis. In a finite population
drift can cause associations between loci, that is LD, even at unlinked loci by chance
alone. The VR1/VR2 regions of porA are tightly linked, so LD would be expected to
be even higher. Thus zero LD is not the appropriate null model. Because the
appropriate null model has not been tested, it is not possible to be sure that the
associations of VR1/VR2 epitopes are non-random after all. Secondly, a statistic
sensitive to the mutual exclusivity of genotypes imposed by strain structure, and not
merely to LD per se, would be required to show that immune selection is responsible
for the observed LD, and not some other process.

1.2.4 Neutral models
Owing to high carriage rates and low incidence of disease, it has been postulated that
N. meningitidis is an accidental pathogen (Levin and Bull 1994; Maiden 2002). That
is to say, that disease-causing strains are so rare that they cannot possibly be
important for transmission or long-term persistence of meningococcal populations.
Indeed, most epidemics are relatively modest in size, and subsequently die out,
suggesting that pathogenicity might be an evolutionary dead end for the
meningococcus (Stollenwerk et al. 2004). If virulence is indeed detrimental, or at best
equivocal to the evolutionary success of meningococci, then selection for epidemiccausing variants may not be an important explanation for the structure of
meningococcal populations. As noted by Maynard Smith et al. (1993), drift alone can
cause non-zero levels of linkage disequilibrium in a finite population. Studies show
that a purely neutral model with drift does not adequately explain the observed
patterns of genetic diversity even in carriage studies (Fraser et al. 2005). However,
Fraser et al. (2005) claim that when the effects of local transmission or sampling bias
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Figure 16 Allelic mismatch distribution for Czech carriage study (grey bars). The horizontal axis shows
the number of loci at which a pair of isolates can differ (up to 7 for MLST), and the vertical axis the
proportion of pairs that differ at that number of loci. Open circles show the fit under the standard neutral
model, and the filled circles show the fit under the neutral microepidemic model. Source: Fraser et al.
(2005). Copyright 2005 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.

are taken into account, meningococcal evolution may amount to no more than a
neutrally evolving commensal with the occasional accidental progression to
pathogenesis. This they call the neutral microepidemic model.

1.2.4.1 Standard neutral model
In the approach of Fraser et al. (2005), the patterns of genetic diversity observed in
the population are summarised by a small number of statistics. Some of these statistics
are used to estimate the parameters for the model, and the model is then assessed for
goodness-of-fit. Figure 16 shows the observed allelic mismatch distribution (grey
bars) in a population of carried meningococci sampled from the Czech Republic in
1993 (Jolley et al. 2000). The allelic mismatch distribution shows the proportion of
pairs of individuals that differ at 0, 1, …, 7 loci.
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In the simplest evolutionary model, known as the standard neutral model, members of
the population reproduce with equal vigour. The population size is constrained so that
it remains at a constant size N. Each generation the total rate of mutation amongst all
individuals is /2 per base pair, and the total rate of recombination amongst all
individuals is /2 per base pair. Under the standard neutral model with infinitely many


alleles, the expected frequency of each of the grey bars in Figure 16 is known
(Kimura 1968). Fraser et al. (2005) assume that the allelic mismatch distribution is
multinomially distributed with these expected frequencies. In an attempt to account
for the fact that this is wrong, owing to the non-independence of the different classes
in the allelic mismatch distribution, they calculate standard errors by taking the
observed degrees of freedom to be n rather than n(n − 1) / 2 , where n = 217 is the

number of isolates.

The estimated population rates of mutation and recombination are θ = 8.2 and

ρ = 5.7 respectively, which suggests that recombination events occur 1.44 times less
frequently than mutation events, in contrast to previous work (Feil et al. 1999; Feil et
al. 2001), including analysis of the same data (Jolley et al. 2000). No confidence
intervals were published, even using the approximate correction for the degrees of
freedom. Simulations using the estimated parameters did not produce the observed
allelic mismatch distribution (open circles, Figure 16). The observed homozygosity
(proportion of identical isolates) lay above the standard error, indicating that the
standard neutral model is inadequate to explain the observed patterns of genetic
diversity in a population of carried meningococci (Fraser et al. 2005).
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1.2.4.2 Neutral microepidemic model
The neutral microepidemic model is a mathematically simple extension to the
treatment of the standard neutral model by Fraser et al. (2005), based on the idea that
in natural populations of infectious agents there exist localised transmission chains. If
a sample contains multiple isolates from the same short transmission chain, or
microepidemic, then there will be an excess of homozygosity (Fraser et al. 2005). In a
eukaryote this would be analogous to assembling a population sample taking multiple
members of the same family. So the model is essentially neutral evolution with biased
sampling.

An extra parameter, he, is added to the neutral model which allows homozygosity (the
proportion of individuals that are identical) to vary freely from the mutation and
recombination rates. As a result, the observed and expected homozygosity match
exactly (Figure 16, filled circle, 0 discordant alleles). This simple extension appears to
fit the data well, because the rest of the allelic mismatch distribution lies well within
the standard errors from simulation (filled circles, Figure 16). Under this model the
parameter estimates were θ = 10.2 and ρ = 13.6 , suggesting that recombination
occurs 1.33 times more frequently than recombination, which agrees better with
previous work. Fraser et al. (2005) modelled the biased sampling scheme as taking an
average of

individuals from each of nc microepidemic transmission chains. Using a

simple relationship between the observed homozygosity and these parameters,
estimates of nc = 9 and σ = 13.1 are obtained. This suggests that nine microepidemic
clusters have been over-represented by an average of 13.1 isolates.
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Interestingly, Buckee et al. (2004) have used simulations to show that when the
meningococcal population is subdivided because of clustering in the host contact
network, such as in the microepidemic model, strain theory predicts that structuring of
meningococci into antigenically discordant types will only occur locally. Because of
the random way in which a particular set of antigenically discordant types come to
predominate locally, no particular set will predominate across the population as a
whole, so elevated LD between loci at the level of the whole population is no longer
predicted. As a result, strain theory and the neutral microepidemic model appear to be
mutually exclusive explanations for elevated patterns of LD in meningococci.

There are several advantages to formulating an explicit statistical model, such as the
neutral microepidemic model. Firstly, the parameters can be estimated and the
uncertainty in these estimates quantified (although the latter was not performed in this
case). Secondly, by making the model mathematically explicit its interpretation is less
vulnerable to vague verbal reasoning, and more precise hypotheses can be evaluated.
Thirdly, the model can be used to make predictions, including predicting other aspects
of the data. These predictions can then be used to validate the model. Fraser et al.
(2005) showed that the nearest-neighbour distribution (the distance to each isolate’s
most similar non-identical neighbour) simulated under the estimated parameters was a
good fit to the observed distribution. Goodness of fit testing allows the model to be
falsified if it is a poor description of the data, although a more thorough investigation
than performed in this example might be carried out. MLST provides full nucleotide
sequence data from loci distributed around the genome. The approach used by Fraser
et al. (2005) discards much of that information by reducing the sequence information
into the number of pairwise allelic differences between isolates. Throwing away
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information in this way results in lower power and greater uncertainty in parameter
estimates, and less sensitive goodness-of-fit testing. The objective of population
genetics techniques is to model nucleotide evolution in a statistical framework, obtain
estimates for evolutionary parameters of interest, and refine the models using model
criticism techniques.

1.3

Population genetics in epidemiology

Genetic diversity in pathogen species contains information about evolutionary and
epidemiological processes, including the origins and history of disease, the nature of
the selective forces acting on pathogen genes and the role of recombination in
generating genetic novelty1. The role of population genetic analysis is to extract as
much information from the nucleotide sequences as possible by using realistic
evolutionary models. This section reviews recent applications of such methods to
pathogenic organisms other than N. meningitidis, and compares the use of population
genetic, or population-model based, approaches to evolutionary inference with
phylogenetic, or population-model free, methodologies.

1.3.1 Pathogen biology
Like any other organism, a pathogen has an evolutionary history that is reflected in
the distribution of genetic diversity within the species. What makes a pathogen special
is that this evolutionary history is dominated by the successful and ongoing

1

Section 1.3 was originally written as a review article: D. J. Wilson, D. Falush and G. McVean (2005)

Germs, genomes and genealogies. Trends in Ecology and Evolution 20: 39-45. All three authors
contributed to writing the text.
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colonisation of a host. Therefore, analyses of pathogen genomes can not only tell us
things about the history of disease (when did the epidemic begin?), but also inform
efforts to understand (which genetic changes made the ancestral organism
pathogenic?) and control the disease (which is the best target for a vaccine, will
vaccines be effective in different populations?).

The statistical and analytical tools available for comparing molecular sequences
(DNA, RNA or protein) from representative pathogen isolates are becoming
increasingly sophisticated. The first part of this section summarises recent research
where molecular sequences alone have been used to understand pathogen biology. It
will focus on: the reconstruction of a pathogen’s origin and history; the nature of
immune-mediated selection acting on pathogen genomes; and the role of
recombination in generating genetic novelty. The second part will discuss the
different methodologies that can be applied to molecular sequence data; in particular
the use of phylogenetic methods versus population genetic ones. Phylogenetic
methods were originally developed for the analysis of sequences from different
species and make no assumptions about how population-level processes such as
genetic drift, natural selection, changes in population size or geographical structure
influence the shape of underlying gene trees. Population genetic approaches gain extra
power to understand such factors by explicitly modelling their effects on tree-shape,
and treating quantities of interest as explicit parameters for estimation. Integrating
epidemiological models into a population genetics framework allows the estimation of
epidemiologically relevant parameters.
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1.3.2 The origin and history of pathogens
Tracing the origins and history of pathogen species provides information about what
causes new epidemics and how they spread. Phylogenies constructed from samples of
contemporary pathogen diversity reconstruct the history of those ancestors that have
left descendants, the depth and shape of which can tell us about the size and structure
of historical populations. For example, explosive growth generates characteristic
‘star-like’ phylogenies as seen in the HIV viruses and subtypes (Lemey et al. 2003;
Robbins et al. 2003; Lemey et al. 2004). Historical changes in the pathogen
population size may also be detected, e.g. the major increase in population size of the
hepatitis C virus during the first half of the 20th century (Pybus et al. 2003). Dating
events in phylogenies constructed from contemporary genetic diversity requires an
independent estimate of the nucleotide (or amino acid) substitution rate. For many
species such estimates are very approximate; e.g. estimates of the mutation rate in
Plasmodium obtained by comparing P. falciparum (the most virulent human malaria
parasite) and P. reichenowi genes (the most closely related Chimpanzee malaria
parasite) differ by up to three-fold depending on the age postulated for the humanchimp split and which codon positions (2-fold or 4-fold degenerate positions) are used
in the comparison (Rich et al. 1998). However, when isolates sampled from different
time-points are available they provide internal calibration points (Drummond et al.
2002; Drummond et al. 2003b).
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(Falush et al. 2003a). A
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populations as a fraction of
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were
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(green and grey), two from
Africa (blue and red), and one
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Asia

(yellow).

B

proposed migration routes of
From D. Falush, T. Wirth, B. Linz, J.K. Pritchard, M. Stephens et al., 2003 Traces of
Human Migrations in Helicobacter pylori Populations. Science 299 (5612): 15821585. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

those ancestral populations.
Source: Falush et al. (2003b).

Other features of a pathogen’s history may also be recovered. In highly recombining
species, clustering algorithms (Falush et al. 2003a) allow the reconstruction of
ancestral population structure and subsequent admixture, without subjective definition
of population groups. Figure 17 shows the application of this technique to the enteric
bacterium Helicobacter pylori. Reconstructing the ancestral populations revealed that
the ancient migratory routes of H. pylori closely resemble that of their human hosts
(Falush et al. 2003b). Where populations can be defined a priori, inferences can be
made about the relative sizes, migration rates and dates of population separation. For
example, analyses of natural populations of the Chestnut blight fungus, Cryphonectria
hypovirus 1, have shown that transmission rates in the wild are much higher than
those observed in lab experiments (Carbone et al. 2004).
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Figure 18 The ability to detect adaptive changes depends on the timescale of evolution. (a) an
adaptive mutation occurred since the mrca of the sample, so the genealogy of the sample is
distorted. The signature of selection will be visible in the frequency spectra of linked sites. (b) No
adaptive mutation has occurred since the mrca, so the genealogy is unaffected. The signature of
selection will be visible only by comparison to a closely related species, which would reveal an
elevated rate of non-synonymous change.

1.3.3 Immune-mediated selection on pathogen genomes
For pathogen species, the selective pressures arising from the host immune system are
a major influence on its evolution. Selection occurs both at the individual level,
through the interaction of pathogen antigens and systems of innate and acquired
immunity, and also at the population level, through the dynamics of herd immunity
and cross immunity. How such factors influence patterns of genetic variation within
pathogen populations depend on the relative timescales of host and pathogen
adaptation. In species such as HIV-1 where rates of adaptation in the pathogen are
high (Rambaut et al. 2004), immune-escape mutants will arise and be selected for
within hosts. The effect of such selection is to transiently distort patterns of pathogen
genetic variation within the host through the hitch-hiking effect (see Figure 18), a
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pattern detected in longitudinal samples from HIV-1 infected patients (Shriner et al.
2004). However, immune-escape mutations do not generally provide an advantage to
viruses infecting other hosts, who are unlikely to have encountered a virus with the
same antigen type. Instead, diversifying selection within infected individuals results in
pathogen species characterized by diverse and rapidly changing antigenic variation,
the hallmark of which is an excess of protein-changing variation (relative to putatively
neutral, non-protein changing variation) at antigenic genes during the course of the
infection. Such a pattern is seen in HIV-1, particularly in the env gene, by use of
codon-based phylogenetic methods (de Oliveira et al. 2004; Choisy et al. 2004).

Another route to detecting diversifying selection comes from comparison of withinspecies variation to between-species divergence. Because immune-escape mutants are
unlikely to ever become fixed within a species, high levels of protein-changing
variation at antigenic genes do not necessarily translate into high rates of change
between species. For example, in a study of the gene encoding the erythrocytebinding antigen EBA-175 in P. falciparum and the corresponding gene in P.
reichenowi, there appears to be an excess of within-species variation relative to
between-species divergence. The effect is not seen in the related gene eba-140, which
suggests that eba-175 is under within-host diversifying selection, probably as a result
of interaction with the human immune system (Baum et al. 2003).

When cross-immunity is strong and rates of pathogen adaptation are slower, the
pathogen population can theoretically become structured into different antigenic types
Gupta et al. 1996; Haraguchi and Sasaki 1997; Lythgoe 2002; see section 1.2.3). Such
types are maintained, or ‘balanced’, over time by frequency-dependent selection.
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Structuring may be detected by comparing patterns of genetic variation to those
expected under simple mathematical models of genetic variation, such as the neutral
coalescent. In particular, balancing selection can result in genes with elevated levels
of genetic diversity, changes in the distribution of allele frequencies and can inhibit
drift by maintaining genetic variation within multiple populations despite geographic
isolation. Such patterns are observed at ama1 (Polley et al. 2003), a gene of P.
falciparum which encodes an important antigen that represents a potential vaccine
target.

Genome wide structuring of genetic variation (in the sense that the population is
clustered into groups of closely-related individuals) is found in many pathogen
populations. However, in addition to balancing selection, non-selective factors (e.g.
genetic drift, bottlenecks, geographic and demographic stratification) and short-term
selective processes (repeated partial selective sweeps associated with the origin of
novel strains) can also generate similar patterns of linkage disequilibrium. Assigning
the contributions of each of these factors to the observed disequilibrium represents a
major challenge. Another potential explanation for stable maintenance of diverse
types is antibody-dependent enhancement, where primary infection enhances rather
than restricts the severity of subsequent infection by another strain (Ferguson et al.
1999), a process thought to be important for dengue virus.

1.3.4 The relevance of recombination
The tools available for inferring evolutionary history depend considerably on the
biology of the pathogen. If recombination is rare, or hosts are only ever infected by a
single pathogen strain, reconstruction of a single phylogeny is the natural starting
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point for any analysis. In contrast, if recombination between different strains is
common, different parts of the genome will have different phylogenetic histories, thus
limiting the use of phylogenetic methods. In recombining species, instead of
reconstructing a phylogenetic tree when a single tree may not exist, data sets can be
described by summaries of the data such as the frequency distribution of
polymorphisms, levels of linkage disequilibrium and measures of differentiation
between populations (these summaries are also applicable to non-recombining
species). Such summaries are the starting point for making inferences about the
evolutionary history of the pathogen species, so knowing whether a species is
recombining or not is critical in the choice of appropriate analyses.

Recombination also has major implications in studies that attempt to map
phenotypically important genes by association, or through the hitch-hiking effect of
adaptive mutations (Anderson 2004), because the rate of recombination determines
the density of markers required to reliably detect causative mutations. Furthermore,
estimates of important quantities, such as mutation rates, selection parameters
(Anisimova et al. 2003; Shriner et al. 2003) or the age of a species’ most recent
common ancestor (mrca), are strongly biased if data from a recombining species are
treated as having come from a clonal species (Schierup and Hein 2000).

The simplest way of detecting recombination from gene sequences is the
identification of mosaic sequences, as in section 1.2.2.2. For example, in an alignment
of sequences from avian influenza A, a highly pathogenic strain was shown to have a
30-nucleotide insert in the haemagglutinin gene relative to the low pathogenic strains,
which is 100% identical to part of the neuraminidase gene (Suarez et al. 2004). More
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sophisticated approaches to detecting mosaic structures have recently been developed,
for example scanning methods that detect recombinant forms such as those observed
in HIV-1 among characterized subtypes (Strimmer et al. 2003), and methods for
weakly linked markers that detect admixture between subpopulations as in
Helicobacter pylori (Falush et al. 2003a; Falush et al. 2003b).

Mosaic identification effectively assumes that all recombination events are very
recent, and that genomes can be separated into ‘pure’ and ‘mosaic’. In unstructured
(panmictic) recombining species such a distinction is not valid, in which case an
alternative is to try to identify the positions along the molecular sequence at which the
phylogenetic tree changes. Many methodologies for detecting shifts in phylogeny
have been developed, with recent work focusing on methods that aim to accommodate
uncertainty about the tree reconstructions (Suchard et al. 2002; Husmeier and
McGuire 2003). These methods work well at detecting a low number of
recombination breakpoints along a sequence; for example in an alignment of the
entire 3.2 kb genome of four strains of hepatitis B, two changes in topology were
detected (Husmeier and McGuire 2003). Yet for many pathogens the rate of
recombination is sufficient that changes in phylogeny are expected every few base
pairs (Posada et al. 2002; Awadalla 2003).

For most species the rate of recombination relative to mutation is sufficiently high
that there is little information about the underlying tree at any given position in the
genome, and therefore little chance of exactly detecting recombination breakpoints.
Under such circumstances the impact of recombination can be summarised either by a
nonparametric estimate of the minimum number of recombination events in the
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history of the gene samples, assuming no recurrent or back mutation (Myers and
Griffiths 2003), or by a model-based estimate of the rate of recombination relative to
genetic drift (Stumpf and McVean 2003). Coalescent methods can estimate
recombination rates under models with recurrent and back mutations (Kuhner et al.
2000; McVean et al. 2002), and have demonstrated very high levels of recombination
in various pathogens, including HIV-1 (McVean et al. 2002) and P. falciparum
(Baum et al. 2003). Because genetic exchange can only occur between pathogen
genomes in the same host, coalescent approaches measure the effective recombination
rate, which can provide an indication of the rate of multiple infection (Bowden et al.
2004). Genomes with high intrinsic recombination rates, such as P. falciparum (Su et
al. 1999) and HIV-1 (Zhuang et al. 2002; Levy et al. 2004) can therefore exhibit
either high or low levels of historical recombination depending on the wider pathogen
epidemiology (Anderson et al. 2000; McVean et al. 2002). Recombination has
important biological, as well as methodological, consequences. Recombination (both
homologous and non-homologous, or illegitimate) is an important source of genetic
novelty, particularly at antigenic loci such as the haemagglutinin- and neuraminidaseencoding genes of influenza (Steinhauer and Skehel 2002; Li et al. 2004), where the
origin of novel strains by recombination is known as antigenic shift.

1.3.5 Phylogenetic and population genetic approaches to inference
Diverse biological questions in disparate pathogen species naturally require a variety
of approaches to analysing molecular sequence data. However, there is a broad
distinction between those approaches which derive from the phylogenetic background
and those that are rooted in population genetics modelling. The key distinction is that
phylogenetic models make no assumptions about how population-level processes
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(such as genetic drift, natural selection, inbreeding, restricted gene flow) influence the
shape of genealogies (or gene trees) underlying samples of genetic material from
within populations, while population-genetic approaches model such factors
explicitly.

Phylogenetic approaches were first developed for the analysis of molecular sequences
sampled from different species and have become widespread in the analysis of
pathogen species diversity (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Nielsen and Huelsenbeck 2002;
Lemey et al. 2003; Robbins et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2003; Grenfell et al. 2004; Leslie
et al. 2004; Rambaut et al. 2004; Sheridan et al. 2004). In addition to estimating
phylogenetic trees, such approaches can be used to date epidemics (Korber et al.
2000; Lemey et al. 2003; Robbins et al. 2003), detect recombination events
(Husmeier and McGuire 2003) and identify sites of diversifying selection (Nielsen
and Yang 1998; Suzuki and Gojobori 1999). However, because phylogenetic
approaches were originally designed to analyse sequences from different species, they
naturally assume that the shape of the tree itself is not informative about the quantities
of interest. Post-hoc interpretation of tree-shape has, however, been important in the
analysis of pathogen diversity; e.g. the observation of ladder-like trees for influenza
has shaped theories of antigenic drift and shift (Fitch et al. 1997; Ferguson et al.
2003; Grenfell et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2004).

Population-genetic methods, in contrast, are based on mathematical models of
populations; initially the ‘bean-bag’ genetics of Fisher, Wright and Haldane and more
recently the coalescent theory of Kingman (1982a, 1982b) and Hudson (1983).
Coalescent models describe in a probabilistic manner how population-level processes
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influence the shape of genealogies underlying samples of gene sequences from within
a population, and the resulting patterns of genetic variation. The standard neutral
model (which underlies coalescent theory) assumes selective neutrality, constant
population size and random mating, but can be extended to consider complexities
such as population growth, inbreeding, geographical subdivision and different forms
of natural selection (see Nordborg 2003 for a review).

The difference between phylogenetic and population-genetic approaches leads to
conceptual differences in how data are analysed. Where phylogenetic approaches
make statements about the tree and the substitutions mapped on to it, populationgenetic approaches use the same genealogy to make statements about parameters of
the coalescent model. For example, phylogenetic methods summarise variability
among sequences by the branch lengths of the estimated tree, whereas population
genetic methods estimate the population mutation rate /2, which is the product of the
per generation mutation rate and the effective population size of a species, Ne.
Likewise, phylogenetic methods detect adaptive evolution by the relative rate of
protein-changing and silent substitutions on the tree, whereas population-genetic
methods estimate the selection coefficient of individual mutations from their effect on
the shape of the genealogy (Przeworski 2003).

1.3.6 Advantages and disadvantages of population genetics
The benefit of fitting an explicit population-genetic model is that it gives extra power
to detect phenomena of interest, and test specific hypotheses. For example,
phylogenetic methods cannot test for population growth, because only in a modelbased context do the star-like genealogies that population growth generates differ
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from those expected without growth (without a model, all genealogy shapes are
equally probable). Similarly, phylogenetic methods cannot detect single adaptive
substitutions (Figure 18a) because distortion to allele frequencies caused by the hitchhiking effect is only quantifiable by comparison to the standard neutral model
(without a model all allele frequency distributions are equally probable). More
generally, comparison of data to the expectations of the standard neutral model is a
route to learning about which biological processes have been important in shaping
genetic diversity. Many statistical methods for testing the (null) standard neutral
model are available. These are either goodness of fit tests that aim to reject the null
model (e.g. Tajima’s [1989] D, Fu and Li’s [1993] D*, Fay and Wu’s [2000] H, the
McDonald-Kreitman test [McDonald and Kreitman 1991] and the HKA test [Hudson
et al. 1987]: discussed in Kreitman [2000] and Nielsen [2001]), or likelihood-based
approaches that compare models with and without parameters of interest.

The problem of fitting a population-model to the data is that the biological
simplifications required in order to make the model tractable may also render it
meaningless. The coalescent process derives from a simplification of reproduction in
natural populations. For pathogens, where successful reproduction requires both
replication within hosts and transmission between hosts, population genetics must
either incorporate epidemiological parameters explicitly in models of ancestry, or
demonstrate that ignoring epidemiology still provides useful and meaningful
inferences.

Both tasks are very much in their infancy. There is hope that the dynamics of simple
epidemiological models, such as the susceptible-infectious-susceptible (SIS) model,
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may give rise to genealogical models that are identical to those in well-characterized
non-pathogen population-genetic models, such as metapopulations. That is the subject
of the next section. However, where multiple strains with different epidemiological
characteristics are considered, e.g. the epidemic-clone model for bacterial populations
(Maynard Smith et al. 1993), it seems likely that novel population genetic models are
required.

1.4

Coalescent models of Neisseria meningitidis

Undoubtedly the coalescent is a useful framework for evolutionary modelling,
particularly for recombining organisms. However, its development has primarily been
concerned with modelling populations of eukaryotic diploids, and it is not
immediately obvious that the coalescent in its native form can be applied directly to
obligate microparasites such as bacteria and viruses. Examples from section 1.2 show
that it is imperative to specify the appropriate null model; failing to do so can render
an analysis essentially meaningless. In this section I will argue that the coalescent is
the appropriate null model. I will begin by briefly discussing the models commonly
used in the epidemiology of microparasites then I will formally introduce the
coalescent in a metapopulation. Finally I will discuss how the two can be combined,
providing an integrated approach for modelling the evolution of microparasites.

1.4.1 Epidemiological models
Anderson and May (1991) review the staple differential equation models used for
microparasites. These models are endlessly adaptable, so I will concentrate on the two
most fundamental models that are in common usage. The SIS (susceptible-infectious63

susceptible) model is appropriate for microparasites that either (i) induce no
immunity, or, (ii) cannot be cleared and remain infectious. The SIRS (susceptibleinfectious-refractory-susceptible) model is appropriate for microparasites that do
induce immunity, either temporary or life-long.

1.4.1.1 SIS

S

I

The host population is grouped into a proportion I that is infected and a proportion S
that is susceptible. Susceptible individuals become infected at a rate , which is
proportional to the prevalence of infectious individuals, offset by a transmission
coefficient


. The magnitude of


reflects the transmissibility of the organism.

Assuming that the per capita force of infection, , is proportional to the density of
infectious individuals is known as strong homogenous mixing. The alternative
assumption that

is independent of I is known as weak homogenous mixing. Here I

will assume strong homogenous mixing, so that λ = βI . Infected individuals clear the
infection and return to the susceptible class at rate . 1 γ is the average duration of


infection.

The changes in the proportion of infectious individuals over time, t, can be expressed
as a differential equation.
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dI
= βIS − γI .
dt

Normally it is the equilibrium state of the model that is of interest, unless the
emergence of a new infectious agent is being modelled (e.g. Pybus 2001). At
equilibrium, the rate of change of I with respect to t is zero, so
I * = 1−

γ
,
β

where an asterisk indicates the equilibrium frequency. The basic reproductive number
R0 is defined as the average number of secondary infections caused by a single
primary infection in a totally susceptible population. This number is relevant because
unless R0 ≥ 1 the infection will go extinct. A simple relationship is
1− S* = 1−

1
,
R0

(1)

(Anderson and May 1991) implying that R0 = β γ . Therefore, for the infection to
persist, β > γ . From these equations it is apparent that the dynamics of the model
depend on the product of the transmission coefficient and the duration of infection.

The SIS model, as stated here, is equivalent to the SI (susceptible-infectious) model
(in which the infection cannot be cleared), in which case 1 γ is the life expectancy of

the host. Because the host population size is assumed to remain constant, the
susceptible class is replenished with births at a rate equal to the mortality rate . A
model including clearance of infection and births/deaths is straightforward, but is
closely approximated by the SIS model when the life expectancy of the host is much
greater than the average duration of infection.
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1.4.1.2 SIRS

S

I

R
Z

SIRS can be used to model disease that induces natural immunity, such as
meningococcal disease. In addition to the susceptible and infectious class of the SIS
model, a proportion R of the host population is refractory, and immune to reinfection.
Infectiousness is lost at rate , and immunity is lost at rate . Class Z is the proportion


of the host population infectious or immune. 1 / σ is the average duration of
infectivity. 1 / γ is the average duration of immunity, or analogously, in an SIR
(susceptible-infectious-refractory) model (where immunity is life-long) host life
expectancy. A model containing host mortality and loss of infectiousness is very close
to the SIRS model when host life expectancy greatly exceeds average duration of
immunity.

The model can be represented by the differential equations
dI
= βIS − σI ,
dt
dZ
= βIS − γZ ,
dt

which can be solved to give S * = σ / β , I * =

γ (β − σ )
, Z * = 1 − σ / β and, using
βσ

Equation 1, R0 = β / σ . For the infection to persist in the host population, β > σ .
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The dynamics of this model depend principally on the product of the transmission
coefficient and the duration of infectiousness, rather than the duration of immunity.

1.4.2 Metapopulations and the coalescent
1.4.2.1 The coalescent
The coalescent is a description of the ancestral history, or genealogy, of a random
sample from a population that is evolving according to the standard neutral model
(see section 1.2.4.1). In the standard neutral model the population has a constant size,
and individuals reproduce with equal vigour. In its original formulation (Kingman
1982a, 1982b) the coalescent models the genealogy of n genes sampled from a nonrecombining population of size N individuals, where it is assumed that N is large
(formally, N → ∞ ).

In the standard neutral model, also known as the Wright-Fisher model (Fisher 1930;
Wright 1931) the reproductive success of members of the current generation,
measured in number of offspring in the subsequent generation, follows a symmetric
multinomial distribution. The Wright-Fisher model is a model of evolution forwardsin-time. The coalescent is a model of evolution backwards-in-time (see Nordborg
2003 for a review). Specifically, it is a model of the evolutionary history of genes
backwards-in-time. Suppose the ploidy of the population is P. Whereas a diploid
organism (P = 2) normally has two parents, a particular gene in that organism’s
genome has a single parent gene. Backwards-in-time, genes in the current generation
choose their parent genes uniformly at random from the PN genes in the previous
generation. From this, the waiting time until a pair of genes share an ancestor in
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common can be found. The probability that a pair of genes have yet to find a common
ancestor after PNt generations is
1
1−
PN

PNt

,

which, as the population size gets very large ( N → ∞ ) equals approximately e − t . So
the waiting time, in units of PN generations, for the common ancestor of a pair of
genes is exponentially distributed with rate 1. This is known as the rate of
coalescence. For a sample of n genes there are n(n − 1) / 2 potential coalesce events, so

the waiting time (in units of PN generations) to the first coalescence is exponentially
distributed with rate n(n − 1) / 2 . The chance of multiple simultaneous coalesce events
is vanishingly small for large N.

1.4.2.2 The coalescent with recombination
Hudson (1983) described a way to simulate the genealogy of a sample of n genes in
the presence of recombination. A genealogical tree with recombination as well as
coalescence is no longer bifurcating, but can be a network, or graph. Griffiths and
Marjoram (1997) provided a mathematical description of a coalescent genealogy with
recombination, which they called the ancestral recombination graph (ARG). When
there is recombination, the ancestral lineages not only merge together when they find
a common ancestor, but also split apart, as a result of recombination. When there are n
gene sequences, recombination events occur at rate nρ / 2 (per PN generations). So
the waiting time for the next coalescence or recombination event (backwards in time)
is exponentially distributed with rate (λC + λ R ) , where
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λC =
λR =

n
2

,

nρ
,
2

and the relative probability of coalescence is

Pr (coalescence ) =

λC
λC + λ R

.

1.4.2.3 Coalescence in a metapopulation
A metapopulation model (Wright 1940; Levins 1968, 1969) is a simple extension of
the standard neutral model in which the population is subdivided into subpopulations,
or demes. Migration occurs between the demes, and sporadically demes go extinct. In
a model in which there are a constant number of occupied demes D, unoccupied
demes are recolonised at the same rate that occupied demes go extinct. Wakeley and
Aliacar (2001) show that under certain conditions, the genealogy of a sample of genes
taken from a metapopulation is a straightforward extension of the coalescent.
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Figure 19 An example of a metapopulation model with many demes. There are K = 3 types of
deme, which may differ in their population size, extinction/recolonisation rates and migration rates.
Individuals can move between demes by migration or recolonisation events, indicated by the
arrows. Source: Wakeley and Aliacar (2001).
Republished with permission of The Genetics Society of America, from Gene Genealogies in a Metapopulation, J. Wakeley and
N. Aliacar, Genetics 159 (2): 893-905, 2001; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Fundamental to the model of Wakeley and Aliacar (2001) is that there are a large
number of (occupied) demes D, so that the sample size is much smaller than the
number of demes (formally, D → ∞ ). In addition, there can be K different types of
deme that can differ in their population size, rates of extinction/recolonisation and
rates of migration. Demes of type i have population size Ni, extinction/recolonisation
rate Ei per PNi generations, and migration rate Mi per PNi generations. Note that this
is the backwards migration rate, which means that Mi is the rate at which individuals
migrate into deme i from other demes. When a deme of type i is recolonised, it has ki
founders, and the deme population is instantaneously repopulated to Ni individuals. A
proportion

i

of all demes are of type i. Figure 19 illustrates the metapopulation

model.
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Figure 20 The genealogy of a metapopulation is divided into the scattering phase and the collecting
phase. In this example, 8 genes were sampled from a single deme. In the scattering phase a
sequence of coalescence, migration and recolonisation events rapidly change the configuration of
the ancestral lineages amongst the demes. At the end of the scattering phase there are only 3
lineages left, each in a separate deme. During the collecting phase these coalesce according to a
standard coalescent with an altered timescale. Source: Wakeley and Aliacar (2001).
Republished with permission of The Genetics Society of America, from Gene Genealogies in a Metapopulation, J. Wakeley and
N. Aliacar, Genetics 159 (2): 893-905, 2001; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

As a consequence of the large number of demes, the genealogy of a sample from the
model described above is straightforward. Suppose the sample, of size n, was taken
from d demes so that n = (n1 ,
labelled 1…d and n =

d
i =1

, n d ) describes the sample configuration, with demes

ni . Wakeley and Aliacar (2001) show that the genealogy

of this sample consists of two parts, that they call the scattering phase and the
collecting phase (Figure 20). In the scattering phase the ancestral lineages rapidly
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coalesce, migrate or undergo recolonisation until there is a single lineage in each
deme. Backwards-in-time, recolonisation is equivalent to coalescence if ki = 1, or to a
combination of coalescence and migration if ki > 1. The scattering phase for deme i
takes around PNi generations or less. The collecting phase describes the rest of the
genealogical history, which resembles a standard coalescent genealogy but with a
different timescale. That is to say that the collecting phase is a standard coalescent
process with effective population size
Ne =

F=

where

ND
,
2(M + E )F
1+ E / k
,
1 + 2M + E

(2a)

(2b)

in the case of a single deme type (K = 1, subscripts for k, N, M and E suppressed)
(Wakeley and Aliacar 2001; Wakeley 2004). F has a natural interpretation in the
coalescent metapopulation model. It is the inbreeding coefficient, which is to say that
it is the probability that the ancestral lineages of a pair of sequences sampled from the
same deme coalesce during the scattering phase (Wakeley and Aliacar 2001).

This separation of timescales relies on the assumption that D is much larger than N.
When migration or recolonisation occurs, and the ancestral lineage of the migrant or
coloniser moves to another deme (the source deme), the probability that the source
deme is also occupied by another ancestral lineage is on the order of magnitude of
1/D. Thus certain types of events occur with vastly different rates.
•

Fast timescale. Coalescence within demes and migration or recolonisation in
which the source deme is unoccupied occur with rates on the order of PN
generations.
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•

Slow timescale. Migration or recolonisation in which the source deme is
occupied occur with rates on the order of PN/D generations, which is very
much slower for large D.

There are several important consequences of the separation of timescales. The
scattering phase is so short relative to the collecting phase that if the mutation rate is
finite in the collecting phase then no mutation events occur during the scattering
phase. Recombination is easily incorporated into the model (Wakeley and Aliacar
2001; Lessard and Wakeley 2004), but if the recombination rate is finite in the
collecting phase then no recombination events occur during the scattering phase.
When a recombination event occurs during the collecting phase, there are transiently
two ancestral lineages in one of the demes, analogous to during the scattering phase.
The lineages rapidly either coalesce back together again, or move to another deme
owing to migration/recolonisation. In the case of coalescence (or recolonisation when
k = 1), which occurs with appreciable probability, the recombination event has no
effect on the genealogical history of the genes. As a result, the observed
recombination rate ρ obs is lower than would be expected for a standard coalescent
process with the specified effective population size, resulting in higher than expected
LD:

ρ obs = ρ (1 − F ),

(3)

when there is a single deme type (note that there is a typographical error in Equation
28 of Wakeley and Aliacar 2001; John Wakeley personal communication).
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1.4.3 Epidemiology and the coalescent
The model of coalescence in a metapopulation is useful because it could easily
describe a population of hosts, each of which is infected with a population of
microparasites.
•

Each host is represented by a deme

•

The population size of a deme is the parasite load

•

Primary infection corresponds to recolonisation of a deme

•

Secondary infection corresponds to migration between demes

•

Clearance of infection corresponds to a deme extinction

Of the epidemiological models discussed above, SIRS is appropriate for modelling N.
meningitidis because it includes natural immunity. Although a simplification of the
truth, I will show how to incorporate it into the simplest case (K = 1) of Wakeley and
Aliacar’s (2001) metapopulation model. Doing so provides some valuable insights
into modelling microparasites using the coalescent. The versatility of the coalescent
metapopulation model means that incorporation of more complex epidemiological
models, for example modelling age structure, would be straightforward (see for
example Laporte and Charlesworth 2002).

1.4.3.1 SIRS with superinfection
Before the SIRS model can be integrated with the metapopulation model it is helpful
to expand it slightly so as to distinguish between primary and secondary infection. In
the metapopulation analogy, primary infection of a previously susceptible host
corresponds to recolonisation of an unoccupied deme. Secondary infection, on the
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other hand, corresponds to migration between occupied demes. Separating primary
and secondary infection in this way is important, both epidemiologically because
secondary infection may differ in its success rate, and evolutionarily because only
recombination within multiply infected hosts leads to the emergence of allelic novelty
and mosaic genomes.

Suppose that S is the proportion of hosts that are susceptible, and R is the proportion
of hosts that are refractory (immune), as before. The proportion of hosts that are
singly infected is M, whilst the proportion of hosts that are co- or super-infected is C.
I = M + C. Each generation (which may be thought of as the average time it takes for

the complete intra-host population of microparasites to turn over), the probability that
a susceptible host becomes infected is given by the per-capita force of infection

1,

where Λ 1 = B1 I and B1 is the transmission coefficient for primary infection

(0 < B1 < 1) .

When a host is infected for the first time, the intra-host parasite

population is assumed to immediately attain its carrying capacity NP. It is assumed
that primary infection results from a single founding genotype. The probability that an
infected host (be it singly or multiply infected) is reinfected is given by the per-capita
force of secondary infection

2,

where Λ 2 = B2 I , and B2 is the transmission

coefficient for secondary infection (0 < B2 < 1) . When a host is reinfected, it is
assumed that a single parasite genotype enters the intra-host population at initial
frequency 1 / N P . Infected hosts (be it single or multiply infected) become refractory
with probability

per generation (0 < Σ < 1) . Refractory hosts lose immunity and

become susceptible once more with probability
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per generation (0 < Γ < 1) .

1

S

2

M

C

R

I

It is assumed that NP is large, and the epidemiological parameters B1, B2,

and

are

small so that in the limit as N P → ∞ ,

β 1 = lim PN P B1 ,
N P →∞

β 2 = lim PN P B2 ,
N P →∞

γ = lim PN P Γ,
N P →∞

σ = lim PN P Σ

and

N P →∞

are finite, where P is the ploidy of the parasite. The host population size NH is
assumed to be sufficiently large that the rate of change of the proportion of
susceptible, singly infected, multiply infected and refractory individuals can be
described deterministically by the differential equations
dS
dt
dM
dt
dC
dt
dR
dt

= γR − β 1 IS ,
= β 1 IS − β 2 IM − σM ,
= β 2 IM − σC ,
= σI − γR,
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where time t is measured in units of PNP generations. In units of PNP generations, the
per capita forces of primary and secondary infection are λ1 = β 1 I and λ2 = β 2 I
respectively.

1.4.3.2 Metapopulation with SIRS
Whereas in a standard metapopulation model the number of demes is usually assumed
to be independent and fixed, in the SIRS metapopulation model the number of demes
is dynamic, and dependent upon the epidemiological parameters. To integrate the
SIRS model and the metapopulation model, I will assume that infection rates are at
equilibrium in the host population. It is possible to use the SIRS model to model the
emergence of the microparasite in the metapopulation. The number of infected hosts,
which corresponds to the number of demes, can be found by solving the differential
equations under equilibrium conditions. At equilibrium, a proportion S * = σ / β 1 of
hosts are susceptible, so R0 = β 1 / σ from Equation 1. For the microparasite to persist
in the host population, R0 must be greater than one, so

1

> . The equilibrium


frequency of infected hosts is

I* =

γ (β 1 − σ )
γ
1
=
,
1−
β 1 (σ + γ ) σ + γ
R0

(4)

which means that for a host population of size NH, there will be I * N H infected hosts.
This is analogous to D = I * N H occupied demes in the metapopulation. The relative
frequency of multiple to single infection is given by

β 2γ ( β 1 − σ )
C*
.
=
*
β 2γ (β 1 − σ ) + β 1σ (σ + γ )
I
This tends to zero for small

2,

and tends to 1 for large
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2.

In the SIRS metapopulation model, the duration of infectiousness is 1 / σ , regardless
of whether hosts are singly or multiply infected. At equilibrium, σ = β 1 S ∗ because
dI
= β 1 I ∗ S ∗ − σI ∗ = 0 .
dt

So the rate at which demes (hosts) are recolonised (suffer primary infection) and go
extinct (clear infection) occurs at rate E = β 1 S ∗ per PNP generations. Similarly, the
rate at which demes (hosts) experience immigration (secondary infection) occurs at
rate M = β 2 I ∗ . Therefore using Equation 2, the effective population size of the
collecting phase for the SIRS metapopulation model is
NPI ∗NH
,
2 β 2 I ∗ + β1S ∗ F

(5a)

1 + β1 S ∗
.
1 + 2β 2 I ∗ + β1S ∗

(5b)

Ne =

where

F=

(

)

It is interesting to remark that, whereas the genealogy of the SIRS metapopulation is
straightforward (a coalescent process with an altered timescale, with a correction for
the sample configuration), the effective population size for the genealogy is a
complex function of the epidemiological parameters, with little hope to disentangle
them. However, the inbreeding coefficient itself, F, which might be thought of more
as a population genetic parameter than an epidemiological parameter, could be
estimated from the data. Supposing mutations occur at rate /2 per site per PNe
generations according to the infinite sites model (Watterson 1975), then for a pair of
sequences of length L sampled from different demes, the expected number of pairwise
differences is
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E (π T ) = θL .
For a pair of sequences sampled at random from the population, the expectation is the
same because for a large number of demes, a truly random sample has zero
probability of sampling the same deme twice. For a pair of sequences sampled from
the same deme, the expected number of pairwise differences is
E (π i ) = (1 − F ) × E (π T )
= θL(1 − F ),

because for

to be finite on the timescale of the collecting phase (Ne) it must be zero

on the timescale of the scattering phase. As a result, the only source of variation
within a deme must be multiple infection. This is an important implication of the
model. A moment estimator of the inbreeding coefficient would be

π −πi
,
Fˆ = T
πT

where π i and π T are the observed average number of pairwise differences within and
between demes respectively.

There are many simplifications in a SIRS model; however it is useful to see how such
an epidemiological model can be integrated into a population genetics framework, and
how the key parameters of the two models relate to one another. Patterns of genetic
diversity in microparasite populations can potentially reveal a great deal about the
evolutionary history of the population, so it is important to appreciate the relationship
between, for example, prevalence and effective population size. The SIRS
metapopulation model introduced here results in a straightforward genealogical
model, but the relationship between prevalence and effective population size is not
linear, which suggests that some thought is needed before inferring changes in
parasite prevalence over time directly from genetic data. There are other important
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insights from the model, such as the relationship between the observable rate of
recombination in a sample of sequences and the rate of recombination within a host.
This insight might help reconcile molecular genetic and population genetic estimates
of the recombination rate in microparasites. The relationship between observable and
actual rates of recombination is investigated further in section 2.2.2. That within-host
variation can only be explained by multiple infection in the SIRS metapopulation
model is another important insight. Obviously such a result depends on the
assumptions of the model, and if the data appear to contradict this prediction, that says
something interesting about the validity of the model. Finally, it is significant that the
simple SIRS model, the appropriate null model in an epidemiological setting, gives
rise to a simple coalescent model, suggesting that the coalescent is the appropriate
null model for the population genetics of microparasites. What is more is that the
versatility of Wakeley and Aliacar’s (2001) model of coalescence in a metapopulation
means that more complex epidemiological models can be integrated into a population
genetics framework.
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Chapter 2
Population genetics of Neisseria meningitidis

As population studies of Neisseria meningitidis have become more numerous and
technological developments such as nucleotide sequencing have provided greater
resolution for characterising the genetic diversity in those studies, the view of
meningococcal biology has itself evolved from a model of clonal descent with a
subsidiary role for recombination to a model of a highly recombining population in
which high levels of linkage disequilibrium (LD) persist despite frequent horizontal
gene transfer. This shift in opinion has been facilitated by applying a variety of
mathematical modelling techniques to genetic data. Analysis based on the purely
verbal epidemic clone model of Maynard Smith et al. (1993) is post hoc in the sense
that it relies on the identification of clonal complexes using UPGMA trees. Feil et al.
(1999) count the number of historic mutation and recombination events in an ad hoc
manner based on observable patterns of genetic mosaicism. Gupta et al. (1996) and
Holmes et al. (1999) utilise more coherent statistical models; however, these are
disparate and do not share a common thread. For example, the

2

test of Gupta et al.

(1996) rejects a null model of linkage equilibrium. Linkage equilibrium might be
rejected even in a neutrally evolving, panmictic population because of random drift.
Holmes et al. (1999) rejected two null models, one of complete linkage disequilibrium
and one of linkage equilibrium within a gene. While these phylogenetic tests together
establish that recombination occurs at intermediate levels in meningococci, the nonparametric nature of the tests means that the actual rate has not been satisfactorily
quantified.
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Using the coalescent to model the ancestral history of recombining genes offers a
coherent approach to evolutionary inference. In the previous chapter I argued that the
coalescent is an appropriate starting point for modelling the ancestral history of
microparasites, where the effective population size is a complex function of the
epidemiological rates of transmission and duration of infection. In this chapter I will
test to see whether the coalescent model is an adequate description of meningococcal
evolution using housekeeping genes that were sequenced from commensal
meningococci in a population of healthy carriers. Two methods of inference are used
for fitting the coalescent to N. meningitidis, and their respective merits and
conclusions are compared. Model adequacy is evaluated by estimating parameters and
performing goodness-of-fit tests. By investigating the way in which the model is a
poor fit to the data, the standard coalescent can be refined, and in Chapter 3 I
investigate the importance of population structure on patterns of genetic diversity in
meningococci.

2.1

Description of a carriage population

As discussed in Chapter 1, meningococcal carriage rates are on the order of 10% of
the population at large, whereas the rate of disease is closer to 5 persons per 100,000,
several orders of magnitude lower. As a result it has been recognised that the
overwhelming transmission of N. meningitidis occurs between asymptomatic carriers.
Samples collected from hospitals and health laboratories comprise, usually solely, of
disease-causing meningococci, which represent a minor fraction of all meningococci.
Thus carriage studies are extremely important for understanding the normal
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transmission cycles of meningococci, and from there the circumstances that lead to
invasive disease. In this chapter, 217 isolates collected from healthy young adults in
the Czech Republic in 1993 (Jolley et al. 2000) are analysed. The isolates were taken
from throat swab specimens of 1,400 individuals aged 15 to 24 from nine main
sampling locations consisting of schools and workplaces in Prague,

eské

Budejovice, Hradec Králové, Kutna Hora, Plze , Olomouc and Opava. All the
individuals were healthy with no known contact to patients with invasive disease. The
carriage rate was 11.1%. Fragments of seven housekeeping genes were sequenced for
MLST (abcZ, adk, aroE, fumC, gdh, pdhC and pgm; see Chapter 1), and these are
analysed here.

The coalescent is a useful guide to quantifying patterns of genetic variation because
under the standard neutral model certain statistics are natural summaries of the data.
Under simple mutation models, such as the infinite sites (Watterson 1975) and infinite
alleles (Kimura 1968) model, particular summaries of patterns of genetic diversity are
related in a direct way to evolutionary parameters such as the mutation rate and
recombination rate. In this section, those summaries are used to gain a precursory
understanding of the evolution of meningococcal populations before likelihood-based
statistical inference is performed explicitly.

2.1.1 Diversity
In the coalescent (Kingman 1982a,b) the time to the most recent common ancestor
(mrca) for a pair of sequences is exponentially distributed with rate 1 in units of PNe
generations, where P is the ploidy (P = 1 for haploids) and Ne is the effective
population size. The simplest model of mutation is the infinite sites model (Watterson
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1975) in which a locus of length L undergoes mutation at rate L /2 per PNe
generations. The parameter is related to the mutation rate per generation, , by


θ = 2 PN e µ .
The number of mutation events in t PNe generations is Poisson distributed with mean
L t/2, so the average number of mutations that occur in the genealogy of a pair of
sequences is L . Under the model there are an infinite number of potential sites that
undergo mutation, so all mutation events are observed. As a result, the expected
number of pairwise differences between a pair of sequences i and j is
E (π ij ) = Lθ .

(1)

Therefore, the average number of pairwise differences in a sample of size n,

π =

2 n −1
n(n − 1) i =1

n

π ij ,

j = i +1

is a natural summary of diversity because Equation 1 implies that E (π ) = Lθ . A
commonly-used moment estimate for the mutation parameter is θˆπ = π / L .

The number of segregating sites is another natural summary because in the infinite
sites model each mutation results in a new segregating site. The expected sum of
branch lengths, T, for the genealogy of n sequences is
E (T ) = 2

n −1

1
,
k =1 k

(2)

in units of PNe generations. This is known as the Watterson constant, and was
originally calculated for a sample taken from a population evolving according to the
standard neutral model by Watterson (1975). The expected number of segregating
sites S for a sequence of length L is
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E (S ) = L θ

n −1

1
,
k =1 k

(3)

because the number of segregating sites equals the number of mutation events, which
is Poisson distributed with expectation linear in T. Equation 3 suggests a second

(

moment estimate for the mutation parameter θˆS = S / L

n −1

)

1 / k . This is known as

k =1

Watterson’s estimate of the mutation rate.

Table 1 Meningococcal diversity

Locus

L

π

S

θˆπ × 10 3

θˆS × 10 3

abcZ

433

19.6

75

45.2

29.1

adk

465

4.07

25

8.76

9.02

aroE

490

32.9

135

67.2

46.2

fumC

465

9.11

48

19.6

17.3

gdh

501

7.13

26

14.2

8.71

pdhC

480

22.9

83

47.7

29.0

pgm

450

20.1

81

44.6

30.2

Total

3284

115.8

473

35.3

24.2

Table 1 shows that there is considerable heterogeneity in diversity between
housekeeping loci, ranging from π = 4.07, S = 25 for adk up to π = 32.9, S = 135 for
aroE. The two measures of diversity π and S give a similar account of diversity in

the housekeeping genes, and provide comparable estimates of the mutation parameter
, ranging from 0.00876 for adk to 0.0672 for aroE. Across loci, the average
proportion of sites that differ between sequences is 3.5%, and 14% of sites are
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Figure 1 Estimates of the population mutation rate /P for different taxa. Source: Lynch and


Conery (2003).
From M. Lynch and J.S. Conery, 2003 The Origins of Genome Complexity. Science 302 (5649): 1401-1404. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.

is 0.0242 per site for the concatenated

segregating. The Watterson estimate of
sequence.

The diversity of these housekeeping genes is of the same order of magnitude as that
observed in other prokaryotes (Figure 1), which is considerably larger than for
unicellular eukaryotes, and more so for multicellular eukaryotes. In general there is an
inverse relationship between
estimates of

and organism size (Lynch and Conery 2003). The

in Figure 1 are for synonymous changes only, in an attempt to estimate

the neutral mutation rate. Therefore, the estimate of
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= 0.08 for N. meningitidis

Figure 2 Observed distribution of minor allele count across biallelic segregating sites. In both
figures the red line indicates the neutral expectation. Left: plot of the number of sites with a given
minor allele count. Right: plot of the cumulative number of sites with a given minor allele count.

(Figure 1) is higher than that observed here, presumably because of functional
constraint in the housekeeping genes. Lynch and Conery’s estimate is based on 11
sequences of housekeeping genes from a collection of 107 isolates representing global
disease (Maiden et al. 1998).

2.1.2 Frequency distributions
In the coalescent with infinite sites mutation, the expected number of mutations
reach abundance i ( i = 1,2,

i

that

, n − 1 ) is E (η i ) = θ / i (Fu 1996). In a real data set it is

not usually possible to determine whether a particular allele is derived or ancestral, so
it is necessary to take the folded distribution,
E (η i + η n −i ) = θ / i + θ / (n − i ) ,
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where i (i = 1,2,

, n / 2) is the count of the less frequent allele (the minor allele) for a

biallelic site; in the infinite sites model, segregating sites can only be biallelic. Figure
2 shows the observed frequency distribution of minor alleles, aggregated over biallelic
sites at all seven loci (left hand graph, black line). In total there were 456 biallelic
sites. The red line indicates the neutral expectation, using the Watterson estimate of .
Because of the small number of sites involved, it is difficult to assess whether there is
any deviation from the neutral expectation. In the right hand graph, the observed
cumulative distribution for the number of sites with a given minor allele is plotted
(black line), with the neutral expectation (red line). It is clear that there is a dearth of
sites with a small minor allele count. That is to say that there is an excess of sites with
intermediate frequency alleles. Such a pattern might be caused by ascertainment bias
when choosing the seven MLST loci to type, if loci with high diversity were
preferred. The effect of ascertainment depends on the size of the sample used for
ascertainment. That 109 meningococcal isolates were used to choose the MLST loci,
and loci with intermediate rather than high diversity were preferred suggests that the
observed excess of intermediate frequency alleles is not readily explained by
ascertainment bias (Urwin and Maiden 2003). An alternative explanation for an
excess of intermediate frequency alleles is ancestral population structure, which is
investigated in more detail in section 2.2.4 and Chapter 3.

Rather than report the average diversity between pairs of sequences, the whole
distribution of pairwise differences can be plotted to demonstrate the degree of
genetic clustering in a population. In a clonal population, a deep branch at the root of
the evolutionary tree that partitions the population into k and (n − k ) individuals
respectively will cause a bi-modal distribution because the
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k

C 2 + n −k C 2 pairwise

Figure 3 Mismatch distributions for isolates sequenced at the seven MLST loci. Left: histogram of the number of
nucleotide differences between pairs of isolates, out of 3284 bp in total. Right: bar chart of the number of allele
differences between pairs of isolates, out of 7 loci.

comparisons within each partition will exhibit fewer differences than the k (n − k )
pairwise comparisons across the root-branch partition. In a recombining population
the bimodality may be less pronounced because shifts in the topology of the
evolutionary tree along the sequence cause the population to be partitioned differently
at different parts of the sequence. In the extreme case of linkage equilibrium, the
distribution would be binomial, which is unimodal. On the other hand, strong
population structure might maintain a deep partition in spite of recombination.

Figure 3 shows the mismatch distributions for the Czech carriage study, plotted as a
histogram of the pairwise number of nucleotide differences (left hand graph) and a bar
chart of the pairwise number of allele differences (right hand graph). The nucleotide
mismatch distribution is bi-modal, with a peak at zero and a peak near 120, indicating
that there is some genetic clustering of individuals, whether it be caused by limited
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Table 2 Recombination-sensitive statistics

Locus

V (π )

Rm

cor (r 2 , d )

cor(D ′, d )

cor (G 4, d )

abcZ

132.7

10

-0.235

-0.329

-0.332

adk

7.2

3

-0.216

-0.104

-0.151

aroE

657.5

19

-0.434

-0.095

-0.061

fumC

27.8

12

-0.111

-0.164

-0.116

gdh

20.6

5

-0.251

-0.316

-0.264

pdhC

193.4

14

-0.255

-0.139

-0.091

pgm

144.9

9

-0.373

-0.030

-0.008

recombination or population structure. Likewise, the allelic mismatch distribution is
bimodal, with peaks at the extreme values of zero and 7. In agreement with previous
work (Holmes et al. 1999), these graphs demonstrate that whatever the rate of
recombination may be in this population of meningococci, it is not sufficiently high to
obliterate genetic structuring.

2.1.3 Recombination
Coalescent theory tells us that the variance in the number of pairwise differences is
sensitive to the rate of recombination in a standard neutral model. Specifically,
V (π ) =

n +1
θ + f ( ρ , n )θ 2 ,
3(n − 1)

(4)

where f ( ρ , n ) is a function of the recombination rate and sample size (Wakeley

1997). Hudson (1987) and Wakeley (1997) have exploited this relationship to obtain
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moment estimators of the recombination rate, similar to those in section 2.1.1, but less
simple. The observed variance in the number of pairwise differences, shown for each
locus in Table 2, ranges from 7.2 for adk up to 657.5 for aroE. In fact sorting the loci
by the magnitude of V (π ) produces exactly the same ordering as sorting the loci by
the magnitude of π .

Amongst other things, recombination causes genetic incompatibilities in an alignment
of nucleotide sequences. For two biallelic loci A and B there are four possible
haplotypes: AB, Ab, aB and ab. Under the infinite sites model with no recombination,
it is impossible to observe all four haplotypes in a sample of sequences. Such a
scenario is called a genetic incompatibility, because the data are incompatible with the
genetic model. Incompatibility can be caused by violation of either the mutation
model (recurrent mutation can cause all four haplotypes to arise) or the assumption of
no recombination (a shift in topology can allow all four haplotypes to arise). When
the mutation rate is low, the infinite sites model is a reasonable approximation, and
genetic incompatibility is indicative of recombination. Several authors (Hudson and
Kaplan 1985; Myers and Griffiths 2003) have used the number of genetic
incompatibilities to estimate a lower bound on the number of recombination events in
the ancestral history of the sequences under an infinite sites model. Their estimators
are known as Rm and Rh respectively. Whilst the lower bound on the number of
recombination events in a finite sites model (where recurrent mutation is allowed)
must always be zero, Rm or Rh can be used nonetheless as a statistic that is sensitive to
the recombination rate.
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Whilst it is true that Rh is a more efficient lower bound than Rm in the sense that
Rh ≥ Rm under the infinite sites model (Myers and Griffiths 2003), the former is
considerably more computationally intensive because it involves an optimisation step,
and for that reason using Rh is not strictly deterministic. Myers and Griffiths (2003)
give an efficient way to calculate Rm. Define

1

if sites i and j are incompatible

Bij =

(5)
0

otherwise

then Rm = Rm( L ) can be solved iteratively using

{

Rm( j ) = max Rm(i ) + Bij ; i = 1,2,

}

, j −1

and the boundary condition Rm(1) = 0 . I calculated Rm for each locus; the values are
displayed in Table 2. The lowest value of Rm was 3 for adk, and the highest was 19 for
aroE. This reflects the extreme status of these two loci for the other measures of
diversity and recombination. However, sorting the loci by the magnitude of Rm does
not produce exactly the same order as sorting them for V (π ) .

Recombination causes a breakdown in linkage disequilibrium (LD) along the
sequence. There are various ways to measure LD between a pair of sites. A natural
measure is to take the difference between the observed haplotype frequency and that
expected under linkage equilibrium. Take, for example, two biallelic loci A and B, as
before. The LD for haplotype AB can be expressed as

D AB = f AB − f A f B ,

(6)

where f is the observed frequency of the haplotype or allele. In this simple example,

(D AB

= Dab ) = −(D Ab = DaB ) . The expectation of D is zero under linkage equilibrium.

For a pair of biallelic loci, Equation 6 can be interpreted as a covariance in allele
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Figure 4 Breakdown in linkage disequilibrium, as measured by r2, with physical distance in each of
seven housekeeping loci from the Czech carriage study.

frequencies. A natural way to compare LD from different pairs of biallelic loci is to
standardise this covariance, i.e. calculate the correlation coefficient
r=

f AB − f A f B

f A (1 − f A ) f B (1 − f B )

,

(7)

or, to remove the arbitrary sign, r2 (Hill and Robertson 1968). Even under complete
linkage, r2 can only equal one if the allele frequencies are the same. To overcome the
problem, Lewontin (1964) introduced D′ , which scales the covariance by its
theoretical maximum given fA and fB.

D′ =

f A f B − f AB
min{ f A f B , (1 − f A )(1 − f B )}
f AB − f A f B
min{ f A (1 − f B ), (1 − f A ) f B }
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if f AB < f A f B

.
if f AB ≥ f A f B

(8)

To quantify the breakdown in LD along a sequence, one can look for a decrease in r2
or D′ with increasing physical distance. Figure 4 illustrates the decay in r2 with
physical distance for each of the seven housekeeping loci. Each data point
corresponds to a pair of sites. The decay in LD can be quantified as the correlation
between the LD statistic and physical distance, d. In the presence of recombination,
LD is expected to decrease as physical distance increases, so the correlation
coefficient should be negative.

Table 2 displays the correlation between LD and distance for both r2 and D′ . A third
LD statistic, G4, is also used, which corresponds to the four-gamete test of Hudson
and Kaplan (1985). G4 is defined as (1 − Bij ) for a pair of sites i and j (see Equation
5); it equals zero if there is a genetic incompatibility and one otherwise.
Incompatibility is expected to increase with distance in the presence of
recombination; therefore G4 should also show a negative correlation with distance.
For all three correlation coefficients in Table 2, the stronger the correlation, the
stronger the relationship is between LD and distance. All three correlation coefficients
show broadly the same pattern: a negative correlation indicative of recombination.
Sorting the loci by the magnitude of the correlation, cor(D ′, d ) and cor(G 4, d ) produce
the same order with abcZ exhibiting the strongest relationship between LD and
distance, and pgm the weakest. This pattern differs, however, from that presented by

(

)

cor r 2 , d , for which aroE shows the strongest correlation and fumC the weakest, and
the other recombination-sensitive statistics. These differences may amount to the
relative sensitivity of the statistics to the mutation rate, of which each is necessarily
also a function. To learn more about the evolutionary parameters for these loci and
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assess the adequacy of any particular model, it is necessary to fit a statistical model
formally to the data.

2.2

Fitting the standard neutral model

The purpose of fitting a statistical model to genetic data, as opposed to a purely
descriptive analysis, is (i) to obtain estimates of the parameters which are presumably
of some evolutionary relevance, and (ii) to challenge the model by exploring its
deficiencies and in so doing refine our understanding of the process of evolution that
underlies the data. For all the elegance of the standard neutral coalescent, the ease
with which results can be obtained for various quantities of interest and the efficiency
of simulation (see section 2.2.3), performing likelihood-based inference under the
coalescent is not straightforward. No analytic expressions exist for the likelihood of a
sample of gene sequences, or haplotypes H, under the coalescent. Therefore the
likelihood must be evaluated numerically.

The likelihood of H can be computed with reference to a given genealogy, or set of
genealogies, G. In principal, the likelihood might be calculated from
P (H | Θ ) = P(H | Θ, G )P (G ) d G,

where P(H | Θ ) is the likelihood of the parameters

given the data H, P(G ) is the

probability of the genealogy, specified by the coalescent, and P(H | Θ, G ) is the
conditional likelihood of the data given the genealogy, obtained using the pruning
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algorithm (Felsenstein 1981) for a finite sites mutation model1. In practice, the
integral needs computing numerically, and a naïve approach would be to calculate
P(H | Θ ) ≈

1
M

M

(

)

P H | Θ, G (i ) ,

i =1

for large M, where G(i) is simulated from P(G ) . However, for the coalescent this
method is not feasible because almost all trees will contribute a negligible amount to
the sum. Only once in a million draws might the conditional likelihood contribute
significantly (Stephens 2003). Various techniques have been employed in an attempt
to solve this problem (discussed further in Chapter 4). Amongst these is the composite
likelihood approach (Hudson 2001; McVean et al. 2002), which has been used to
estimate recombination rates in N. meningitidis.

2.2.1 Composite likelihood inference
This approach relies on approximating the likelihood as the product over all pairs of
columns in the alignment

P(H | Θ ) ≈ ∏ P(H ⋅i , H ⋅ j | Θ ) ,

(9)

i, j

where H ⋅i represents the n sequences at the ith column in the alignment. To simplify
matters further, McVean et al. (2002) assume that the mutation rate is known, using
an estimate that is modified to allow for finite-sites mutation

θˆMc =

1

ln(L ) − ln(L − S )
n −1

L

,

1/ k
k =1

Strictly speaking, the likelihood function L( ) is defined to be proportional to the conditional

probability density function P(H| ). However, I have used likelihood synonymously for L( ) and
P(H| ).
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and only biallelic sites are used for inference. The recombination rate ρ = 2 PN e r is
estimated by assuming that the rate of recombination between a pair of sites separated
by dij nucleotides is
rij = rd ij .

In N. meningitidis, homologous recombination occurs by donor-recipient style
transformation in which a fragment of naked DNA is endocytosed by the cell from the
environment and incorporated into the recipient’s genome (Lorenz and Wackernagel
1994). The fragment length of the recombinant DNA tract can be modelled as
exponential with mean t (Wiuf and Hein 2000). In such a model, only recombination
events that have one, but not both, breakpoints between a pair of loci affect the
linkage of the loci. As a result, the effective rate of recombination between loci i and j
separated by distance dij is
d ij − u
r
−u
exp −
− exp −
t
t
2
−∞

d ij

0

du +
0

d ij − u
r
exp −
du
t
2

= rt (1 − exp{− d ij / t }),

(10)

where r / 2 is the rate of initiation of recombination per bp per generation, u is the
position at which recombination is initiated, exp{− (− u ) / t } − exp{− (d ij − u ) / t } is the
probability that the tract terminates between loci i and j if it initiates outwith, and
exp{− (d ij − u ) / t } is the probability that the tract length is longer than (d ij − u ) if it

initiates between them. For loci separated by much less than t , the rate is
approximated by
rt (1 − exp{− d ij / t }) = rd ij ,

because for x << 1 ,

1 − exp{− x} ≈ x .
For loci that are weakly linked, the effective rate of recombination is
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(11)

lim rt (1 − exp{− d ij / t }) = rt .

d ij / t →∞

(12)

Thus estimates of recombination between pairs of distant loci can be contrasted to
estimates between pairs of proximate loci, and the tract length estimated.

By using only biallelic loci, the nucleotides can be converted from A, G, C and T into
0 and 1, where 0 represents the rare allele. For a pair of biallelic loci there are a
possible
1+ N +

N ( N − 1)(N + 4 ) ( N − 1)( N + 2 )
+
6
2

unordered, unlabelled, exchangeable sample configurations, where

N = n/2.

P (H ⋅i , H ⋅ j | Θ ) can be calculated for any given rij using the importance sampler of

Fearnhead and Donnelly (2001), and the computation proceeds by calculating this
pairwise likelihood for a finite number of values of rij, which is then stored in a lookup table. A single value of

is used in generating the look-up table. Whilst the

importance sampling step is extremely computationally intensive and increasingly so
for increasing sample size n, the computation of the composite likelihood (Equation
9) is rapid. Maximum likelihood estimates of


can then be obtained using the

interpolated composite likelihood curve. The method is implemented in the package
LDhat (available from http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~mcvean).
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Table 3 Composite likelihood estimates of recombination and mutation rates2

ρˆ × 10 3

θˆMc × 10 3
Locus

Czech

Czech

Global

Czech

Czech

Global

Carriage

Disease

Disease

abcZ

36.0

33.5

36.7

19.2

7.5

8.1

adk

6.8

8.7

7.2

12.4

5.4

2.7

aroE

61.2

80.5

79.9

9.7

2.6

6.2

fumC

18.3

18.8

16.5

23.2

34.0

23.2

gdh

10.3

11.7

11.1

17.6

31.1

13.0

pdhC

35.7

34.2

35.2

22.5

8.9

17.8

pgm

38.3

33.2

33.7

16.8

6.7

22.9

Carriage Disease Disease

2.2.2 Parameter estimates
The method was applied to three meningococcal datasets, including the Czech
carriage study2. The other two datasets comprised a previously unpublished collection
of 53 disease-causing isolates sampled from the Czech Republic during 1993 (Jolley
et al. 2005), and a collection of 107 disease causing isolates representing global
diversity (Maiden et al. 1998). Because the computation time of the composite
likelihood method increases disproportionately with the number of sequences, several

2

Parameter estimates using LDhat were obtained by Gil McVean, and have been published:

K.A. Jolley, D.J. Wilson, P. Kriz, G. McVean and M.C.J. Maiden (2005) The influence of mutation,
recombination, population history, and selection on patterns of genetic diversity in Neisseria
meningitidis. Molecular Biology and Evolution 22: 562-569.
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random samples of 100 sequences were taken from the Czech carriage and disease
collections for analysis, and the results averaged. The estimates of the mutation and
recombination rates are shown in Table 3.

For the Czech carriage study, the estimates of the mutation rate

are very close to the

Watterson estimates ( θˆS , Table 1). Except for adk, θˆMc is higher than θˆS , reflecting

that fact that in a finite sites mutation model the sequences become saturated with
mutations so the estimate based on an infinite sites assumption is downwardly biased.
There is no obvious relationship between the estimates of the recombination rate and
the summary statistics presented in Table 2, partly because these statistics are also
sensitive to the mutation rate. In contrast to the mutation rates, which are lowest for
adk and highest for aroE, aroE exhibits the lowest recombination rate (0.0097) and
fumC the highest (0.0232). Interestingly, the relative mutation and recombination

rates appear to be generally conserved between carriage and disease collections,
which is reassuring from the perspective of measuring parameters that are
evolutionarily meaningful. Overall, the mutation rates were comparable between
carriage and disease collections, but the rate of recombination was diminished in
disease-causing isolates for four of the seven loci.

By calculating a composite likelihood for pair of sites at different loci, a
recombination rate of 2 PN e rt

(see Equation 12) was estimated at 28.2. By

calculating a composite likelihood for all loci using only pairs of sites at the same
locus, a recombination rate of 2 PN e r (see Equation 11) was estimated at 0.0256.
Therefore the mean tract length t was estimated to be 1,100 bp.
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Table 4 Relative importance of recombination and mutation2

Relative rate of

ρ /θ

diversification
Locus

Czech

Czech

Global

Carriage Disease Disease

Czech
Carriage

abcZ

0.53

0.23

0.22

13.3

adk

1.83

0.62

0.38

8.8

aroE

0.16

0.03

0.08

5.9

fumC

1.27

1.81

1.41

13.7

gdh

1.70

2.66

1.17

13.4

pdhC

0.63

0.26

0.51

16.5

pgm

0.44

0.20

0.68

10.8

Obtaining estimates of the mutation and recombination rate using a statistical (albeit
approximate) model and performing inference using established techniques allows the
relative contribution of recombination to mutation, r/ to be quantified by taking

ρ 2 PN e r
=
.
θ 2 PN e µ

(13)

The estimates are shown in Table 4, which range from 0.16 for aroE to 1.83 for adk in
the Czech carriage study. The ranges are not dissimilar for the other isolate
collections. Across loci, the rate of mutation and the rate of recombination appear to
be broadly of the same order of magnitude. Note that r/ is actually twice the relative
rate at which recombination events occur (r/2) to mutation ( ).
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The evolutionary significance of the relative rates of recombination and mutation
depend more upon the rates at which each process causes genetic diversification,
rather than their underlying rates of incidence. For every recombination event, an
average of 1,100 bp is affected, which is a much greater number of sites than a point
mutation affects. Of those, the proportion that will change as a result can be calculated
using the average diversity at each locus, which is estimated using π / L from Table
1. Thus, the relative rate of diversification is calculated as
r / 2 × t ×π / L

µ

=

1ρ
π
×t × ,
2θ
L

(14)

the results of which are given in Table 4 for the Czech carriage study. The relative
rate of diversification ranges from 5.9 for aroE to 16.5 for pdhC, indicating that in
terms of generating genetic novelty, recombination is some ten times more important
than mutation. This is consistent with previous estimates in the (broad) range of 3.6 –
275 (Feil et al. 1999; Jolley et al. 2000; Feil et al. 2001).

Possible confusion arises from the assumption made in Equation 13 that the effective
population size for mutation and recombination is the same. In Chapter 1 a SIRS
metapopulation model for microparasites was used as a basis for coalescent modelling
in N. meningitidis. In that model, the effective population size for mutation (say N θ )
and recombination (say N ρ ) differ, so that

N ρ = Nθ

1 + β1S ∗
1 + 2β 2 I * + β1S ∗

(see Chapter 1, Equations 3 and 5b), where

1

and

2

(15)

are the primary and secondary

rates of infection respectively, and I* is the equilibrium prevalence of infection and S*
the equilibrium frequency of susceptible hosts, both of which are also a function of
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the average duration of infection and rate of loss of immunity. Note that Equation 15
implies that N ρ ≤ N θ . This result suggests that the estimates of
estimates of

/


in Table 3, and the

in Table 4 should be up-weighted by some unknown amount.

However, the estimated relative rate of diversification (Table 4) does not need to be
adjusted. In the metapopulation model, N ρ is lower than N θ because a certain
fraction of ancestral recombination events immediately coalesce again, rather than the
two lineages migrating to separate hosts by independent transmission events. These
invisible recombination events have no effect on diversity, and therefore do not
contribute to the relative rate of diversification. If the estimates of

and / were up

weighted using Equation 15, the estimated relative rate of diversification would need
to be correspondingly down-weighted.

2.2.3 Simulating under the coalescent
Simulating from the model has a variety of applications, including exploratory
analyses, inference, goodness-of-fit testing and prediction. Simulating the ancestry of
a sample of sequences under the coalescent is efficient, particularly compared to
simulating using an individual-based Wright-Fisher model (Fisher 1930; Wright
1931) in which the whole population is modelled. For a sample of n sequences, the
genealogy is simulated as follows (Hudson 1990), where time is measured in units of
PNe generations.
1. Initially there are k = n lineages.
2. Calculate the rates of coalescence and recombination respectively as
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k (k − 1)
2
kρ
λR = .
2

λC =

3. Generate an exponentially distributed random variate with rate λC + λ R for the
waiting time until the next ancestral event.
4. With probability λC / (λC + λ R ) choose two lineages uniformly at random to
coalesce, and decrement k by 1. Otherwise, choose a lineage uniformly at
random to recombine, and increment k by 1. The recombination breakpoint is
chosen uniformly at random along the sequence.
5. Repeat from step 2 until k = 1.
Because the rate of coalescence is quadratic in k and the rate of recombination is only
linear in k, the algorithm will finish in finite time (Griffiths and Marjoram 1997). A
particularly useful speed-up is to calculate an effective recombination rate , which
excludes sites in a lineage that are not ancestral to the sample, unless the nonancestral sites are surrounded by sites that are ancestral to the sample. Except in the
latter case, recombination breakpoints are then not allowed to occur at non-ancestral
sites.

Having simulated the genealogical history, mutations can be superimposed using a
finite-sites mutation model with C states. The forward-in-time transition probability
matrix, P(t), gives the probability pij(t ) of being in state j time t PNe generations after
being in state i, and can be found by exponentiating the mutation rate matrix G such
that
P (t ) = e tG
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(16)

(Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001). The bifurcating genealogy at a single site is known as
the marginal genealogy.
1. For each site, the state of the oldest node in the marginal genealogy (the mrca)
is drawn from the stationary distribution of the mutation rate matrix, assuming
it is ergodic.
2. For each node that is a descendant of the current node, the state of the
descendant is drawn from a multinomial distribution with parameters

(p ( ) , p ( ) ,
t
i1

t
i2

)

, p iC(t ) , where i is the state of the current node and t is the length of

the lineage connecting the nodes.
3. Step 2 is repeated for each of the descendant nodes until the terminal nodes
(the contemporary sample) are reached.

2.2.4 Goodness-of-fit testing
There are two good reasons for performing goodness-of-fit testing for an evolutionary
model, which is easily implemented using coalescent simulation. The first is to ask
the polarised question, “Does the model adequately fit the data?” It is essential that
any model be falsifiable, and the way to falsify a model is through goodness-of-fit
testing. However, on the understanding that all models are deficient in some respect,
the second purpose of goodness-of-fit testing is to ask the more pertinent question, “In
what way does the model fail to fit the data?” Addressing this latter question is an
integral part of the iterative process of refining our models, and hence our
understanding, of evolution. It is arguably the principal role of mathematical
modelling in biology.
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In a maximum likelihood framework, goodness-of-fit testing can be performed by
taking some summary statistic of the data, generating a null distribution for that
statistic by simulating under the estimated parameters, and calculating the probability
of observing as such an extreme value of the statistic under the model. This
probability is usually called a p-value. Statistics are chosen that summarise some
aspect of the data that either (i) it is important the model describes well and/or (ii) it is
suspected the model does not describe well. Of all the statistics used to test departures
from the standard neutral model, Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) is perhaps the most wellused. Tajima’s D exploits the fact that the pairwise diversity estimator θˆπ and

Watterson’s estimator θˆS of the mutation rate use different information. Under
neutrality, the two have equal expectation, but under various departures from the
standard neutral model, the two will differ. Tajima’s D is normalised so that it has
expectation zero and a variance of approximately one under the standard neutral
model.
D=

π − S / an

e1 S + e2 S (S − 1)

,

(17)

where
e1 =

1
n +1
− 2,
3a n (n − 1) a n

e2 =

1
2 n 2 + n + 3 n + 2 bn
−
+ 2 ,
9n(n − 1)
na n
a n2 + bn
an

an =

(

n −1

1
i =1 i

and

)

bn =

n −1
i =1

1
.
i2

Two extreme departures from the standard neutral model can be envisaged. In the
first, the tree is close to star-like so that coalescent events occur closer to the root than
expected, possibly because of demographic growth or a recent selective sweep. This
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Table 5 Tajima’s D in meningococcal populations3

Locus

Czech

Czech

Global

Carriage Disease Disease
abcZ

1.15

–0.268

1.063

adk

0.817

0.512

0.392

aroE

0.926

–0.966

0.498

fumC

0.328

–0.221

0.157

gdh

1.355

1.126

1.742

pdhC

1.433

1.944

1.842

pgm

0.811

0.541

0.286

Concatenated

1.101

0.106

0.833

causes an excess of low-frequency variants, so S is elevated relative to π , and D is
negative. In the second, coalescent events occur closer to the tips than expected,
possibly because of population subdivision causing a deep root branch. This scenario
causes a dearth of low-frequency variants, so S is diminished relative to π , and D is
positive.

In addition to Tajima’s D, goodness-of-fit testing was conducted using the number of
unique haplotypes, H. The number of unique haplotypes can be thought of as a
balance between recombination, which will act to increase H by creating novel
combinations of alleles, and population structure, which will act to decrease H by
preventing recombination between genetically isolated subpopulations. The observed
number of unique haplotypes was 88 in the Czech carriage study, and 50 on average
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Figure 5 Null distribution of the number of unique haplotypes (STs) under the parameters
estimated by LDhat for a sub-sample of 100 sequences3. The observed number was 50, which is
outside the range of simulated values.

in the random subsets of 100 sequences used for inference. The observed value of
Tajima’s D for each locus (and all loci combined) is recorded in Table 5 for each of
the three meningococcal isolate collections.

Significance testing was undertaken using 10,000 simulations with θˆ Mc and the

composite likelihood estimate of . For each simulation H or D was calculated,
producing null distributions for the two statistics3. From this the probability of
observing such extreme values of H and D by chance was calculated. In Table 5 bold
values indicate those that were significant at p < 0.05 and bold and underlined values

3

The null distributions for H (Figure 5), and for D using the concatenated nucleotide sequence

(Table 5), were generated by Gil McVean. The null distributions for D for the individual loci were
generated by Daniel Wilson. These results have been published: K.A. Jolley, D.J. Wilson, P. Kriz,
G. McVean and M.C.J. Maiden (2005) The influence of mutation, recombination, population history,
and selection on patterns of genetic diversity in Neisseria meningitidis. Molecular Biology and
Evolution 22: 562-569.
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indicate those that were significant at p < 0.01. When taken individually, only one of
the seven loci (pdhC) shows consistent evidence for a departure from the standard
neutral model across populations. For the global disease collection, gdh also shows a
significant departure from the standard neutral model. When the concatenated
nucleotide sequence is analysed, there is strong evidence (p < 0.01) for a departure
from the standard neutral model in the Czech carriage study. Figure 5 shows the null
distribution for H, with the average observed H in random subsets of 100 sequences
from the Czech carriage study indicated with an arrow at 50. H = 50 was far outside
the range of simulated values of H under the estimated parameters.

The direction of the deviation of the summary statistics from their null distributions is
informative. In every case where D is significant it is positive, indicative of
population structure. Similarly, H was much lower than expected, suggesting the
population is more structured than would be expected under the standard neutral
model. Having falsified the standard neutral model, exploring the way in which the
model is deficient has revealed an excess of genetic structuring in the carriage
population. The next step is to propose a refined model, fit the model and criticise it in
a similar manner. In Chapter 1 various alternatives to the standard neutral model that
have been proposed were discussed. However, the difficulties surrounding
evolutionary inference, which were addressed using a composite likelihood approach
for the standard neutral model, are exacerbated for more complex models with more
parameters. Two problems exist. First, the efficiency gains made by the composite
likelihood approximation are not likely to be sufficiently great to make computation
feasible for models with more parameters and more complex missing data, for
example the presence of hidden population structure. Second, the necessary
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methodological extensions for incorporating more sophisticated models are not
obvious. Amongst the problems is the development of new importance samplers for
more complex models, which is not trivial. As a result, the composite likelihood
approach is unlikely to feature prominently in a framework of iterative refinement of
evolutionary models.

2.3

Approximate Bayesian inference

In modelling gene sequences there are two big problems. The first is that the data is
discrete and high-dimensional. For n sequences of length L there are 4nL possible
datasets. The second is that sequences are not independent: there is a strong interdependency imposed by the underlying ancestral history, which is unknown. Handling
the dependency structure is a difficult missing data problem, exacerbated by the fact
that the missing data is a tree, which has a complex and discrete state space. In the
absence of recombination there are a possible n(n − 1) / 2 n −1 coalescent tree topologies
underlying a sample of n sequences (Hein et al. 2005). The problem is greater in the
presence of recombination.

A naïve approach to estimating the parameters

of some evolutionary model M

would be
Algorithm A – rejection sampling
A1. Propose

from some distribution f( ).

A2. Simulate data H from the model M with parameters .
A3. Accept

if H = H; return to step 1.
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In principal this method produces the posterior probability of the parameter given the
data

f (Θ | H ) = f (H | Θ ) f (Θ ) / f (H ) ,

(18)

where f (H | Θ ) is the likelihood, that cannot be directly calculated, and f( ) is a prior
distribution on the parameters. In a coalescent framework, step A2 is easy because
data can be readily simulated. But for the first of the reasons detailed above, the
acceptance probability in step 3 is essentially zero.

However, if there exist summaries of the full data H that contain all the information
useful for inference under M then the state space of H can be massively reduced to
perhaps a small number of statistics. This is the problem of statistical sufficiency. If a
small number of sufficient or approximately sufficient statistics can be chosen then
the acceptance probability in step 3 might no longer be negligible. Bayesian inference
using summary statistics has received renewed attention in genetics recently (Tavaré
et al. 1997; Fu and Li 1997; Weiss and von Haeseler 1998; Pritchard et al. 1999;

Beaumont et al. 2002; Marjoram et al. 2003), and the fundamental simplicity of
simulating from the model makes it an attractive option for understanding the
evolution of natural populations. In addition, there are several advantages to the
Bayesian methodology. Previous summary statistic methodologies proceeded by
comparing the observed statistics to their distribution under a null model, which is a
statistically inefficient and inflexible approach, particularly in complex genetic
problems with many nuisance parameters including the unknown genealogy itself. By
contrast Bayesian methods are statistically efficient, there is a natural interpretation to
the posterior distribution, models can be compared quantitatively and nuisance
parameters are dealt with by integration (Beaumont et al. 2002).
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2.3.1 MCMC without likelihoods
The approach used here is based on the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, see for
example O’Hagan and Forster [2004]) without likelihoods of Marjoram et al. (2003),
with some modifications drawing mainly from the work of Beaumont et al. (2002).
MCMC is a method for obtaining the posterior density of the parameters

given the

data S (where S indicates that we are using a summary of the haplotypes H). Initially a
value of Θ 0 is chosen, typically from the prior f( ). The following standard
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is then repeated many times
Algorithm B – Metropolis-Hastings MCMC
B1. Propose
current state

from a kernel K (Θ → Θ′) , which is usually dependent on the
=

i.

B2. With probability α = min 1,

f (S | Θ′) f (Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )
f (S | Θ ) f (Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)

the proposal is

accepted in which case let Θ i +1 = Θ′ , otherwise Θ i +1 = Θ i .
B3. Increment i by 1.
The stationary distribution of the chain is f (Θ | S ) , independently of the initial value

Θ 0 , although the variance in the density estimated from a finite number of iterations
of the chain, which might be denoted fˆ (Θ | S ) , can be reduced by removing iterations
from the beginning of the chain, known as the burn-in.

There is an obvious problem with performing MCMC in coalescent models: the
likelihood f (S | Θ ) is unknown. The approach of Marjoram et al. (2003) circumvents
the need to calculate the likelihood explicitly
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Algorithm C – MCMC without likelihoods
C1. Propose

from a kernel K (Θ → Θ′) , where

=

C2. Simulate data S from the model M with parameters
C3. If S = S then with probability α = min 1,

i

is the current state.
.

f (Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )
the proposal is
f (Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)

accepted in which case Θ i +1 = Θ′ , otherwise Θ i +1 = Θ i .
C4. Increment i by 1.
Marjoram et al. (2003) show that the stationary distribution of this chain is f (Θ | S ) .

In step 3, if S has a continuous state space and/or is multidimensional, then S will
equal S very rarely. Thus step 3 can be re-formulated
C3. If ∂(S ′, S ) ≤ ε then with probability α = min 1,

f (Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )
f (Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)

the

proposal is accepted in which case Θ i +1 = Θ′ , otherwise Θ i +1 = Θ i .
The function ∂(S ′, S ) defines a distance between the observed and simulated data, and
is a predetermined tolerance. The stationary distribution for this chain is
f (Θ | δ (S ′, S ) ≤ ε ) , which for small is hopefully close to f (Θ | S ) .

The method used here makes two modifications to this scheme. The first is to upweight the acceptance probability according to the size of ∂(S ′, S ) , causing the
Markov chain to spend more time closer to S. This is done by treating the distance as
a random variable with some distribution that is peaked at zero. The approach is
general in that any distributional form can be used. The second is to use local
likelihood conditional density estimation (Loader 1996) to estimate f (Θ | S ) . The
benefit of the first modification is to focus the joint density f (S ′, Θ | S ) around the
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observed value of S which should aid the precision of the conditional density
estimation.

In summarising the data H with a summary S that is (almost certainly) not sufficient,
an additional, artificial, layer of uncertainty is introduced. The justification for this is
to facilitate inference; inference directly on H is too hard. Introducing a tolerance
within which simulated values of S are treated as equivalent to S is analogous to
adding a second, artificial layer of ignorance. Ignorance, or uncertainty, is usually
modelled using random variables in probability. The rectangular tolerance region

∂(S ′, S ) ≤ ε is directly analogous to treating the observed summary S as though it
were measured with uniform error around a true (unobserved) value X. The likelihood
of the observed summary S is conditional only on X
f (S | X ) ∝

if δ ( X , S ) ≤ ε

1

.
0

(19)

otherwise

Typically, in one dimension S ~ U ( X − ε , X + ε ) . This idea leads to a more general
formulation of the method of Marjoram et al. (2003) with an arbitrary distribution for
f (S | X ) . Because X is unknown, it can be estimated using MCMC to obtain
f ( X , Θ | S ) ∝ f (S | X ) f ( X | Θ ) f (Θ ) .
The following algorithm produces a Markov chain with stationary distribution
f (X , Θ | S ) .
Algorithm D – Modified MCMC without likelihoods
D1. Propose

from a kernel K (Θ → Θ′) , where

D2. Simulate X from the model M with parameters
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=

i

.

is the current state.

D3. With probability α = min 1,
accepted

in

which

f (S | X ′) f (Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )
f (S | X ) f (Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)
case

the proposal is

( X i +1 , Θ i+1 ) = ( X ′, Θ′) ,

otherwise

( X i +1 , Θ i +1 ) = ( X i , Θ i ) .
D4. Increment i by 1.

Proof. In steps 1 and 2 a new pair

( X ′, Θ′)

K ( X , Θ → X ′, Θ′) = K (Θ → Θ′)K ( X → X ′ | Θ′) ,

are proposed using the kernel
where

K ( X → X ′ | Θ′)

is

proportional to f ( X ′ | Θ′) , which is the likelihood from the model M with parameters
. Therefore the acceptance probability is (Metropolis 1953; Hastings 1970)

α = min 1,

f (S | X ′, Θ′) f ( X ′, Θ′) K ( X ′, Θ′ → X , Θ )
f (S | X , Θ ) f ( X , Θ ) K ( X , Θ → X ′, Θ′)

= min 1,

f (S | X ′) f ( X ′ | Θ′) f (Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )K ( X ′ → X | Θ )
f (S | X ) f ( X | Θ ) f (Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)K ( X → X ′ | Θ′)

= min 1,

f (S | X ′) f (Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )
.
f (S | X ) f (Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)

Any arbitrary distribution can be used to model the measurement error f (S | X ) .
When the uniform distribution of Equation 19 is used, the method is equivalent to that
of Marjoram et al. (2003). The second modification to their method follows naturally
having obtained a joint posterior distribution f ( X , Θ | S ) . Local linear density
estimation (Loader 1996) is used to estimate the conditional density f (Θ | X = S ) .

Obtaining the joint posterior f ( X , Θ | S ) might be referred to as the approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC) step, and estimating f (Θ | X = S ) might be referred to
as the conditional density estimation (CDE) step. The benefit of algorithm D is that a
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normal or double exponential distribution centred around X can be used to model the
measurement error in the ABC step, so that the joint density f ( X , Θ | S ) is focused

around X = S, which ought to improve the precision of the CDE step. There is some
evidence to suggest that basing f (S | X ) on the Epanechnikov kernel would provide
the most efficient estimation for

f (Θ | X = S ) (Mark Beaumont, personal

communication).

2.3.2 Fitting the standard neutral model
Algorithm D states the method in general terms, but in any specific MCMC
application the proposed moves and auxiliary variables must be designed to exploit
the structure of the particular model. The primary objects of inference were the
population mutation rate , the transition:transversion ratio


(Kimura’s [1980] two

parameter model was used), and the population recombination rate . In addition, the


data were augmented by the genealogical tree G. The dependence structure of the
model was
f (X,θ , κ , ρ , G | S ) ∝ f (S | X,θ , κ , ρ , G ) f (X,θ , κ , ρ , G )

= f (S | X ) f (X | θ , κ , G ) f (G | ρ ) f (θ ) f (κ ) f ( ρ )

(20)

where S are the observed summary statistics, assumed to be measured from the
(unobserved) haplotypes X with some error given by f (S | X ) , f (X | θ , κ , G ) is the
likelihood of the haplotypes given by the mutation model (Kimura 1980), f (G | ρ ) is
the coalescent likelihood of the genealogy (Griffiths and Marjoram 1997), and
f (θ ) f (κ ) f ( ρ ) are the priors.
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Three summary statistics were chosen by performing preliminary simulations in
which the correlation between a large number of potential summary statistics and the
parameters was recorded. The statistics were chosen to be orthogonal in an informal
sense. That is, each statistic was chosen to be strongly correlated with one parameter,
but not the other two. The benefit of choosing the statistics this way is that when an
update to a single parameter is proposed, only one summary statistic is strongly
affected, so the move is in a sense more local, and the acceptance probability is
increased. The chosen statistics were the logarithm of the average number of pairwise
differences log(π ) which was strongly correlated with , the log-odds of (π Ts / π ) ,

logit (π Ts / π ) which was strongly correlated with , and the correlation cor (r 2 , d )


between a measure of LD, r2, and physical distance, d, which was strongly correlated
with . π Ts is the average number of pairwise transitions, and the transformation


logit (π Ts / π ) =

log(π Ts / π )
log(1 − π Ts / π )

was used to remove the correlation between π Ts and . For clarity, each of these
summary statistics is treated as a function of the haplotypes X, such that

(

)

s1 (X ) = log(π ), s 2 (X ) = logit (π Ts / π ), s3 (X ) = cor r 2 , d , and the observed summary

statistics are
S = (s1 (H ), s 2 (H ), s 3 (H ))

where H are the observed haplotypes. The measurement error is modelled as
f (S | X ) = f (S1 | X ) f (S 2 | X ) f (S 3 | X ) ,

where
S1 ~ N (s1 (X ), σ 1 )

S 2 ~ N (s 2 (X ), σ 2 )

S 3 ~ N (s 3 (X ), σ 3 ).
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Equation 20 suggests the type of MCMC moves that might be made. Changes to
require the haplotypes X to be updated, but not the genealogy G. Changes to


or
also

requires the genealogy to be updated. In principal, neither of these statements is
strictly true because
f (X | θ ′, κ ′)
f (X | θ , κ )
and
f (G | ρ ′)
f (G | ρ )
are inexpensive to calculate, but moves of this type were not found to help mix the
Markov chain. The following MCMC moves were implemented.

2.3.2.1 Update
The population mutation parameter is updated so that

log(θ ′) ~ N (log(θ ), ζ 1 ) .
Haplotypes X are then simulated from f (X′ | θ ′, κ , G ) , and s (X′) is calculated. The
acceptance probability is

α = min 1,

f (S | X′) f (θ ′) K (θ ′ → θ )
.
f (S | X ) f (θ ) K (θ → θ ′)

In the implementation used for analysis, an improper prior on log(θ ) was used, so

α = min 1,

f (S | X ′ )
,
f (S | X )

and ζ 1 = 2 .
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2.3.2.2 Update
The transition:transversion ratio is updated so that

log(κ ′) ~ N (log(κ ), ζ 2 ) .
Haplotypes X are then simulated from f (X′ | θ , κ ′, G ) , and s (X′) is calculated. The
acceptance probability is

α = min 1,

f (S | X′) f (κ ′) K (κ ′ → κ )
.
f (S | X ) f (κ ) K (κ → κ ′)

In the implementation used for analysis, an improper prior on log(κ ) was used, so

α = min 1,

f (S | X ′ )
,
f (S | X )

and ζ 2 = 2 .

2.3.2.3 Update
A proposal distribution for

of the same form as for


and


was trialled, but led to

poor mixing. Instead an independence sampler was found to work well. The
population recombination rate is updated so that that

is drawn from the prior f ( ρ ′) ,

which must be a proper distribution.

A new genealogy G and haplotypes X are then simulated from f (G ′ | ρ ′) and
f (X′ | θ , κ , G ′) , and s (X′) is calculated. The acceptance probability is

α = min 1,

f (S | X ′ )
.
f (S | X )

In the implementation used for analysis, the prior for log( ρ ) ~ U (− 10,2) .
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2.3.3 Parameter estimates
The population

mutation

rate,

transition:transversion

ratio

and

population

recombination rates were estimated for each of the seven housekeeping loci for the
Czech carriage population. The hyperparameters for the model of measurement error
( 1,

2

and

3)

was chosen by running pilot analyses. For each summary statistic, the

choice of hyperparameter reflects a balance between good mixing of the Markov
chain and focusing the posterior density close to s(X) = S. Choosing a small

i

will

penalise simulated datasets X whose summary statistics do not closely resemble Si,
causing a tight posterior density around si(X) = Si. Concentrating the density around Si
improves precision in the CDE step. However, the Markov chain may fail to mix well,
or converge at all, if the resultant acceptance probabilities are too low. On the other
hand, choosing a large
accepted. Too large a

i

i

improves mixing because a much greater range of si(X) is

and the chain is essentially no longer conditioned on the data

Si. The posterior will resemble the prior, and the posterior density will not necessarily
be concentrated around si(X) = Si, making the CDE step unreliable. Worse still, use of
an improper prior means that the posterior cannot converge at all, and the chain
resembles a random walk. In the analyses that follow, σ 12 = 0.5 , σ 22 = 0.25 and

σ 32 = 0.005 were found to work, although there was some flexibility. Each Markov
chain was run for 100,000 iterations.
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Figure 6 Joint posterior of f(s1(X), |S) for abcZ, with




on a log scale. The red line indicates the

observed value S1 = 2.98. Locfit (Loader 1996) is used to estimate the conditional density of
f( | s1(X) = S1,S2,S3) along this line. See Figure 7.


Figure 6 is a scatterplot of the posterior of f (s1 (X ),θ | S ) for abcZ. The red line

indicates the observed value of the statistic S1, which is log(π ) = 2.98 . The
relationship between s1 (X ) and

appears to be log-linear except for high values of ,

where s1 (X ) plateaus towards its maximum of log(L ) = 6.07 as the sequence
becomes saturated with mutations. The accuracy of any method that computes the
posterior f (θ | δ (s1 ( X ), S1 ) ≤ ε ) obviously depends on the width of the tolerance .


However, choice over


is determined by pragmatic considerations. Conditional

density estimation at s1 (X ) = S1 is equivalent to obtaining the optimal tolerance of

ε = 0 , within the accuracy of the density estimation. Figure 7 demonstrates how
conditioning on s1 (X ) = S1 yields a much tighter posterior on . In the results that
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Figure 7 Black line: posterior of f( |S). Red line: posterior of f( |s1(X)=S1,S2,S3). Both were fit


using locfit (Loader 1996).




is on a log scale. By conditioning on the observed value S1, a much

tighter posterior is obtained.

follow, conditional density estimation is performed jointly for all summary statistics
so s1 (X ) = S1 , s 2 (X ) = S 2 , s 3 (X ) = S 3 , or s (X ) = S for short.

In Table 6 the mean and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) interval is recorded for
each parameter ,


and . The estimates of


and


are on the same order of

magnitude as those estimated using θˆMc and LDhat. The relative magnitude of the

estimates among loci is similar, but not the same. Estimates of

range from 0.0037

for adk to 0.0191 for abcZ. The largest estimate of θˆMc was 0.0612 for aroE.
Although aroE does not have the highest point estimate, it does have the highest 95%
HPD bound (0.0644). Estimates of


range from 0.0049 for aroE to 0.1686 for fumC.
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These two loci were at the extremes of the range for the LDhat estimates. Estimates of
the transition:transversion ratio

range from 2.7 for pgm to 25.5 for adk. No

estimates of have previously been obtained.

The 95% HPD intervals for some parameters, particularly


are wide, the highest

upper bound being 4.97. To some extent, the width of the 95% HPD interval is related
to the point estimate. Because


is constrained to be a positive number, it is natural

that as the mean increases the upper bound increases disproportionately. Nevertheless,
adk, fumC and gdh have especially high upper bounds (4.34, 4.97 and 1.56
respectively) compared to the point estimates and the upper bounds for the other loci.
For adk and gdh this can be explained in part by the low mutation rates (estimated at
0.0037 and 0.0054 respectively) which strictly limits the information available for
inference on . The wide credible intervals might be a penalty for using a small


number of summaries of the data for inference. However, the credible intervals cannot
be compared to the confidence intervals from LDhat because none are produced. The
composite likelihood curve cannot produce reliable estimates of uncertainty because
by assuming independence between pairs of sites, the data are assumed to be much
more informative than they really are. Obtaining meaningful credible intervals is one
of the benefits of the Bayesian inference method used here. Further investigation into
the summary statistics used for inferring might be necessary to find a more sensitive


statistic or combination of statistics. For example, Wall (2000) used H and Rm to
estimate in a rejection sampling setting.
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Table 6 Posterior mean (and 95% HPD) for meningococcal evolutionary parameters

Locus

θ × 10

3

κ

ρ × 10 3

ρ /θ

Relative rate of
diversification

abcZ

adk

aroE

fumC

gdh

pdhC

pgm

19.1

18.9

43.8

2.3

57.5

(9.1, 36.4)

(7.2, 51.3)

(3.9, 335.9)

(0.2, 21.4)

(5.1, 533.1)

3.7

25.5

172.1

50.5

242.9

(1.7, 6.7)

(2.7, 561.9)

(0.6, 4344.1)

(0.3, 1409.0)

(1.4, 6783.1)

13.3

2.9

4.9

0.4

14.0

(2.6, 64.4)

(0.6, 19.8)

(0.3, 33.2)

(0.0, 4.8)

(0.9, 177.8)

10.1

11.8

168.6

17.4

187.3

(5.7, 16.7)

(4.5, 37.8)

(0.7, 4970.9)

(0.1, 685.2)

(0.8, 7383.3)

5.4

16.4

50.8

9.6

75.4

(3.0, 9.5)

(5.2, 67.9)

(0.8, 1559.8)

(0.1, 329.3)

(1.1, 2577.9)

17.3

6.5

25.0

1.5

38.5

(8.0, 36.8)

(3.3, 13.9)

(1.5, 222.8)

(0.1, 14.8)

(2.2, 389.6)

12.6

2.7

5.0

0.4

10.5

(4.2, 34.0)

(1.3, 6.0)

(0.8, 59.5)

(0.0, 5.9)

(1.1, 145.9)
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Also shown in Table 6 are the mean and 95% HPD intervals for the posteriors on

ρ / θ . The point estimates are somewhat higher than those estimated using LDhat
(Table 4) differing by a factor of 0.9 for adk to 27.6 for adk. However, this is mainly a
result of the differences in the estimates of

and


marginally, and not caused by the

crude estimation of ρ / θ as the ratio of the marginal point estimates (Table 4). The
relative rates at which recombination and mutation cause diversification are also
estimated to be higher by the Bayesian method than by LDhat (Table 6). The
estimates range from 10.5 for pgm to 242.9 for adk. LDhat estimated adk to have the
second lowest relative rate (8.8). For these estimates the average tract length
estimated by LDhat of 1,100 bp was used. In principal the average tract length could
be estimated by the Bayesian method using the correlation between LD and a
Bernoulli variable recording whether the sites are at the same or different loci.

2.3.4 Bayesian cross-validation
Any interpretation of the parameter estimates is obviously contingent upon the
adequacy of the model, and there are various ways to perform model criticism in a
Bayesian framework. In this section I will use the method of cross-validation to
evaluate the adequacy of the standard neutral model. In Chapter 5 posterior predictive
p-values are used for goodness-of-fit testing. However, an informal indication of the
fit of a model can come directly from the Markov chain. Poor mixing can be a signal,
not just of a poorly designed MCMC scheme, but also of a dataset that does not fit the
model. In the context of the ABC-CDE method, difficulty in getting the posterior
density concentrated around s (X ) = S can be a symptom of a poor model fit, and this
informal diagnostic can be understood from the perspective of cross-validation.
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Figure 8 Scatterplots of f(s3(X), |S) for abcZ and aroE ( is on a log scale). The observed values of




S3 are marked with red lines. For abcZ the chain has mixed well, although the density is
concentrated at smaller values of s3(X) than that observed. For aroE the observed value is yet more
extreme, and the chain shows some sign of problems mixing. The quality of CDE may be affected.

In Figure 6 the posterior density f (s1 (X ),θ | S ) is centred around the observed value

of S1 = 2.98 . The region around S1 is well-sampled, so CDE is likely to be accurate.
Contrast that with Figure 8, which shows the posterior density f (s 3 (X ), ρ | S ) for the
same locus (abcZ, left hand graph). The density is not so well centred around
S 3 = −0.235 (red line), although the area is probably sufficiently well-sampled for

accurate CDE. However, for adk (right hand graph), which has an even more extreme
observed value of S 3 = −0.434 (red line), the chain shows some sign of not mixing
well, and the area around S3 is not well-sampled. Obviously this will affect the quality
of CDE. No amount of tweaking the hyperparameters


of the proposal distributions

1,

2

and

3,

or the parameters



1

and

2

appeared to be able to make aroE mix as well as
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abcZ. Furthermore, the problem was confined to the plot of

on s3(X), and not the

other parameter-statistic pairs. Locus pgm suffered similar problems to aroE. The
problem was that datasets X were rarely being simulated for which s3(X) was as
extreme as the observed value S3. Informally speaking, this suggests that the data are
not well described by the model.

Bayesian cross-validation is a formal technique for model criticism (see for example,
O’Hagan and Forster 2004), and helps explain the problems seen in Figure 8. Crossvalidation is based on dividing the data into two parts, one part that is used for
inference (xf) and the other part that is used for model criticism (xc). If the model is a
good fit, then xc will be well-supported in the predictive distribution conditional on xf.
If xc are unlikely conditional on xf then there is a problem. The predictive distribution
of xc given xf is
f (xc | x f ) =

f (x c | x f , Θ ) f (Θ | x f )d Θ .

(21)

In ABC, the data can be partitioned into summary statistics used for inference and
summary statistics used for model criticism. To address the problems noted in Figure
8, S1 and S2 were used for inference and S3 for model criticism.
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Table 7 Cross-validation for standard neutral model

Locus

p∗

p

abcZ

0.004

0.005

adk

0.120

0.116

aroE

0.000

0.000

fumC

0.683

0.687

gdh

0.018

0.015

pdhC

0.001

0.002

pgm

0.000

0.000

Modifying the MCMC scheme to perform cross-validation is straightforward by
removing the conditioning on the statistic(s) in question, in this case S3. Because the
dimensionality of the data is also reduced, the chain takes less time to run. As a
diagnostic of model fit, the predictive probability of observing s3 (X ) as extreme as S3
was calculated as
S3

f (s 3 (X ) = u | S 1 , S 2 ) d u ,

(22)

f (s 3 (X ) = u | s1 (X ) = S1 , s 2 (X ) = S 2 ) d u ,

(23)

∗

p =

−∞

p=

S3

−∞

and the p-values were made two-tailed in the usual way. p ∗ can be estimated directly
from the Markov chain, without CDE, simply as the number of times s3 (X ) was as
extreme or more extreme as S3. Equation 23 requires CDE using locfit (Loader 1996).
In practice, p ∗ and p are almost identical. The results are shown in Table 7. Cross
validation suggests that there are problems with the model. The predictive probability
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Figure 9 Cross-validation reveals discrepancies between the observed S3 = cor(r2,d) and that
predicted by a model fit using S1 and S2. For loci adk and aroE, f(s3(X), |S1,S2) is plotted, with the


observed value of S3 indicated by the red line. For adk, p* = 0.120, whereas for aroE, p* = 0.000
(see Table 7 and text).

of S3 given S1 and S2 is less than 0.05 for all but two of the loci (adk and fumC). What
this means is that for the inferred values of

and


(about which S1 and S2 are

informative), the model rarely predicts values of S3 as extreme as observed, when the
values of


are taken from the flat prior which was U (− 10,2 ) on log( ρ ) . This is

illustrated by Figure 9, which shows f (s 3 (X ), ρ | S1 , S 2 ) for adk and aroE. The red
line indicates the observed value of S3, which is within the range of s3 (X ) sampled for
adk, but well outside the range sampled for aroE. Because values of


are taken from

the prior, the prior will have an important effect on the conclusions of crossvalidation. However, for aroE it is clear that no choice of prior would have changed
the conclusion that the model does not predict values of S3 as extreme as observed.
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Figure 10 Locfit has been used to estimate f(s3(X), |S1,S2) and f(s3(X), | s1(X)=S1, s2(X)=S2) (left




and right images respectively) for aroE. Note that is on a log scale. More intense colours (closer


to white) indicate higher posterior density. The observed value of S3 is indicated with a yellow line
on the far left of each image.



Owing to the fact that S1 and S2 were chosen to be informative about

and , but not


, conditioning on s1 (X ) = S1 and s 2 (X ) = S 2 using CDE barely alters the joint
posterior of s3 (X ) and . This is illustrated by Figure 10, in which locfit has been


used to estimate the joint posterior of s3 (X ) and


marginal to s1 (X ) and s 2 (X ) (left

hand image) and conditional upon s1 (X ) = S1 and s 2 (X ) = S 2 (right hand image) for

aroE. In each image, the observed value of S3 is indicated with a yellow line, which
falls well outside the density in both cases. This observation is reflected in the fact
that p ∗ and p are almost identical for all loci (Table 7). Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the
ability of locfit to estimate joint densities. The left hand image in Figure 10 is a
density estimate of the right hand image in Figure 9. In the density plot, more intense
colours (closer to white) correspond to higher posterior density. The density plot
(Figure 10, left) is more informative than the scatterplot (Figure 9, right), because in
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areas of high density the scatterplot becomes saturated, whereas the density plot does
not.

Cross-validation of S3 reveals the reason for the difficulties mixing the MCMC chain
for aroE and pgm. When there is little support for S3 in the predictive distribution of
s3 (X ) , the distance between S3 and s3 (X′) for simulated datasets X will be large, and
as a result the acceptance probability small. Therefore it will be more difficult to
perform inference on datasets that are poorly described by the model because of lower
acceptance probabilities in the Markov chain. If the adequacy of the model is in
question (which surely it is for any basic model), then the primary purpose of
estimating the model parameters is to perform goodness-of-fit testing. Biologically
meaningful interpretation of the parameters is contingent upon the adequacy of the
model, and if it can be shown that the model is a bad fit, then the utility of parameter
estimates per se is diminished. If there is difficulty in getting the Markov chain to
mix, particularly if a single summary statistic is affected, then cross-validation is a
useful method of model criticism because it may reveal that the predictive distribution
of the observed statistic is not well supported by the model. The advantage of crossvalidation is that it is a formal model criticism technique, in contrast to the informal
observation of poor mixing which might be symptomatic of a number of underlying
problems.

2.4

Refining the model

Regardless of the method of inference, be it composite likelihood or approximate
Bayesian computation, the central conclusion that patterns of meningococcal genetic
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diversity cannot be explained by the standard neutral model is unaffected. Whilst that
conclusion does not have to question the validity of the coalescent as the basic starting
point for evolutionary inference, it does mean that for understanding meningococcal
evolution, a refinement to the coalescent is required.

Model criticism techniques have revealed that there is an excess of genetic structuring
in meningococcal populations. The observed number of sequence types (STs) is too
high for the estimated rate of recombination, and there appears to be a dearth of low
frequency allelic variants, indicative of long-term population subdivision. The
correlation between LD and physical distance is too strong for five of the seven
housekeeping loci studied, implying that LD decays more deterministically than
expected under the standard neutral model. This may also reflect the existence of
population structure (Pritchard and Przeworski 2001). Together, these results suggest
that any refinement to the standard neutral model must incorporate some degree of
population structuring, but the exact formulation of that structure, and the cause, is
unclear. For that reason, the next step is to propose a revised model, fit the model, and
criticise it.

A process of iterative refinement of the evolutionary model is, in my opinion,
essential to furthering the understanding of meningococci population biology. The
coalescent provides a common thread for refinement of the model. In the next chapter,
I will fit the neutral microepidemic model of Fraser et al. (2005) using a modification
to the coalescent. The conclusions are somewhat different to those found by fitting a
multinomial distribution to the observed allele frequencies (Fraser et al. 2005). The
importance of geographic structuring and the relationship between carried and
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disease-causing populations of meningococci is also examined using a variety of
statistic models. Together these suggest what the next refinement to a coalescent
model of meningococcal evolution might be.
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Chapter 3
Genetic structuring in Neisseria meningitidis

Meningococcal populations exhibit greater genetic structuring than is expected under
a standard neutral model of evolution, as can be seen using the inference and model
criticism techniques of Chapter 2. In this chapter I investigate the nature of genetic
structuring in meningococci. I begin by using approximate Bayesian computation
with conditional density estimation (ABC-CDE) to criticise the neutral microepidemic
model of Fraser et al. (2005), in which meningococci evolve according to the standard
neutral model, but structuring is imposed by biased sampling. I then use analysis of
molecular variance (AMOVA) and Mantel tests to quantify the extent of geographic
structuring in meningococcal populations sampled from within the same country and
between different countries. The role of host age in structuring carriage populations is
investigated and patterns of genetic diversity are compared between school and
military institutions in Bavaria, Germany. I use the same techniques to compare
patterns of genetic diversity in disease-causing and carried meningococci, and assess
the extent of overlap between these populations.

3.1

Neutral microepidemic model

As discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.2.4), the neutral microepidemic model is used
(Fraser et al. 2005) to explain the observed excess of homozygosity in the Czech
carriage study (Jolley et al. 2000). Homozygosity can be calculated as the proportion
of pairs of isolates that are identical at all seven MLST loci. Figure 1 shows the allelic
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Figure 1 Allelic mismatch distribution for Czech carriage study (grey bars). The horizontal axis shows
the number of loci at which a pair of isolates can differ (up to 7 for MLST), and the vertical axis the
proportion of pairs that differ at that number of loci. Open circles show the fit under the standard neutral
model, and the filled circles show the fit under the neutral microepidemic model. Source: Fraser et al.
(2005). Copyright 2005 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.

mismatch distribution in the Czech carriage study, where each bar represents the
number of pairs of isolates that differ at the stated number of loci. Individuals that
differ at none of the seven loci are said to be homozygous.

In the neutral microepidemic model, biased sampling causes an excess of
homozygosity. The population is thought to be made up of many microepidemics,
which comprise short transmission chains within the host population. In the model nc
of these microepidemics are repeatedly sampled, contributing an average of σ
isolates each. The total number of isolates, no say, that come from over-sampled
microepidemics is modelled as a Poisson random variable with parameter ncσ , but
truncated at n, the total sample size, and the joint distribution of the number of
isolates sampled from each microepidemic conditional on no and nc is symmetric
multinomial.
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Fraser et al. (2005) use maximum likelihood to fit the allelic mismatch distribution to
a multinomial distribution with parameters ( p 0 , p1,

, p 7 ) where pi is the expected

proportion of pairs of isolates differing at i loci under the infinite alleles model in a
standard neutral population (Kimura 1968). The pi are a function of the per-locus
mutation rate

and between-locus recombination rate . The open circles in Figure 1


show the fit of the standard neutral model. To fit the neutral microepidemic model
(filled circles, Figure 1), Fraser et al. (2005) matched p0 exactly to the observed
homozygosity using an extra free parameter he, which represents the excess
homozygosity. To estimate nc and σ , they conducted simulations using θˆ , ρ̂ and

ĥe ; nc and σ were resolved by matching the observed and expected number of STs,
subject to the constraint that he = ncσ 2 / (n(n − 1)) (Christophe Fraser, personal
communication). This constraint arises by considering that for each cluster of size


there are an additional σ (σ − 1) / 2 identical pairs of isolates, so there are
approximately

n cσ 2 / 2

extra identical pairs in total. The mutation rate,

recombination rate, number of clusters and average cluster size were estimated to be
= 10.2, = 13.6, nc = 9 and σ = 13.1 respectively.


Despite the advantages of fitting an explicit statistical model, there are a number of
difficulties with the analysis. As discussed in Chapter 1, the frequencies of each class
in the mismatch distribution are not independent, so the multinomial distribution is
inappropriate. Using only the mismatch distribution discards a great deal of
information about patterns of genetic diversity in the bacterial population. Indeed, the
allele numbers of seven MLST loci probably contain much less information than the
electromorph numbers of 20 MLEE loci. The infinite alleles model is also not
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appropriate to apply to the MLST loci because, as was shown in Chapter 2,
recombination causes diversification within a locus approximately ten times faster
than mutation. Therefore mutation will be credited with causing much of the
diversification that is due to recombination. I used ABC-CDE to fit a coalescent
formulation of the neutral microepidemic model to each locus individually, and the
adequacy of the model was assessed, by cross-validation, using the same summaries
of nucleotide diversity that were used for the standard neutral model in section 2.3.4.

3.1.1 Coalescent formulation of the microepidemic model
To conduct simulations for ABC-CDE, a coalescent version of the neutral
microepidemic model was formulated. The model is essentially a standard neutral
coalescent, with over-sampling at the tips. Simulations are performed as follows.
1. Draw no from a Poisson distribution with parameter ncσ truncated at n.
2. Draw the sizes of the microepidemics,
multinomial distribution, where

i

(

= σ 1 ,σ 2 ,

)

, σ nc from a symmetric

σ i = no .

3. Simulate a standard neutral coalescent genealogy for a sample of size
n − no + nc , and superimpose mutations as described in section 2.2.3.
4. Of those sequences, choose nc uniformly at random without replacement to
form the microepidemic clusters. For each microepidemic i include the chosen
sequence

i

times in the final sample.

5. The remaining n − no sequences are included once each in the final sample.
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3.1.2 Approximate Bayesian inference
To fit the neutral microepidemic model, ABC-CDE inference was performed on the
mutation rate

, transition:transversion ratio


and recombination rate


using

Kimura’s (1980) two-parameter mutation model and the coalescent microepidemic
model described in the previous section. The number nc and average size σ of the
microepidemics were not estimated; instead the values of nc = 9 and σ = 13.1 were
taken from Fraser et al. (2005). To estimate the parameters, the same three statistics
as used for the standard neutral model (section 2.3.2) were used: log(π ) ,

logit (π Ts / π ) and cor (r 2 , d ) . The Markov chains showed signs of problems mixing,
indicative of model misspecification. As a result, cross-validation was performed (see
section 2.3.4) by obtaining the predictive distribution of cor (r 2 , d ) conditional upon
log(π ) and logit (π Ts / π ) .

The results are shown in Table 1 for each of the two-tailed cross-validation p-values
p* and p (Equations 22 and 23, section 2.3.4). The two p-values are almost identical,

and the results are similar to those for the standard neutral model. The predictive
probability of cor (r 2 , d ) conditional on log(π ) and logit (π Ts / π ) is less than 0.05 for
five of the seven loci. Of the other two, p = 0.241 for fumC, and p = 0.051 for adk,
which is marginal. For these two loci, the p-values are considerably lower under the
neutral microepidemic model than under the standard neutral model (Chapter 2, Table
7).
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Table 1 Cross-validation for microepidemic model

Locus

p∗

p

abcZ

0.004

0.003

adk

0.051

0.051

aroE

0.000

0.000

fumC

0.241

0.240

gdh

0.019

0.019

pdhC

0.003

0.003

pgm

0.000

0.000

In summary, the neutral microepidemic model does not appear to provide a better fit
to the data than the standard neutral model; if anything it is worse. Whilst the
parameters nc and σ

were not estimated here, it seems unlikely that the

microepidemic model can explain the patterns of genetic diversity observed in
meningococcal populations. One might be tempted to think that reducing complex
multilocus nucleotide sequence data to an allelic mismatch distribution forfeits the
power to reject the model. Much information is discarded by reducing the sequence
data to an allelic mismatch distribution, but the microepidemic model was rejected
here using only three statistics. Arguably, the allelic mismatch distribution contains
less information because the frequencies of the mismatch classes are highly
correlated, but regardless of the number of statistics used for inference, thorough
model criticism is essential for learning about the evolutionary history of the
population. Genetic structuring in meningococci cannot be explained by a simple
model of sampling bias, and in the rest of this chapter I evaluate the extent of
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geographic structuring within and between European countries, the role of host agestructure and differences in the composition of meningococcal populations between
schools and military institutions within Germany, and the extent of overlap between
European populations of disease-causing and carried meningococci. In the next
section I describe the methods used for these analyses, analysis of molecular variation
(AMOVA) and the Mantel test.

3.2

Analysing population structure

Standard methods are used in the rest of this chapter for analysing population
structure: analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA; Excoffier et al. 1992), the Mantel
test (Mantel 1967) and logistic regression. I will describe AMOVA and the Mantel
test, and make a straightforward extension to AMOVA to allow a two-way design
which is used later (section 3.5) for resolving the effects of geography and propensity
to cause disease.

3.2.1 Analysis of molecular variance
Introduced by Excoffier et al. (1992), AMOVA uses the number of pairwise
differences between isolates to define Euclidean distance, on which analysis of
variance (ANOVA; Fisher 1925) is performed. Using AMOVA the following random
effects model is fitted
Yij =

+ Ai +

where Yij is the jth haplotype from population i,

ij

,

(1)

+ A i is a notional mean haplotype

for population i, Ai being a realisation of a random variable A whose expectation is
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zero and variance is σ A2 , and

ij

is the deviation of the jth gene sequence from the

mean haplotype for population i, such that
random variable

ij

is a realisation of an independent

whose expectation is zero and variance is σ E2 . The model

parameters are the variance components σ A2 and σ E2 , which are estimated by
decomposing the total genetic variance in the population into that which is due to
differences between populations and the residual within-population variance. FST,
which is a function of the variance components, is interpreted as the correlation of
random haplotypes within populations, relative to that of random pairs of haplotypes
drawn from the whole species.
FST =

σ A2
σ A2 + σ E2

(2)

An explicit assumption of the model is that σ E2 is the same for all populations, so FST
represents an average over populations.

As in ANOVA, variance is measured in terms of sums of squares. Denote SST the
total sum of squares, SSA the sum of squares between populations and SSE the residual
sum of squares, or the sum of squares within populations.

SS T = SS A + SS E
The sums of squares would normally be computed as

SS E =

and

SS T =

k

ni

i =1 j =1

k

ni

i =1 j =1

(Y

− Yi⋅ )

(3)

(Y

− Y⋅⋅ )

(4)

ij

ij

2

2

where k is the number of populations, ni is the sample size of population i, Yi⋅ is the
mean haplotype in population i and Y⋅⋅ is the mean haplotype for the total population.
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For genetic data that is discrete and multidimensional, it is not immediately obvious
how to define an average. However, Equations 3 and 4 can be rewritten so that the
sums of squares are defined by the distance between pairs of haplotypes
SS E =

and

SS T =

k

1
2 ni

i =1

1
2n

k

ni

ni

ni

j =1 j ′ =1

k

(Y

ni ′

i =1 j =1 i ′ =1 j ′ =1

− Yij′ )

2

ij

(Y

ij

(5)

− Yi′j′ ) ,
2

(6)

where n is the total sample size. A natural measure of genetic distance is the number
of nucleotides that differ between a pair of sequences, π . As in a standard random
effects ANOVA (see for example Sokal and Rohlf 1995), the variance components
are estimated using the method of moments

E (MS A ) =

σ A2
k −1

n−

1
n

k
i =1

ni2 + σ E2

(7)

E (MS E ) = σ ,
2
E

where MS is the mean square and (in Equation 8, below) DF are the degrees of
freedom. Because the variance components are estimated by the method of moments,
it is possible to obtain negative FST in the absence of population structure (Excoffier et
al. 1992). The test statistic for determining the significance of population
differentiation is

F=

MS A SS A DFE
=
,
MS E SS E DFA

(8)

where DFA = k − 1 and DFE = n − k . The null distribution of F is not the ratio of two

chi-squared random variables, but is determined by permutation of haplotypes
amongst the populations. In all analyses of molecular variance in this chapter, 1,000
permutations were used to obtain the p-value. AMOVA is implemented in Arlequin
version 2.000 (Schneider et al. 2000).
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3.2.1.1 Two-way AMOVA
Here I make a straightforward extension to AMOVA to allow for two crossed factors
in an unbalanced design (i.e. different sample sizes for each combination of factors;
see for example McCullagh and Nelder [1989]). In section 3.5 the two factors will be
country and host disease status. The extended model can be written
Yijk =

+ Ai + B j +

,

ijk

(9)

where Yijk is the kth haplotypes from country i and disease status j, Ai is the random
effect of country i as before, Bj is the independent random effect of disease status j,
which is a realisation of a random variable B whose expectation is zero and variance
is σ B2 , and

ijk

is the deviation of the kth sequence from the mean haplotype for that

country and disease status,

+ A i + B j , which is a realisation of an independent

random variable whose expectation is zero and variance is σ E2 .

The total sum of squares becomes

SS T = SS A + SS B + SS E ,
where SSA is the sum of squares between countries, SSB is the sum of squares for
disease status and SSE is the residual sum of squares. The sums of squares are
calculated as
1
SST =
2n
SS A = SST −

kA

kB

nij

k B ni′j ′

kA

i =1 j =1 k =1 i′=1 j ′=1 k ′=1

kA
i =1

1
2ni

kB

nij

kB

(Y

nij ′

j =1 k =1 j ′=1 k ′=1
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− Yi′j′k ′ )

2

ijk

(Y

ijk

(10)

− Yij′k ′ ) ,
2

(11)

and

SS E =

kA

kB

i =1 j =1

1
2nij

nij

nij

k =1 k ′=1

(Y

− Yijk ′ ) ,
2

ijk

(12)

where kA is the number of countries, kB is the number of disease statuses, ni =

j

nij

and nij is the sample size of country i, disease status j. The expected mean squares are
E (MS A ) = σ E2 + z Aσ A2 ,
E (MS B ) = σ E2 + z Bσ B2 ,

(13)

E (MS E ) = σ E2 ,

and

kA

where

zA =

1
n−
kA −1

kB
j =1

i =1
kA
i =1

nij2

,

(14)

,

(15)

nij

kB

and

zB =

1
n−
kB −1

kA
i =1

j =1

nij2

kB
j =1

nij

from which the variance components can be estimated by the method of moments.

For each effect, country and disease status, FST can be calculated so that
FST( A ) =
(B )

FST

σ A2
σ A2 + σ B2 + σ E2

σ B2
= 2
,
σ A + σ B2 + σ E2

(16)

which provides a natural way to interpret the parameters. Significance testing is
performed for each random effect using the test statistics
F ( A) =
F

(B )

MS A SS A DFE
=
MS E SS E DFA

MS B SS B DFE
=
=
,
MS E SS E DFB
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(17)

where the null distribution for F(A) is found by permuting haplotypes amongst
countries but not disease status and vice versa for F(B). DFA = k A − 1 , DFB = k B − 1

and DFE = n − k A − k B + 1 . To implement the two-way AMOVA I wrote pilot
program in Maple and then re-wrote it in C++ for the full analyses.

3.2.2 Mantel test
The Mantel test (Mantel 1967) is a test for correlation between two distance matrices,
say A and B. In this chapter, the two distances will be geographic distance and
pairwise genetic distance. The test statistic is the correlation coefficient
r=

cov(A, B )

var(A ) var(B )
aij bij −

n2
=

i, j

aij
i, j

bij

.

i, j

2

n

a −

2

2
ij

i, j

aij

(18)

2

n

i, j

b −

2

2
ij

i, j

bij
i, j

Under the null hypothesis, r = 0. A null distribution for the test statistic is obtained by
permuting haplotypes amongst the populations. The sample size of each population
remains constant. During permutation, the only part of Equation 18 that changes is
aij bij ,

(19)

i, j

allowing faster computation. I implemented the Mantel test in a C++ program.

3.3

Geographic structuring in Europe

In this section I use AMOVA to test for significant differentiation in populations of
carried meningococci, firstly between towns in the Czech Republic (Jolley et al.
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Figure 2 Map of the Czech Republic. The sampling locations of the Czech carriage study (Jolley et
al. 2000) are indicated in red.

2000), and then between the European countries of the Czech Republic, Greece and
Norway (Yazdankhah et al. 2004).
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3.3.1 Structuring within the Czech Republic
Figure 2 shows the locations in the Czech Republic from which 217 isolates were
collected from healthy carriers in 1993 (Jolley et al. 2000): Prague (2 isolates), eské
Budejovice (87), Hradec Králové (3), Kutna Hora (1), Plze (56), Olomouc (64) and
Opava (3). Of these sampling locations, some have a very small number of sequences.
It was necessary to pool some locations to obtain sufficient power to detect population

Table 2 Partitions of the Czech carriage study used for AMOVA

Bipartite
Region A

Prague, Plze , Hradec Králové,

eské Budejovice and

Kutna Hora (149 isolates)
Region B

Olomouc and Opava (67 isolates)

Region A

Prague, Plze and Hradec Králové (61 isolates)

Region B

eské Budejovice and Kutna Hora (88 isolates)

Tripartite

Region C

Olomouc and Opava (67 isolates)

Quadripartite
Region A
Region B

Prague and Hradec Králové (5 isolates)
eské Budejovice and Kutna Hora (88 isolates)

Region C

Olomouc and Opava (67 isolates)

Region D

Plze (56 isolates)
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Table 3 Evidence for population structure in the Czech carriage study

Bipartite

Tripartite

Quadripartite

Septempartite

Locus
FST

p

FST

p

FST

p

FST

p

abcZ

-0.005

0.685

0.000

0.434

0.016

0.057

0.006

0.232

adk

0.010

0.104

0.004

0.249

0.015

0.051

0.009

0.217

aroE

0.000

0.381

0.007

0.167

0.007

0.209

0.006

0.279

fumC

0.005

0.193

0.017

0.014

0.023

0.006

0.019

0.052

gdh

0.004

0.239

0.005

0.202

0.008

0.173

0.001

0.415

pdhC

-0.002

0.502

0.002

0.322

0.010

0.109

0.002

0.379

pgm

0.006

0.138

0.002

0.343

0.018

0.028

0.011

0.132

Enboldened entries indicate significance at p < 0.0073.

subdivision. From the map there is no obvious way to partition the locations, so a
number of divisions were analysed, shown in Table 2. Note that the sampling location
was unknown for one of the isolates, which is left out of these analyses.

Analysis was performed on each partition of the data, yielding an average FST and pvalue for each partition. In the septempartite analysis each location was taken as a
separate population, despite the small sample sizes. The results are shown in Table 3.
To correct for multiple comparisons amongst the seven loci the Bonferroni correction
was applied so that p-values less than or equal to

α = 1 − exp{log(1 − 0.05) / n}
were taken as evidence for significant structuring. For n = 7 loci,

(20)
= 0.0073.

Bonferroni is conservative, especially since the loci may not give independent
accounts of the population structure due to correlation between the genealogies for
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different loci. However, the p-values in Table 3 show that the conclusions would be
little affected even if the Bonferroni correction were not applied.

Whichever way the sampling locations are partitioned there is no convincing evidence
for population subdivision. The only significant p-value at

= 0.0073 occurred at the

fumC locus for the quadripartite division of the sampling locations. This gave the
maximum value of FST for any locus for any partition (0.023). The minimum FST was
-0.005, which occurs because the variance components are estimated by the method of
moments (Equation 7). This value is best interpreted as FST = 0.

3.3.2 Differentiation between European countries
From Figure 2, the greatest distance between sampling locations in the Czech carriage
study was 200 miles (Plze to Opava), suggesting that on this sort of scale mixing of
meningococci occurs sufficiently quickly to eradicate any signal of population
structure. In this section I use AMOVA to investigate the degree of differentiation
between carried meningococci sampled from three different European countries: the
Czech Republic, Greece and Norway (Yazdankhah et al. 2004). Norway is separated
from the Czech Republic by 694 miles, including the Baltic Sea, and the Czech
Republic is separated from Greece by 953 miles (see Figure 3; distances measured
from capital to capital).
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Norway

Czech Republic

Greece

Figure 3 Map of Europe showing the location of the three countries sampled by Yazdankhah et al.
(2004): Norway, Czech Republic and Greece. Distances between countries were measured from
capital to capital (http://www.wcrl.ars.usda.gov/cec/java/lat-long.htm).

A total of 353 isolates were sampled from healthy carriers: 112 from the Czech
Republic in 1994 and 1996, 88 from Greece in 1999, and 153 from Norway in 1991
and 1996. For the analysis, the isolates were grouped simply according to the country
of origin. Table 4 shows the results. For each locus AMOVA was used to calculate an
average FST between the three countries and a p-value. Pairwise FST is also calculated
for each pair of countries. There was strong evidence for genetic differentiation
between the carried meningococci in the three countries (p < 0.0005 for all loci), with
FST ranging from 0.022 for pgm up to 0.071 for aroE. The lowest value of FST = 0.022
was higher than any non-significant FST for sampling locations within the Czech
Republic (Table 3).
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Table 4 Evidence for differentiation between carried meningococci in Europe

pairwise FST
Locus

FST

p
CR vs G

CR vs N

G vs N

abcZ

0.024

< 0.0005

0.040

0.012

0.026

adk

0.042

< 0.0005

0.026

0.072

0.014

aroE

0.071

< 0.0005

0.109

0.053

0.065

fumC

0.027

< 0.0005

0.024

0.029

0.024

gdh

0.043

< 0.0005

0.082

0.027

0.035

pdhC

0.041

< 0.0005

0.063

0.046

0.014

pgm

0.022

< 0.0005

0.044

0.000*

0.035

CR = Czech Republic, G = Greece, N = Norway. * not significant at p = 0.360. All other pairwise FST are
significant at p < 0.05.

The pairwise FST estimates exhibited a greater range of values (FST = 0.000 between
the Czech Republic and Norway for pgm up to FST = 0.109 between the Czech
Republic and Greece for aroE). All pairwise FST estimates were significant at

= 0.05

except for FST = 0.000 between the Czech Republic and Norway for pgm. However,
these pairwise p-values were not used to determine the significance of population
differentiation, nor are they displayed in Table 4 because each pairwise comparison
has lower power than the joint three-way comparison. Nevertheless, it is interesting
that whilst the average pairwise FST across loci was smaller for CR vs N (using the
notation of Table 4; FST = 0.040) than for CR vs G (FST = 0.055), the former being
separated by 694 miles as opposed to 953 miles for the latter, it was smallest of all for
G vs N (FST = 0.030) which are separated by 1619 miles. This is consistent with the
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Figure 4 Left: Estimated prevalence for each age group in the Bavarian carriage study (Claus et al. 2005). The
error bars show the approximate 95% confidence interval. Right: Sample size for each age group in the
Bavarian carriage study.

average number of pairwise differences between isolates from the three pairs of
countries: π = 16.0 for CR vs N, π = 26.0 for CR vs G and π = 14.3 for the most
distant countries G vs N. It is difficult therefore to come to the conclusion that genetic
differentiation is due to a simple process of isolation by distance. The observed
patterns of pairwise FST and π suggest that transmission routes are complex on the
continental scale.

3.4

Meningococcal population structure in Bavaria

Bavaria is a region of Germany roughly the same size as the Czech Republic,
spanning approximately 200 miles at the widest point. A carriage study was carried
out in Bavaria in the winter of 1999-2000, in which 822 isolates were sampled from
healthy carriers at schools and military institutions across the region (Claus et al.
2005). I used these sequences to analyse the role of host age-structure, geography and
institution type on genetic structure in the meningococcal carriage population.
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Table 5 Role of host age in meningococcal population structure

By age

By age group

Locus
FST

p

FST

p

abcZ

0.008

0.028

0.003

0.102

adk

-0.002

0.634

0.000

0.497

aroE

0.007

0.069

0.003

0.082

fumC

0.007

0.028

0.002

0.167

gdh

0.001

0.379

0.002

0.186

pdhC

0.003

0.159

0.001

0.296

pgm

0.006

0.102

0.004

0.049

Concatenated

0.004

0.089

0.003

0.047

3.4.1 Role of host age-structure
Figure 4 shows the estimated prevalence for each age group 3-26. The results are
comparable to those of Cartwright et al. (1987; Chapter 1 Figure 5). In the chart the
error bars indicates the approximate 95% confidence interval. Prevalence increases
rapidly during the teenage years, peaking in the early twenties. Figure 4 also shows
that the sample size from each age group roughly mirrors the prevalence. Isolates
were sampled from carriers attending kindergarten (years 3-6), primary school (6-11),
secondary school (10-17) and high school (15-21), and military recruits from six
barracks (years 18-26). To determine whether host age plays any role in shaping
meningococcal population structure I performed two analyses using AMOVA, one in
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which each age was treated separately and one in which ages were pooled into the
following groups: 3-9, 10-14, 15-19 and 20+.

The results of the analyses on each of the seven housekeeping loci, as well as the
concatenated nucleotide sequence, are shown in Table 5. When the meningococcal
population is analysed by host age (rather than host age group), FST ranges from
-0.002 for adk up to 0.008 for abcZ. Both fumC and abcZ have significant p-values at
the

= 0.05 level (p = 0.028 for both), but this is not significant when correcting for

multiple comparisons ( = 0.0073 for seven loci). FST = 0.004 for the concatenated
sequence is not significant at

= 0.05, casting further doubt on the significance of

host age on meningococcal population structure. When the meningococcal population
is analysed by host age group (rather than host age), FST ranges from 0.000 for adk up
to 0.004 for pgm. Of the p-values, pgm and the concatenated sequence are marginally
significant at

= 0.05 (p = 0.049 and 0.047 respectively). Taken together, there is no

strong evidence that genetically distinct meningococcal populations circulate amongst
different host age groups.
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3.4.2 Geographic differentiation
The isolates were sampled from schools in eleven towns: Coburg (38 isolates),
Weiden (9), Passau (47), Rottal-Inn (47), München (75), Oberallgäu (20), Augsburg

Würzburg

BW Volkach

BW Ebern

Coburg

BW Bayreuth

Weiden

Erlangen

ST-41/44 complex/Lineage 3
ST-23 complex/Cluster A3
ST-53 complex
ST-35 complex
BW Roth

ST-198 complex
ST-32 complex/ET-5 complex

20 miles

ST-22 complex
ST-162 complex
ST-254 complex
ST-92 complex
ST-269 complex
ST-11 complex/ET-37 complex
ST-18 complex
ST-116 complex
ST-364 complex
ST-376 complex
ST-8 complex/Cluster A4

Dinkelsbühl

ST-106 complex
ST-334 complex
Passau

Ingolstadt

Rottal-Inn

Augsburg

BW Kempten

BW Sonthofen

Oberallgäu

München

Figure 5 Genetic composition of meningococcal samples according to sampling location in Bavaria (Claus et al. 2005).
Clonal complexes are colour-coded (see key). The principal clonal complexes are ST-41/44 complex (dark green), ST-23
complex (magenta) and ST-53 complex (sky blue). ST-11 complex, which is hyperinvasive, is coloured yellow.
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(23), Ingolstadt (61), Dinkelsbühl (17), Erlangen (57) and Würzburg (47); and from
recruits at six military barracks: Volkach (96 isolates), Ebern (10), Bayreuth (95),
Sonthofen (21), Kempten (50) and Roth (109). In Figure 5 the sampling locations are
highlighted on a map of Bavaria. For each sampling location a pie chart breaks down
the genetic constitution of the sample according to clonal complex. The clonal
complex assignment is used only for the purpose of comparing genetic profiles
amongst the sampling locations; the ST-41/44 complex is often the most common,
although ST-23 complex and ST-53 complex meningococci are also well-represented.
The pie charts show that there is some difference in genetic constitution between
sampling locations, but the effect is difficult to quantify. To determine the strength
and nature of geographical differentiation between sampling locations in Bavaria I
conducted analyses using AMOVA and the Mantel test.

3.4.2.1 Evidence for population structure
Using the concatenated nucleotide sequence, the average FST between sampling
locations in Bavaria was 0.007, which is small, but very highly significant
(p < 0.0005). To assess the nature of allele-sharing between sampling locations I
performed AMOVA using different measures of pairwise genetic distance. In addition
to defining genetic distance between a pair of sequences as the number of nucleotide
mismatches, I also utilised the number of allelic mismatches. For an individual locus
the number of allelic mismatches is simply 0 if the genes are identical or 1 if they are
different. For the concatenated sequence the number of allelic mismatches ranges
from 0 to 7. Finally, I utilised a definition of genetic distance that records simply
whether the sequences are identical across all loci (0) or not (1). This definition
applied only to the concatenated sequence. The results of AMOVA using the three
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Table 6 Evidence for geographic differentiation in the Bavarian carriage study

Definition of pairwise genetic distance
No. nucleotide

No. allelic

Identity of entire

mismatches

mismatches

sequence

FST

p

FST

p

FST

p

abcZ

0.012

0.002

0.011

0.000

-

-

adk

0.006

0.055

0.011

0.004

-

-

aroE

0.005

0.092

0.006

0.011

-

-

fumC

0.003

0.158

0.008

0.000

-

-

gdh

0.010

0.004

0.013

0.000

-

-

pdhC

0.015

0.000

0.013

0.000

-

-

pgm

-0.001

0.539

0.007

0.005

-

-

Concatenated

0.007

0.000

0.010

0.000

0.008

0.000

Locus

Enboldened entries indicate significance at

= 0.0073.

definitions of genetic distance are shown in Table 6, for each locus and the
concatenated sequence. The results are described below according to the definition of
genetic distance.

Number of nucleotide mismatches
Whereas the concatenated nucleotide sequence provided evidence of significant
population differentiation (p = 0.007), FST at individual loci varied from -0.001 for
pgm up to 0.015 for pdhC. Population structuring was significant for abcZ, gdh and
pdhC (p = 0.002, 0.004 and < 0.0005 respectively). There are a number of possible
explanations. The most mundane is that analyses of individual loci have lower power
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to detect significant population structure. However, a locus-specific effect such as
balancing selection might lead to real differences in genetic differentiation between
loci. Alternatively, it may be that at the nucleotide level genetic structuring is
relatively weak, by which I mean that all populations share the same nucleotide
polymorphisms, but that genetic differentiation is reflected in the combinations of
those polymorphisms that appear in each population. An allele can be thought of as a
particular combination of polymorphic nucleotides in a gene, and by defining genetic
distance in terms of allelic mismatches, differences between the particular
combinations of nucleotide polymorphisms are emphasised.

Number of allelic mismatches
In Table 6 the concatenated sequence exhibits strong evidence for limited population
differentiation (FST = 0.010, p < 0.0005). In additional to the individual loci that
exhibited significant population differentiation for the nucleotide mismatch definition
of genetic distance (abcZ, gdh and pdhC), three of the four other loci also show
evidence for significant differentiation at the allele level (FST = 0.011, p = 0.004,
FST = 0.008, p < 0.0005 and FST = 0.007, p = 0.005 for adk, fumC and pgm
respectively). That there is convincing evidence for population structure at six out of
seven loci when genetic distance is measured as the number of allelic mismatches is
consistent with the idea that populations share the same nucleotide polymorphisms,
but differ in the particular combinations of those nucleotide polymorphisms that are
circulating. In such a scenario, population structure at the allelic level can be
explained by relatively recent recombination events, which generate novel alleles
from an existing pool of shared nucleotide polymorphisms; in Chapter 2 (Tables 4 and
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6) it was shown that recombination events cause genetic diversification an order of
magnitude faster than de novo mutation.

Identity of entire sequence
The sequence type can be thought of as a particular combination of alleles across the
seven loci, and to that extent measuring genetic distance as the identity or non-identity
of the entire sequence, or equivalently the sequence type (ST), emphasises differences
in the particular combinations of alleles between populations. Table 6 shows that
there was strong evidence (FST = 0.008, p < 0.0005) for weak differentiation at the
level of the ST between sampling locations in Bavaria.

3.4.2.2 Evidence for isolation by distance
If population structure within Bavaria can be explained by isolation by distance then
there ought to be a positive correlation between geographic distance and genetic
distance. Table 7 shows the correlation coefficient, r, between geographic distance
and the three measures of genetic distance for each of the seven loci and the
concatenated sequence. The p-values are obtained by using the Mantel test, in which
isolates are permuted between sampling locations to obtain a null distribution for the
correlation coefficient.
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Table 7 Evidence for isolation by distance in the Bavarian carriage study

Definition of pairwise genetic distance
No. nucleotide

No. allelic

Identity of entire

mismatches

mismatches

sequence

r

p

r

p

r

p

abcZ

-0.010

0.876

0.008

0.022

-

-

adk

-0.028

0.963

0.002

0.410

-

-

aroE

-0.009

0.796

0.007

0.119

-

-

fumC

0.007

0.301

0.009

0.121

-

-

gdh

0.006

0.218

0.017

0.003

-

-

pdhC

0.000

0.492

0.017

0.003

-

-

pgm

0.030

0.003

0.015

0.004

-

-

Concatenated

-0.002

0.599

0.016

0.003

0.017

0.001

Locus

Enboldened entries indicate significance at

= 0.0073.

When pairwise genetic distance is defined as the number of nucleotide mismatches,
there is little evidence for isolation by distance. For the concatenated sequence
r = -0.002 (p = 0.599), which is not even a positive correlation, and is certainly not
significant. For the individual loci, there is no evidence for isolation by distance
except at pgm (r = 0.030, p = 0.003). For this definition of genetic distance, loci abcZ,
gdh and pdhC showed significant population structure according to AMOVA (Table
6), but pgm did not. As before, the absence of strong evidence may reflect a lack of
statistical power or the biologically more interesting explanation that particular
nucleotide polymorphisms are not geographically structured, but their particular
combinations are.
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Such a hypothesis is supported by the results of the Mantel test using the number of
allelic mismatches as the measure of genetic distance. Now three of the seven loci
(r = 0.017, p = 0.003, r = 0.017, p = 0.003 and r = 0.015, p = 0.004 for gdh, pdhC and
pgm respectively) exhibit significant evidence for isolation by distance, as does the
concatenated sequence (r = 0.016, p = 0.003). The third definition of genetic distance,
identity or non-identity of the ST, also yields evidence for isolation by distance
(r = 0.017, p = 0.001). These results suggest that alleles and STs, which can be
thought of as particular combinations of nucleotide polymorphisms and alleles
respectively, are shared more rapidly between geographically proximate locations,
resulting in genetic isolation by distance.
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Table 8 Patterns of genetic structuring between schools and military institutions

Definition of pairwise genetic distance
No. nucleotide

No. allelic

Identity of

mismatches

mismatches

entire sequence

Locus

FST

r

FST

r

FST

r

abcZ

0.022

-0.005

0.020

0.032

-

-

adk

0.014

-0.028

0.020

-0.010

-

-

aroE

0.009

0.000

0.011

0.016

-

-

fumC

0.010

0.009

0.018

0.019

-

-

gdh

0.012

0.006

0.019

0.025

-

-

pdhC

0.027

0.019

0.023

0.040

-

-

pgm

0.001

0.015

0.014

0.025

-

-

Concatenated

0.013

0.006

0.018

0.028

0.013

0.028

abcZ

-0.001

0.007

-0.001

-0.004

-

-

adk

-0.002

-0.016

-0.004

0.018

-

-

aroE

-0.003

-0.043

-0.003

0.003

-

-

fumC

-0.003

0.000

-0.002

-0.007

-

-

gdh

0.005

0.015

0.000

0.008

-

-

pdhC

0.002

-0.008

0.000

0.006

-

-

pgm

-0.004

0.034

-0.005

0.003

-

-

Concatenated

-0.002

-0.022

-0.002

0.007

0.001

0.009

Schools only

Military only

Enboldened entries indicate significant p-values at

= 0.0073.
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3.4.3 Institution type and genetic structure
Analysing genetic differentiation according to institution type in Bavaria revealed
some interesting differences between schools and military barracks. AMOVA and
Mantel tests were performed on two subsets of the carriage study: one in which
schools only were analysed and one in which military barracks only were analysed.
The results are shown in Table 8.

Taking a broad overview, the effect of analysing schools on their own is to increase
the size of the estimates of FST and r compared to when schools and military
institutions are analysed together (Tables 6 and 7). By contrast, the effect of analysing
military barracks on their own is to drastically reduce the estimates of FST in
particular. Estimates of r on the whole are closer to zero, but the effect is weaker and
less consistent than the effect on FST. In terms of significance testing, where

was

taken to be 0.0073 to control for multiple comparisons across loci, the effect of
analysing schools on their own is to increase the number of loci that report significant
population differentiation (as reported by FST) and isolation by distance (as reported
by r). By contrast, the effect of analysing military barracks on their own is to remove
all significant results, for both FST and r, across all loci and the concatenated
sequence, for all three measures of genetic distance.

When all institutions are analysed together, AMOVA using the nucleotide mismatch
definition of genetic distance reveals evidence of significant population differentiation
at abcZ, gdh and pdhC and the concatenated sequence. The Mantel test reveals
evidence for significant isolation by distance at pgm. For the same definition of
genetic distance, when schools only are analysed, only abcZ, pdhC and the
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concatenated sequence have significant FST and there is no evidence for significant
isolation by distance. However, the magnitude of FST is greater for all loci and the
concatenated sequence, and except for pgm, all loci and the concatenated sequence
have more positive or equal r. The smaller number of significant results might be due
to lower power resulting from reduced sample sizes when the data are partitioned. By
contrast, when military barracks only are analysed all loci and the concatenated
sequence have vastly reduced FST, six out of eight of which are negative. None of the
estimates of FST or r are significant.

Using the allelic mismatch definition of genetic distance, when all institutions are
analysed together, six out of seven loci and the concatenated sequence have
significant FST and three out of seven loci and the concatenated sequence have
significant r. When schools only are analysed, all seven loci and the concatenated
sequence have significant FST, and an additional locus (abcZ) has significant r.
Therefore when military barracks are removed from the analysis there is stronger
evidence for population differentiation and isolation by distance. Indeed, when
military barracks only are analysed, none of the loci or the concatenated sequence
exhibits significant FST or r. Similarly, using the identity or non-identity of the entire
sequence to define genetic distance, there is evidence for significant population
differentiation and isolation by distance when all institutions are analysed together
and when schools only are analysed, but not when military barracks only are
analysed.

These results are striking in that it appears that whereas there is weak but discernable
genetic differentiation amongst schools in different locations caused by isolation by
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distance, military barracks in different locations appear to carry a homogeneous
population of meningococci. When a simple AMOVA was conducted with two
populations: schools versus military barracks, there was not significant evidence for
population differentiation in the concatenated sequence using pairwise nucleotide
mismatches (FST = 0.002, p = 0.069). These results suggest that the meningococci
carried by military recruits are a homogenous sample of meningococci from across
Bavaria,

whereas

meningococci

carried

by school

children

exhibit

local

differentiation. Such a conclusion is consistent with what is known about the
catchment areas of the two institution types. Schools tend to have small catchment
areas, drawing pupils from neighbouring towns, whereas the military barracks have
very large catchment areas, drawing recruits from across Bavaria and other parts of
Germany.

3.5

Relationship between disease and carriage

In addition to the 353 carriage isolates sampled by Yazdankhah et al. (2004) from the
Czech Republic, Greece and Norway (see section 3.3.2), 314 disease-causing isolates
were sampled from patients in the same three countries: 81 from the Czech Republic
in 1994 and 1996, 91 from Greece in 1999 and 2000, and 142 from Norway in 1999
and 2000. These collections represented 37%, close to 100% and 85% of cases sent to
the national reference laboratories in the three countries respectively during those
years. Table 9 summarises the diversity in the carried and disease-causing
meningococci populations from each of the three populations by estimating

using

the observed average number of pairwise differences π (see section 2.1.1). The
estimates in the carriage populations resemble those for the 1993 Czech carriage study
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Table 9 Estimates of

× 103 based on pairwise differences

Czech Republic

Greece

Norway

Carriage Disease

Carriage Disease

Carriage Disease

Locus

abcZ

42.93

23.54

49.50

39.58

48.49

38.26

adk

9.11

6.61

8.66

7.09

8.81

8.34

aroE

72.11

33.40

130.41

103.65

100.54

74.77

fumC

18.64

12.62

13.08

15.50

16.96

19.10

gdh

15.51

10.54

15.09

14.60

16.99

12.95

pdhC

47.60

35.37

35.41

30.68

35.89

36.60

pgm

45.47

25.45

35.98

34.68

44.27

29.03

(Jolley et al. 2000) obtained by the same method (Chapter 2, Table 1), except perhaps
for aroE which shows elevated diversity here. Diversity in the disease-causing
meningococci is on average slightly lower than in the carriage populations, but
certainly on the same order of magnitude. The total number of carriage and disease
sequences was 667, and these sequences were analysed using the two-way AMOVA
described in section 3.2.1.1 to determine to what extent carriage and disease-causing
meningococci represent distinct populations. A two-way AMOVA was used to
control for differentiation due to country of origin, which has already been shown to
be significant (see section 3.3.2).
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Table 10 Summary of the logistic regression of disease status on serogroup and country

Estimates of odds ratios and p-values
Factor

Odds Ratio

Serogroup† (p < 0.0005)

Other baseline

B baseline

Other

1

0.01 (0.00–0.04)

B

75.0 (27.0–208.3)

1

C

377.4 (119.6–1190.7)

5.03 (2.73–9.25)

W135

43.4 (11.4–164.8)

0.58 (0.23–1.46)

Y

11.5 (3.3–39.6)

0.15 (0.07–0.33)

Country‡ (p < 0.0005)

Czech Republic baseline

Czech Republic

1

Greece

2.65 (1.52–4.63)

Norway

2.47 (1.49–4.09)

† Estimate of exp( i) for serogroup i. ‡ Estimate of exp( j) for country j. See Equation 21.


Test that all factor coefficients are zero: deviance = 327.592, p < 0.0005
Goodness of fit tests
Method

p-value

Pearson

0.233

Deviance

0.274

Hosmer-Lemeshow

0.850

Brown
General alternative

0.173

Symmetric alternative

0.593
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Carriage

Disease

Czech
Republic

B
C
Y
W135

Greece

Other

Norway

Figure 6 Distribution of serogroups in the Czech, Greek and Norwegian carriage and diseasecausing isolate collections (Yazdankhah et al. 2004).

To some extent it is already appreciated that there is a genetic determinant to
propensity to cause disease which varies between carried and disease-causing
meningococci. Binary logistic regression of disease status (disease-causing or carriage
isolate) on serogroup and country was performed. In the binary logistic regression the
disease status for an isolate from serogroup i and country j is modelled as a Bernoulli
random variable with parameter pij, where the log odds of pij are a linear function
log

where

p ij
1 − p ij

= α + βi + γ j ,

(21)

is the baseline log odds of disease, exp(β i ) is the multiplicative change to

the odds ratio for serogroup i relative to the baseline serogroup and exp(γ j ) is the
multiplicative change to the odds ratio for country j relative to the baseline country.
For short, exp(β i ) and exp(γ j ) are referred to as the odds ratio for serogroup i and
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the odds ratio for country j respectively. The parameters are estimated by maximum
likelihood, and the results are shown in Table 10. Serogroup, which is genetically
determined, has a significant effect on disease (p < 0.0005). Serogroups differ in their
propensity to cause disease by a factor of up to 377.4 (odds ratio for serogroup C
versus other non-B, W135 or Y serogroups). Country was also found to be a
significant predictor (p < 0.0005), with isolates from Greece and Norway more likely
to cause disease. Disease-causing and carried meningococci differ in their serogroup
profiles (Figure 6), with serogroups B and C over-represented in disease-causing
meningococci. So serogroup, which is a genetic determinant of virulence, is known to
vary between populations of disease-causing and carried meningococci. The purpose
of the AMOVA was to determine whether populations of disease-causing and carried
meningococci differ at housekeeping loci.
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Table 11 Two-way AMOVA table for abcZ
AMOVA Table
2

df

Seq SS

Adj SS

MS

F

POP

2

227.62

282.41

141.2

15.85

0.61286

DIS

1

172.24

172.24

172.24

19.334

0.49377

Error

663

5906.4

5906.4

8.9086

Total

666

6306.3

10.015

P value for POPULATION

<

0.0005

P value for DISEASE

<

0.0005

FST for POPULATION =

2
2
A /

= 0.0612

FST for DISEASE

2
2
B /

= 0.0493

=

8.9086

POPULATION records the country of origin and DISEASE whether the isolate is disease-causing or carried

Table 11 shows the output of the two-way AMOVA program for abcZ (see section
3.2.1.1 for details), and Table 12 summarises the results for all loci. The number of
nucleotide mismatches was used to define pairwise genetic distance. There is very
strong evidence for genetic differentiation, both between isolates sampled from
different countries and between carriage and disease-causing isolates (p < 0.0005 for
both effects for all loci). The effect of country ranges from FST( A ) = 0.059 for pdhC up
to FST( A ) = 0.111 for adk, indicating that between 6% and 10% of total sequence
variation can be attributed to differences between countries. The effect of disease
ranges from FST( B ) = 0.049 for abcZ and aroE up to FST( B ) = 0.101 for pgm, indicating
that between 5% and 10% of total sequence variation can be attributed to differences
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between carried and disease-causing isolates. FST( A ) and FST( B ) are additive, in the sense
that FST = FST( A ) + FST( B ) is the proportion of the total sequence variation that can be
attributed to differences between country or disease. The higher FST, the greater the
proportion of total population variation is explained by these two effects. Together,
the two effects explain a similar proportion of genetic variation across loci, ranging
from FST = 0.110 for abcZ up to FST = 0.195 for fumC.

Disease-causing isolates are thus genetically distinct from carried isolates at
housekeeping loci as well as at the serogroup locus (cps). Differentiation between
disease-causing and carried meningococci in the same country is of the same order as
differentiation between meningococci sampled from different countries. Therefore
disease-causing meningococci, which are prevalent at much lower levels (Broome et

Table 12 Results of the two-way AMOVA

Country

Disease

Locus

FST( A )

p

FST( B )

p

abcZ

0.061

< 0.0005

0.049

< 0.0005

adk

0.111

< 0.0005

0.074

< 0.0005

aroE

0.074

< 0.0005

0.049

< 0.0005

fumC

0.097

< 0.0005

0.098

< 0.0005

gdh

0.085

< 0.0005

0.077

< 0.0005

pdhC

0.059

< 0.0005

0.093

< 0.0005

pgm

0.074

< 0.0005

0.101

< 0.0005
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al. 1986; Caugant et al. 1994), are not a random sample of the carriage population at
large. There are two possible explanations: (i) disease-causing meningococci
constitute a genetically isolated population with limited genetic exchange with the
carriage population, so drift causes the housekeeping loci of disease-causing and
carried meningococci to diverge, or (ii) particular housekeeping loci in the carriage
population are more likely to be associated with the emergence of disease-causing
genotypes because they are determinants of virulence, or are closely linked to
determinants of virulence. The former explanation, to some extent, contradicts the
hypothesis that N. meningitidis is an accidental pathogen for which virulence is an
evolutionary dead-end (Levin and Bull 1994; Maiden 2002; Stollenwerk et al. 2004)
because disease-causing populations must persist sufficiently long for drift to cause
differentiation. Yet the latter explanation is difficult to reconcile with the consistency
of the signal of differentiation across loci. The fact that observed levels of diversity in
disease-causing meningococci (Table 9) are almost as high as in the corresponding
carriage populations lends support to the idea that virulent meningococci persist
alongside carried meningococci with restricted genetic exchange between the two.

3.6

Summary

3.6.1 Causes of structure in meningococcal populations
In the previous chapter the standard neutral model of evolution was fitted to a
meningococcal carriage population sampled from the Czech Republic in 1993 (Jolley
et al. 2000). Using goodness-of-fit testing it was shown that the observed levels of
genetic structuring, as measured by the number of unique STs and Tajima’s D was
incongruent with the estimated rates of mutation and recombination. In this chapter a
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simple extension of the standard neutral model in which biased sampling causes an
excess of identical isolates, known as the neutral microepidemic model, was also
shown to inadequately describe observed patterns of genetic diversity in carried
meningococci.

In this chapter I have used a variety of standard techniques (AMOVA, Mantel tests
and logistic regression) to investigate the causes of genetic structuring in natural
populations of meningococci. The results are not always consistent across datasets,
emphasising the complexity of meningococcal population biology. Geography plays
an important role in structuring meningococcal populations, but genetic differentiation
is not always detectable. For example, isolates sampled from different towns across
the Czech Republic, a region spanning roughly 200 miles at its widest, did not exhibit
significant genetic differentiation when analysed using AMOVA (section 3.3.1). In
contrast, isolates sampled from school children in Bavaria, a region of Germany
comparable in size to the Czech Republic, showed strong evidence for weak genetic
differentiation. Use of the Mantel test showed that this differentiation could be
attributed to genetic isolation by distance (section 3.4.2). Why these two areas of
Europe should show quite different patterns of geographical structure is unresolved.
One could speculate that genetic uniformity within the Czech Republic is indicative of
a wave of homogeneous meningococci passing rapidly through the country, whereas
in Bavaria the meningococcal population has had time to differentiate locally.
Alternatively, rates of transmission may be higher in the Czech Republic for unknown
reasons.
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Social considerations are important determinants of genetic structuring, as was seen
by the marked difference in geographic differentiation in schools in Bavaria as
opposed to military barracks. Whereas the schools showed local differentiation in the
carried meningococci, the military barracks were homogeneous, and showed no
correlation between sampling location and genotype. The discrepancy could be
explained in this case due to the catchment areas of the two institution types: schools
draw pupils from surrounding towns, whereas military barracks in Bavaria draw
recruits from the entire region and other areas of Germany too. AMOVA showed that
carried meningococci in military recruits are not distinct from those carried by school
children, but the large catchment area of the military barracks causes meningococci to
be sampled from all over the region. There was no evidence that host age shapes
patterns of genetic diversity in meningococcal populations. At the continental scale,
there is strong evidence for genetic differentiation between carried meningococci
sampled from different countries (section 3.3.2). However, that differentiation did not
appear to show a simple relationship with geographic distance. Isolates sampled from
Greece and Norway appeared to be less genetically distinct than isolates sampled
from either of those countries and the Czech Republic, which lies almost exactly
between the two. Transmission routes at the continental level appear to be complex.

Disease-causing meningococci are not a random subset of the carriage population, to
the extent that carriage and disease-causing isolates within the same country can
exhibit as much genetic differentiation as meningococcal isolates sampled from
different countries (section 3.5). Differentiation of disease-causing and carried
meningococci was observed at all housekeeping loci. Some 5%-10% of genetic
diversity in the total European-wide carriage and disease populations could be
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attributed to differences between the carried and disease-causing genotypes, and
another 6%-10% could be attributed to differences between genotypes in different
countries. The fact that housekeeping loci in disease-causing isolates are not a random
subset of housekeeping loci in carried meningococci, the evidence for significant
differentiation between the housekeeping loci of disease-causing and carried
meningococci, and the comparable levels of genetic diversity between the two suggest
that disease-causing meningococci persist alongside carriage populations. To some
extent this contradicts the hypothesis that N. meningitidis is an accidental pathogen.
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Chapter 4
Evolutionary Model of Immune Selection

For a parasite such as Neisseria meningitidis, the key to long-term persistence is the
successful and ongoing colonisation of a host. Despite its notorious pathogenicity, N.
meningitidis normally resides as a commensal of the nasopharynx, but that is not to
say that N. meningitidis is an onlooker in the co-evolutionary arms race between the
host immune system and microbial intruders. Antigenic variation is a distinguishing
feature of meningococcal populations, indicating that the observed genetic diversity at
these loci is caused by strong selective pressures. Indeed, the patterns of genetic
variation in samples of antigen gene sequences can be used to locate individual sites
that interact directly with the host immune system.

Current methods that attempt to identify sites that interact with the immune system
are based on reconstructing the phylogenetic tree of the gene sequences. In a highly
recombining organism such as N. meningitidis, phylogenetic methods are not
appropriate because there may be multiple trees along the sequence. In the presence of
high levels of recombination phylogenetic methods that attempt to detect positive
selection can have a false positive rate of up to 90% (Anisimova et al. 2003; Shriner
et al. 2003). In this chapter I will begin by discussing the background to the dN/dS
ratio (section 4.1.1), and the current phylogenetic methods for detecting immune
selection (section 4.1.2). In section 4.2 I present a new population genetics model of
immune selection in the presence of recombination, based on an approximation to the
coalescent (Li and Stephens 2003). I also describe a model for variation in selection
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pressure and the recombination rate within a gene, which is novel in the context of
detecting selection. In section 4.3 I describe how to perform Bayesian inference on
the selection and recombination parameters under the new model, using reversiblejump Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Then in section 4.4, I use a simulation
study to investigate the properties of the inference method under two scenarios and
demonstrate that the new method has the power to detect variability in selection
pressure and recombination rate, and does not suffer from a high false positive rate. In
Chapter 5 I apply the new method to the porB locus of N. meningitidis which encodes
the PorB outer membrane protein. I use prior sensitivity analysis and model criticism
techniques to verify the inferences, and compare the results to those obtained with
phylogenetic methods.

4.1

The dN/dS ratio

4.1.1 Models that incorporate the dN/dS ratio
As an indicator of the action of natural selection in gene sequences the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS) is a versatile and widely-used
method of summarising patterns of genetic diversity. When comparing a pair of
nucleotide sequences, synonymous substitutions refer to those codons that differ in
their nucleotide sequence but not in the amino acid encoded. Non-synonymous
substitutions refer to those codons that differ both in nucleotide sequence and amino
acid encoded. In Figure 1 there are nine possible single nucleotide mutations of the
triplet CTT, two of which are synonymous because leucine is still encoded, the other
seven of which are non-synonymous.
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C T T
Leucine
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T
T
C
A
G
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T
C
A
G

Phe

Non-synonymous transition

Ile

Non-synonymous
transversion

Val

Non-synonymous
transversion

Ser

Non-synonymous transition

Tyr

Non-synonymous
transversion

Cys

Non-synonymous
transversion

Phe

Non-synonymous transition

Leu

Synonymous transversion

Leu

Synonymous transversion

Figure 1 Synonymous and non-synonymous single nucleotide mutations from CTT.

In a strictly neutral model in which single nucleotide mutations occur at a uniform
rate, non-synonymous mutations would occur more frequently than synonymous
mutations, because there are more potential non-synonymous changes. The dN/dS
ratio measures the relative rate at which non-synonymous and synonymous changes
occur, adjusting for the fact that there are more potential non-synonymous changes. In
a strictly neutral model of evolution, the dN/dS ratio equals one. The dN/dS ratio is an
indicator of natural selection, because deviations from a ratio of one suggest that
nucleotide changes that alter the amino acid sequence are more or less frequently
observed than those that do not.
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Ancestral type

Sampling usually
occurs at this point
i.e. post-selection

Neutral mutant
Inviable mutant

Figure 2 In samples of gene sequences the effects of mutation and selection on patterns of genetic
diversity are confounded. For example, non-synonymous polymorphism might be under-represented
because of purifying selection.

4.1.1.1 Purifying selection and dN/dS
Figure 2 illustrates how the observed patterns of synonymous and non-synonymous
polymorphism represent a confounding between the evolutionary processes of
mutation and natural selection. For example, it is generally assumed in studies of
adaptation that organisms are optimally adapted to their environment (Dawkins 1982).
This is a reasonable assumption because over long periods of time natural selection
favours variants that have a selective advantage. If a gene is adapted to its
environment, even if it is not optimally adapted, then there will be a great many more
worse alternative sequences than better alternative sequences. So, random mutation
will tend to produce less-well adapted sequences, not better adapted sequences. As a
result of natural selection, those sequences that have reduced survival or reproductive
success will be under-represented in a sample taken from the population. None of this
applies to synonymous changes, of course, which do not alter the amino acid
sequence of the gene product. As a result it is reasonable to expect that purifying, or
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negative, selection will cause non-synonymous variants to be under-represented
relative to synonymous variants, and the dN/dS ratio will be less than one in a
functional gene. This is known as functional constraint.

The fact that mutation and natural selection are confounded in genetic samples serves
as the basis for a class of evolutionary models of selection. Models of selection that
describe the movement of alleles through the population (e.g. Fisher 1930) are not
easily amenable to inference because for each site and each allele the selective
advantage conferred by that allele (the selection coefficient), the time since the allele
arose, and the way in which selection coefficients interact across sites, all need to be
specified, resulting in a great many parameters. Such models exist, usually they make
assumptions to reduce the number of parameters, but the inference methods are
computationally prohibitive even when recombination is not modelled (e.g. Coop and
Griffiths 2004). Evolutionary models that deliberately confound mutation and natural
selection (Goldman and Yang 1994; Nielsen and Yang 1998; Sainudiin et al. 2005)
use a single selection parameter for each site, the dN/dS ratio. In these models natural
selection is treated as a form of mutational bias, so that if the dN/dS ratio is less than
one then non-synonymous mutations simply occur at a lower rate.

In the codon model of Nielsen and Yang (1998), hereafter NY98, the mutation rate
from codon i to j ( i ≠ j ), which I will measure in units of PNe generations (where P is
the ploidy and Ne the effective population size) is
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A

G

T

C

Figure 3 There are two classes of nucleotides, purines (adenosine and guanine) and pyrimidines (thymine,
cytosine and uracil). Single nucleotide mutations that do not change the nucleotide class are called
transitions, and those that do are called transversions. For any nucleotide there are two possible
transversions and one transition. Despite this, transitions are observed more commonly than transversions,
so the transition:transversion ratio

1

κ
ω
κω

qij = π j µ

0
and q ii = −

j ≠i



is usually greater than two.

if i and j differ by a synonymous transversion
if i and j differ by a synonymous transition
if i and j differ by a nonsynonymous transversion ,
if i and j differ by a nonsynonymous transition
otherwise

q ij , where the frequency of codon j is π j ,

transitions to transversions (defined in Figure 3), and


(1)

is the relative rate of

is the dN/dS ratio. If there

were equal codon usage (i.e. π j = 1 / 61 because only the 61 non-stop codons are
allowed in NY98) the total rate of synonymous mutation (per PNe generations) would
be approximately,

θs
2

≈

(6 + 5κ )µ .
310
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(2)

4.1.1.2 Positive selection and dN/dS
When organisms are already well-adapted to their environment natural selection will
purge the population of less-fit variant genes so non-synonymous polymorphism is
under-represented relative to synonymous polymorphism and dN/dS < 1. The
converse scenario, in which non-synonymous polymorphism is over-represented
relative to synonymous polymorphism and dN/dS > 1 needs careful interpretation. An
excess of non-synonymous polymorphism implies that there is a selective advantage
to novelty in the amino acid sequence. It might be envisaged that recurrent, adaptive
change in a gene will manifest itself as an over-representation of non-synonymous
relative to synonymous change because positive selection will drive the adaptive
variants to high frequency. Such a model has been used to detect natural selection
between species, because it is assumed that multiple adaptive changes are important
during speciation (McDonald and Kreitman 1991; Shpaer and Mullins 1993; Long
and Langley 1993).

However, some controversy surrounds the generality with which adaptation leads to
an excess of non-synonymous polymorphism. When positive dN/dS is observed, it is
likely that multiple compensatory, or complementary, changes at several sites in the
gene have occurred as a result of adaptation. So an excess of non-synonymous relative
to synonymous polymorphism is a clear signal of adaptive change, or positive
selection. But a single adaptive substitution at a particular codon is not sufficient to
generate a positive dN/dS ratio across a whole gene if much of the gene is
functionally constrained. So the dN/dS ratio will under-report the extent of adaptive
change for any model in which episodic environmental change causes a
transformation from one optimal state to a new optimum.
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What an excess of non-synonymous to synonymous polymorphism is truly indicative
of is selection for variation in the polypeptide sequence, not change from one
conserved state to another. That makes the dN/dS ratio a particularly useful tool for
studying the interaction between antigen genes and the immune system.
Immunological memory against particular antigens exerts a strong selective pressure
for antigenic novelty in the parasite population. This is known as diversifying
selection. The antigenic properties of an outer membrane protein such as PorB may be
determined by a small number of amino acids that might or might not be contiguous
in the codon sequence. The dN/dS ratio can in principle be harnessed to estimate the
magnitude of the selection pressure exerted by the immune system on different genes,
investigate the evolutionary trade-off between protein functionality and immune
evasion in the parasite, and locate the genetic determinants of antigenicity at a locus.
The latter might be informative for vaccine development.

4.1.2 Inferring immune selection using dN/dS
Nielsen and Yang (1998) proposed a maximum likelihood phylogenetic approach to
estimating the dN/dS ratio that employs a codon-based mutation model (Equation 1),
and treats the dN/dS ratio as an unknown parameter . This method has subsequently
been expanded (Yang et al. 2000; Yang and Swanson 2002; Swanson et al. 2003),
adapted into a Bayesian setting (Huelsenbeck and Dyer 2004), and approximated for
the purposes of computational efficiency (Massingham and Goldman 2005).
Simulation studies have shown that phylogenetic likelihood-based methods can be
substantially more powerful than alternative non-likelihood-based approaches
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(Anisimova et al. 2001; Anisimova et al. 2002; Wong et al. 2004; Kosakovsky Pond
and Frost 2005).

Estimating the selection parameter

using these methods has become widespread

(e.g. Bishop et al. 2000; Ford 2001; Mondragon-Palomino et al. 2002; Filip and
Mundy 2004) and has been applied to many organisms. Analysis of pathogens such as
viruses (Twiddy et al. 2002; Moury 2004; de Oliveira et al. 2004) and bacteria (Peek
et al. 2001; Urwin et al. 2002) is particularly informative, because they typically have
high mutation rates and are consequently genetically diverse, which lends greater
statistical power to estimation. As discussed, the diversifying selection imposed by
the host immune system may be the most appropriate model for which inference
based on the dN/dS ratio can be applied. The ability to observe these populations
evolving in real-time makes them especially interesting for the study of evolution
(Drummond et al. 2003a), and suggests that we may be able to make useful
epidemiological inference from molecular sequence data.

4.1.2.1 CODEML
The method of Nielsen and Yang (1998) is the most popular method for estimating
the dN/dS ratio for nucleotide sequence data, and has been widely applied to samples
within parasite populations. Based on the mutation model specified by Equation 1, in
its original incarnation a random effects model is used for variation in

between

sites. To make inference feasible, only three classes of sites, occurring in proportions
p0, p1 and p2 are allowed. These have dN/dS ratios

0,

1

and

2

to the constraint that ω 0 < ω1 < ω 2 . The method has three stages.
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respectively, subject

1. A tree topology is supplied or estimated using maximum likelihood (ML)
from the data using a simple nucleotide mutation model.
2. Conditional on the topology, the branch lengths, , p0, p1 and

are estimated

by maximum likelihood.
3. An empirical Bayes (Robbins 1956) approach is used to obtain the posterior
probability that a given site is a member of a particular class.
The posterior probability that site h belongs to class k, so that the selection parameter
at site h, wh say, equals


k

is taken to be
p k f (X h | w h = ω k )

Pr (wh = ω k | X h ) =

2
l =0

p k f (X h | w h = ω l )

,

(2)

(Nielsen and Yang 1998) where Xh is the codon alignment at site h and
f (X h | wh = ω k ) is the likelihood function. Equation 2 hides some of the conditioning
however. The likelihood function in Equation 2 is not marginal to, but conditional
upon the ML tree topology, branch lengths and , which are estimated using the
alignment across all sites, X. The posterior probability of belonging to class k is also
conditional upon the ML estimates of p0 and p1.

The method of Nielsen and Yang (1998) is implemented in the program CODEML,
part of the PAML package (Yang 1997). CODEML includes a large number of
alternative specifications for the variation in

over the sequence, including an


arbitrary number of classes, gamma, beta and truncated normal distributions for the
variation in


across sites (the distributions have to be discretised for computational

feasibility) and combinations thereof (Yang et al. 2000). Nielsen and Yang (1998) use
a likelihood ratio test to compare nested models of variation in
model with three classes where


0

= 0,


1

= 1 and
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2



. For example, a

> 1 can be compared to a model

with only two classes where

0

= 0 and

1

= 1. This constitutes a test for positive

selection. Nielsen and Yang (1998) assume that for nested models, the difference in
double the log likelihood (the deviance) follows a

2


distribution with degrees of

freedom equal to the difference in number of parameters. In practice this asymptotic
result might not hold (Anisimova et al. 2001).

4.1.2.2 MrBayes
Huelsenbeck and Dyer (2004) implement the model of Nielsen and Yang (1998) in a
fully Bayesian setting, available in MrBayes 3 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003).
MrBayes uses MCMC to obtain a posterior distribution for all parameters of the
model: codon frequencies, tree topology and branch lengths,


, p and

. Not

surprisingly, it is considerably more computationally intensive than CODEML.

Huelsenbeck and Dyer (2004) fit a uniform prior on all unrooted tree topologies, and
an exponential prior on branch lengths. Symmetric Dirichlet priors are applied to the
frequencies

p

of

the

classes,

transition:transversion ratio


and

the

codon

frequencies.

For

the

, a distribution describing the ratio of two i.i.d.

(independently and identically distributed) exponential random variables is used:
f (κ ) =

1

(1 + κ )2

Under their prior, the selection parameters

0,

,κ > 0 .

1

and

2

are treated as ordered draws

( ω 0 < ω1 < ω 2 ) from a distribution describing the ratio of two i.i.d. exponential
random variables:

f (ω 0 , ω1 , ω 2 ) =

36

(1 + ω 0 + ω1 + ω 2 )4
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.

Because MrBayes is fully Bayesian, uncertainty in the phylogeny, mutation
parameters and

class frequencies is taken into account in the posterior probability

that site h belongs to class k
Pr (wh = ω k | X ) =

where

f (w h = ω k , Θ | X ) d Θ ,

represents ω[ − k ] , p, κ , the phylogenetic tree topology and branch lengths.

4.1.2.3 SLR
Massingham and Goldman (2005) introduced the sitewise likelihood ratio (SLR)
method, which is an approximation to the ML method of Nielsen and Yang (1998).
SLR is principally concerned with identifying the mode of selection at each site (i.e.
dN/dS < 1 or dN/dS > 1).

The problem with estimating a separate dN/dS ratio for every codon in a sequence is
that there are too many parameters. Nielsen and Yang (1998) overcame this problem
by using a random effects model for the variation in

which reduces the number of

parameters to only a few. In CODEML, maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters are obtained using a high dimensional optimization procedure which is
computationally intensive. In contrast, Massingham and Goldman (2005) use an
approximation, described below, that allows a different

to be estimated for each

site. The approximation allows there to be a single multidimensional optimisation for
the whole sequence (with fewer parameters than in CODEML) and then a one
dimensional optimisation for each site.
The method works as follows
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1. Assuming a common selection parameter for the whole sequence
maximum likelihood tree, including branch lengths and the parameters
0

0,



the
and

are jointly estimated.

2. For each site i an individual selection parameter

i

is estimated, assuming that

0.

the selection parameter for all other sites is

3. For each site i a likelihood ratio test is performed for the null hypothesis that
i

= 1 by assuming that the difference the deviance between ω i = ωˆ i and

i

= 1 is

2


distributed with one degree of freedom.

The method is approximate because for each site
the other parameters, including
problem for each site. The

2


0.

i

is estimated conditional upon all

As a result estimating

i

is a one dimensional

distribution used in the likelihood ratio test is an

asymptotic result that may not hold, so a parametric bootstrap procedure (Goldman
1993) can also be used to generate the null distribution of the difference in deviances.

4.1.2.4 Problems with current methods
CODEML, MrBayes and SLR all rely on reconstructions of the phylogenetic tree for
the sample of genes. These methods have been applied frequently to withinpopulation samples of micro-organisms (Twiddy et al. 2002; Moury 2004; de Oliveira
et al. 2004; Peek et al. 2001; Urwin et al. 2002). However, the use of phylogenetic
techniques is questionable in organisms that are highly recombining, because
recombination leads to not one, but multiple evolutionary trees along the sequence. If
the recombination rate is of the same order as the mutation rate, as has been found in
some organisms (McVean et al. 2002; Stumpf and McVean 2003), then there might
be a new evolutionary tree for every polymorphic site along the sequence. In such a
scenario, which is plausible for many highly-recombining micro-organisms (Awadalla
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2003) and eukaryotic genes containing recombination hotspots (McVean et al. 2004,
Winckler et al. 2005), there is little hope to infer any particular evolutionary tree
along the sequence. When a single evolutionary tree is estimated for a sample of gene
sequences that have undergone recombination, the resulting tree is likely to have
longer terminal branches and total branch length, yet a smaller time to the most recent
common ancestor, in a way that superficially resembles the star-shaped topology of an
exponentially growing population (Schierup and Hein 2000). The effect on detecting
diversifying selection is to produce a high rate of false positives (Anisimova et al.
2003), as high as 90% (Shriner et al. 2003).

4.2

Modelling selection with recombination

4.2.1 Population genetics inference
When changes in the evolutionary tree are separated by only a few polymorphic sites,
there is little hope to infer the tree at any particular site along the sequence. The
population genetics approach is to treat the evolutionary trees along the sequence, or
genealogy, as missing data. Because the likelihood of a set of molecular sequences
needs to be evaluated with reference to a particular genealogy (Felsenstein 1981), it is
calculated by averaging over the genealogies, weighted by the probability of that
genealogy under the missing data model.
P (H | Θ ) = P (H | Θ, G )P (G ) d G ,

where P(H | Θ ) is the likelihood of the data H given the parameters

(3)

, P(G ) is the

missing data model for the genealogy and P(H | Θ, G ) is obtained using the pruning
algorithm (Felsenstein 1981). There are various ways to model P(G ) . In the case of
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no recombination Huelsenbeck and Dyer (2004) used a model in which all unrooted
tree topologies were uniformly likely, and branch lengths had an exponential
distribution. When the sequences are from a single population a natural choice would
be the coalescent (Kingman 1982a, 1982b; Hudson 1983; Griffiths and Marjoram
1997) which models a neutrally evolving, randomly mating population of constant
size, with or without recombination.

However, P(H | Θ, G ) involves summation over the unknown states of internal nodes

in the marginal genealogies (the evolutionary tree at a particular site), so the
integration in Equation 3 cannot be solved analytically for any genealogical model,
including the coalescent. As a result Equation 3 has to be evaluated numerically,
which is not a trivial problem. Naïvely,
P(H | Θ ) ≈

1
M

M
i =1

(

)

P H | Θ, G (i ) ,

(4)

for large M, where G(i) is simulated from P(G ) . Unfortunately, for all but the simplest
problems this method is useless because for most trees drawn from P(G ) , the
conditional likelihood P(H | Θ, G ) is negligibly small. Only once in a million draws
would the conditional likelihood contribute significantly to the sum (Stephens 2003).

Importance sampling and Markov Chain Monte Carlo are methods that attempt to
calculate Equation 4 more efficiently (see Stephens 2003). Both methods have been
applied to a variety of contexts in population genetics (e.g. Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998,
2000; Griffiths and Marjoram 1996; Beerli and Felsenstein 1999, 2001; Bahlo and
Griffiths 2000; Stephens and Donnelly 2000; Fearnhead and Donnelly 2001;
Drummond et al. 2002; Wilson et al. 2003; Coop and Griffiths 2004; De Iorio et al.
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2005). The methodology is more tractable in the absence of recombination because
the state space of the possible genealogies is much smaller. In the presence of
recombination, only the simplest models with two parameters (the mutation rate and
recombination rate) have been implemented (Fearnhead and Donnelly 2001; Kuhner
et al. 2000). Even for a small number of sequences these methods are extremely
computationally burdensome. In the context of the NY98 mutation model with
variation in the selection parameter and recombination rate amongst sites, such an
approach is not feasible.

4.2.2 An approximation to the coalescent
Instead I turn to an approximation to the coalescent likelihood in the presence of
recombination (Li and Stephens 2003) called the PAC likelihood (“product of
approximate conditionals”). Their approach relies on rewriting the likelihood as
P(H | Θ ) = P(H 1 | Θ )P(H 2 | H 1 , Θ )
where H = (H 1 , H 2 ,

P (H n | H 1 , H 2 ,

, H n −1 , Θ )

(4)

, H n ) is the sample of n gene sequences (haplotypes). Li and

Stephens approximate the (k + 1) th conditional likelihood

P(H k +1 | H 1 , H 2 ,

, H k , Θ ) ≈ πˆ (H k +1 | H 1 , H 2 ,

, H k , Θ) .

The approximate conditional likelihood, πˆ , that they use is a hidden Markov model
that is designed to incorporate some key properties of the proper likelihood, notably
that (i) the (k + 1) th haplotype is likely to resemble the first k haplotypes but (ii)
recombination means that it may be a mosaic of those haplotypes and (iii) mutation
means that it may be an imperfect copy. In terms of averaging over possible
evolutionary trees, one can think of the hidden Markov model doing so implicitly, but
in an approximate way that is highly computationally efficient.
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Figure 4 Approximate likelihood of the orange haplotype conditional on the red, green and blue
haplotypes. In Li and Stephens’ (2003) model, the orange haplotype resembles the others, but
recombination means it may be a mosaic and mutation means that it may be an imperfect copy. In the top
scenario, the orange haplotype is a mosaic of the red and blue haplotypes, necessitating a C

T mutation.

In the bottom scenario, the orange haplotype is a copy of the blue haplotype, necessitating five mutations:
T

C, and four C

Ts.

As a result of the approximate nature of the PAC likelihood, the ordering of the n
haplotypes can influence the value of the likelihood (were it not for the
approximation, the haplotypes would be exchangeable). Therefore, the likelihood is
assessed by averaging over multiple orderings of the haplotypes. In the analyses I
present throughout this chapter and Chapter 5, I use 10 orderings unless otherwise
stated.

4.2.2.1 Sampling formula with recombination
Li and Stephens (2003) use a hidden Markov model (HMM) to approximate the
likelihood of the

(k + 1) th

haplotype conditional on the first k. Theirs is an

approximation to the sampling formula in the sense of Ewens (1972), with the
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additional complication of recombination. Li and Stephens think of the (k + 1) th

haplotype as a copy of the first k haplotypes. Figure 4 illustrates the idea. At every
site, the orange haplotype is a copy of one of the four other haplotypes. This
haplotype can be thought of as being closest to the orange haplotype in the
evolutionary tree. Parsing the sequence 5 to 3 , the orange haplotype is a copy of the
blue haplotype, so at the first polymorphic site, depending on the mutation rate, it is
most likely to share the same nucleotide C. Continuing along the sequence, the orange
haplotype can switch between the other four with a given probability. However, if the
orange haplotype is a copy of the blue haplotype at site i, then it is most likely to
continue copying the blue haplotype at site

(i + 1) .

This models the way that

recombination creates mosaics of contiguous sequences. Between the first and second
polymorphic site, the orange haplotype might switch from copying the blue to
copying the red haplotype (Figure 4, top). In that case only one mutation need be
invoked for the rest of the sequence. However, with some probability the orange
continues to copy the blue haplotype (Figure 4, bottom), in which case five more
mutation events need to be invoked.

4.2.2.2 Mutation model
In the lexicon of HMMs, the latent variable records which of the first k haplotypes the

(k + 1) th

is a copy of at a given site. Conditional on the latent variable x

( x = 0,1,

, k ), the emission probability models the mutation process, because it

specifies the probability of observing state a = H k +1,i in haplotype (k + 1) given state
b = H x ,i in haplotype x, at a particular site i. Under a coalescent model (Kingman

1981, Hudson 1983), the time (in units of PNe generations) to the common ancestor of
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haplotypes x and k + 1 is known (R. C. Griffiths, unpublished), and to the order of the
approximation is exponentially distributed with rate k. Consider a simple mutation
model with two states 0 and 1, and mutation rate /2 per PNe generations. The model
is defined by the instantaneous rate matrix
Q=

−θ / 2 θ / 2
.
θ / 2 −θ / 2

(5)

The matrix P (t ) gives the probability pij(t ) of a site being in state j time t after it was in
state i.
P (t ) = e tQ

(6)

(see Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001), which can be solved analytically for this model to
give

pij(t )

1 1
+ exp{− θt} for i = j
2
2
.
=
1 1
− exp{− θt} for i ≠ j
2 2

The probability of observing an (unordered) pair of states (a, b ) given the time t to

their common ancestor for a reversible mutation rate matrix (such as Q) is
( 2t )
P (a, b | t ) = δ abπ a p ab
,

where π 0 = π 1 = 1 / 2 are the equilibrium frequencies of states 0 and 1, and

δ ab =

1 for a = b
.
2 for a ≠ b

So
1 1
+ exp{− θt } for a = b
4
4
P(a, b | t ) =
.
1 1
− exp{− θt} for a ≠ b
2 2
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(7)

To obtain the probability of observing a pair of states unconditional on the time to
their common ancestor involves the integration
∞

P(a, b ) = P(a, b | t )P(t ) d t ,

(8)

0

where P(t ) = k exp{− kt } from before. Therefore the emission probability is defined

by

P(a, b ) =

2k + θ
for a = b
4(k + θ )

θ

2(k + θ )

for a ≠ b

,

which is normalised because P(0,0) + P(0,1) + P(1,1) = 1 . Li and Stephens (2003)
denote the emission probability

γ i ( x ) = P(H k +1,i , H x,i ) .

(9)

4.2.2.3 Recombination model
The transmission probability models recombination, because it specifies the
probability of a switch from copying one haplotype to copying another between
adjacent sites i and (i + 1). Li and Stephens (2003) model the length of sequence
before a switch as exponentially distributed with rate /k. This is based on the
informal idea that E (t ) = 1 / k , so the average rate of recombination between a pair of
sequences is roughly ( ρ / 2) × (2 / k ) . Under this crude approximation, the transmission
probability is defined by
P( X i +1 = x′ | X i = x ) =

exp{- ρ i d i / k }+ (1 − exp{- ρ i d i / k }) / k
(1 − exp{- ρi d i / k }) / k
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if x′ = x
otherwise

(10)

where Xi is the copied haplotype at site i, Xi+1 is the copied haplotype at site (i + 1),
and di is the distance (in bp) between sites i and (i + 1). In this model there can be a
different recombination rate

i

between every pair of adjacent sites.

4.2.2.4 Computing the likelihood
To calculate the approximate conditional likelihood requires a summation over all
possible combinations of the latent variable at every site; that is to say, all possible
mosaics that might constitute the (k + 1) th haplotype. The advantage of the HMM is

that this computation is fast using the forward algorithm (e.g. Rabiner 1989). Suppose
that α i ( x ) is the joint likelihood of the first i sites and X i = x . Then the approximate
conditional likelihood is

πˆ (H k +1 | H 1 , H 2 ,

, H k , Θ) =

k
x =1

α L (x ) ,

when there are L sites. From the forward algorithm,
k

α i +1 ( x ) = γ i +1 ( x ) α i ( x ′)P( X i +1 = x | X i = x ′)
x ′=1

1 k
= γ i +1 ( x ) piα i (x ) + (1 − pi )
α i ( x ′)
k x′=1

,

(11)

where pi = exp{− ρ i d i / k }. Because the second term in Equation 11 does not depend
on x, it only needs to be computed once for each site. As a result, the computational
complexity of the approximate conditional likelihood πˆ is linear in L and linear in the
total sample size n. The complexity of the full PAC likelihood is, therefore, linear in L
and quadratic in n (Li and Stephens 2003).
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4.2.3 NY98 in the coalescent approximation
Incorporating the NY98 mutation model in to the coalescent approximation of Li and
Stephens (2003) is straightforward. The instantaneous mutation rate matrix Q in
Equation 5 is replaced by that defined by Equation 1. However, the exponentiation of
the NY98 rate matrix in Equation 6 cannot be solved analytically. Instead, a
numerical technique known as diagonalisation is used. Equation 6 can be re-written
using the matrix factorisation
P (t ) = Ve tD V −1

(12)

(Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001) where V is a matrix whose columns are the right
eigenvectors of Q, V-1 is its inverse and D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
elements are the eigenvalues of Q. Exponentiation of a diagonal matrix is trivial,
because
exp{tD}ij =

exp{d ij t } for i = j
.
0
for i ≠ j

(13)

So, breaking down Equation 12 into parts for simplification,
P (t ) = MV −1

where
M = Ve tD .

Now, using Equation 13 and the laws of matrix multiplication,
mij = vij exp{d jj t }

so
pij(t ) =

c∈C

vic exp{d cc t }vcj(−1) ,
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(14)

where C is the state space of Q, which consists of the 61 non-stop codons for NY98.
Using Equation 7, the probability of observing a pair of states a = H k +1,i and b = H x ,i
when the (k + 1) th haplotype is copying from the xth haplotype is,

P(a, b | t ) = δ abπ a

c∈C

v ac vcb(−1) exp{2d cc t }.

Following Equation 8, one can obtain an expression for the HMM emission
probability under any reversible mutation matrix Q
P(a, b ) = δ abπ a

c∈C

( −1)
v ac vcb

k
.
k − 2d cc

(15)

Equation 15 is useful because it means that the PAC likelihood can be adapted to any
reversible mutation model, of which NY98 is just an example (e.g. Rodríguez et al.
1990; Goldman and Yang 1994; Sainudiin et al. 2005). For a particular combination
of the mutation rate parameters ,


and


, the rate matrix Q must be diagonalised,

which is to say its eigenvalues and right eigenvectors must be found (Equation 12).
This can be achieved for any general real matrix Q using a numerical algorithm,
available in libraries such as Numerical Recipes (Press et al. 2002), LAPACK
(Anderson et al. 1999) or NAG. See Wilkinson and Reinsch (1971) for details of the
algorithm. One problem with the algorithm for diagonalising a general real matrix is
that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are not guaranteed to be real numbers. In fact
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a reversible rate matrix are real. I am grateful to
Ziheng Yang for showing how further factorisation of Equation 12 leads to
diagonalisation of a symmetric real matrix, for which the algorithms are guaranteed to
produce real eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The algorithm for diagonalising a
symmetric real matrix is also quicker and safer than the algorithm for diagonalising a
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general real matrix. The code I used for the implementation of this algorithm was
kindly provided by Ziheng Yang.

A reversible, irreducible mutation rate matrix Q, which is given by Equation 1 for
NY98, can be re-written
Q=S
where S is a symmetric matrix ( sij = qij / π j , i ≠ j , cf. Equation 1) and
matrix whose diagonal elements are the stationary frequencies

j

is a diagonal

of the rate matrix.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q can be obtained by constructing a symmetric
matrix

A=

1/ 2

Q

−1 / 2

,

because the eigenvalues of A and Q are the same (contained in the diagonal matrix

D), and the matrix of right eigenvectors V for matrix Q is related to the matrix of right
eigenvectors R for matrix A by the formulae

V

V=

−1 / 2

−1

−1

=R

R,
1/ 2

.

Matrices D and R are obtained by diagonalising A using the algorithm for a
symmetric real matrix. Because R is orthogonal, R −1 = R T , so no matrix inversion is
required for obtaining V-1. By matrix multiplication

v ac = π a−1 / 2 rac
( −1)
vcb
= rbcπ b1 / 2

.

(16)

Therefore, Equation 15 can be re-written
P(a, b ) = δ abπ a1 / 2π b1 / 2

c∈C

rac rbc

k
.
k − 2d cc

This is the actual formula used in the implementation of the model.
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(17)

4.2.4 An indel model for NY98
Alignments of nucleotide sequences from antigen loci are punctuated by gaps in the
alignment caused by insertion or deletion mutations (indels). A sequence alignment is
a statement of the homology of particular nucleotides in one sequence to those in the
other sequences. Indels cause gaps in the nucleotide sequence alignment in multiples
of three when the gene is functional, because otherwise a frameshift will ensue, and
the remaining sequence will be nonsense. Indels are an important feature of the
evolution of antigen loci, but even simple treatments of indels result in complex
models that do not share the nice properties of the reversible nucleotide and codon
models in common usage (e.g. Thorne et al. 1991, 1992). Here I make a very simple
extension of NY98 in order to incorporate an extra indel state. The motivation for
using this model is not to provide a realistic model of insertion/deletion, but to capture
the information regarding the underlying tree structure and mode of selection at sites
segregating for indels in the simplest possible way. The model is only applied to
columns in the alignment that are segregating for an indel.

For columns segregating for an indel, codons are assumed to mutate to the indel state
at rate π indelϕω and back at rate (1− π indel )ϕω . Here

indel

is the equilibrium frequency

of indels (in sites segregating for indels), ϕ is the rate of insertion/deletion, and


is

the selection parameter for that site. The model can be thought of in two parts: the
NY98 model is nested within a two state codon vs. indel model (0 = codon, 1 = indel)
specified by
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Q∗ =

− π indelϕω
(1 − π indel )ϕω

π indelϕω
.
− (1 − π indel )ϕω

(18)

Exponentiating Equation 18 gives the transition probability matrix between codon and
indel states. So
1 − π indel (1 − exp{− ωϕ t })
pij∗(t ) =

π indel + (1 − π indel ) exp{− ωϕ t}
π indel (1 − exp{− ωϕ t })
(1 − π indel )(1 − exp{− ωϕ t})

for two (unspecified) codons
for two indels
. (19)
if i is a codon and j an indel
if i is an indel and j a codon

Denote the full transition probability matrix for the NY98 model with indels P(t).
From Equation 19, part of this matrix is apparent

(t )

pij =

π indel + (1 − π indel ) exp{− ωϕ t}
π indel (1 − exp{− ωϕ t })
π j (1 − π indel )(1 − exp{− ωϕ t })

for two indels
if i is a codon and j an indel .
if i is an indel and j a codon

When i and j are both codons, pij(t ) can be found by conditioning on whether there are
intermediate indels. Denote

(t )

{ }

= ν ij(t ) for the transition probability matrix of the

NY98 model without indels. Conditional on intermediate indels, the transition
probability from codon i to j in time t is simply

j.

Conditional on no intermediate

indels, the transition probability from codon i to j in time t is ν ij(t ) . Since the
probability of no intermediate indels is exp{− π indelϕω } , for a pair of codons

pij(t ) = ν ij(t ) exp{− π indelϕω } + π j [1 − π indel (1 − exp{− ωϕ t}) − exp{− π indelϕω }] .
Using Equations 8, 14 and 16 the emission probabilities for the PAC likelihood are
obtained. For two identical codons
P(a, a ) = π a2 (1 − π indel ) (1 − π indel ) +

kπ indel
k
1
−
+
k + 2ωϕ k + 2π indel ωϕ π a

krac rbc
c∈C

k + 2π indel ωϕ − 2d cc

(20a)
where C is the state space of the NY98 model. For two non-identical codons
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P(a, b ) = 2π a π b (1 − π indel ) (1 − π indel ) +

kπ indel
1
k
−
+
k + 2ωϕ k + 2π indel ωϕ
π aπ b

krac rbc
c∈C

k + 2π indel ωϕ − 2d cc

(20b)
For two indels
2
P(a, a ) = π indel
+

π indel k (1 − π indel )
.
k + 2ωϕ

(20c)

For a codon a and an indel b
P(a, b ) = 2π aπ b (1 − π indel ) 1 −

4.2.5 Variation in

k
.
k + 2ωλ

(20d)

and along a gene

The primary aim of the new method is to obtain posterior distributions for

and ,


allowing both to vary along the length of the sequence. The information regarding
either

or


at a given position along the sequence is limited by the number of

mutations in the underlying evolutionary history. This is a potentially serious
limitation, particularly for sequences with low diversity. In an attempt to exploit to the
full the available information, I use a independent prior distributions on

and


in

which adjacent sites may share either parameter in common. I will describe the model
of variation in

for the purposes of information. The model of variation for


is of

the same form.

For a sequence of length L codons, the prior distribution imposes a ‘block-like’
structure on the variation in

with two fixed and B


transition points,

(

s ( Bω ) = s 0 , s1 ,
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)

, s Bω +1 ,

(0 ≤ Bω

≤ L − 1) variable

(

(s 0 = 0) < s1 < s 2 <

where

)

< s B ω < s Bω +1 = L .

Block j is delimited by transition points (s j , s j +1 ) and has a common selection
parameter ω j . I model the number of variable transition points in the region as a
binomial distribution with parameters (L − 1, pω ) . Given the number of transition
points, the selection parameter for each block is independently and identically
distributed. For an exponential prior on ω j with rate parameter

, the prior

distribution on the transition points and selection parameters can be written

(

P B, s ( Bω ) ,

( Bω )

) = p (1 − p )
Bω

ω

ω

L − Bω −1

λ Bω +1 exp{− λ (ω 0 + ω1 +

+ ω Bω

)}

(21)

In this model, the expected length of a block is L / ([L − 1] pω + 1) ≈ 1 / pω . For pω = 0
there is a single block, producing a constant model for

along the sequence, and for


pω = 1 every site has its own independent .


This prior structure is based on the multiple change-point model of Green (1995)
which was adopted by McVean et al. (2004) to estimate variable recombination rates
along a gene sequence, although the binomial model that I have used here is designed
specifically so that transition points must fall between codons at a finite ( L − 1 )
number of positions. I implement a block-like prior on
but the block structure for




of the same form as for

is independent of the block structure for




,

, and the

number of variable transition points is binomially distributed with parameters

(L − 2, p ). It is assumed that recombination only occurs between codons and not
ρ

within. To perform inference jointly on variation in
use reversible-jump MCMC.
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and


along the sequence I will

Table 1 Notation used for Constants

n

Sample size

L

Number of codons

P

Ploidy

Ne

Effective population size

Table 2 Parameters of the Model

µ

Rate of synonymous transversion per PNe generations

κ

Transition:transversion ratio

Bω

Number of changes in the dN/dS ratio along the sequence

s (jBω ) , j = 0

Bω + 1

ωj, j = 0

Bω

Bρ
(B )

sj ρ , j = 0

ϕ

4.3

dN/dS ratio between sites s (jω ) and s (jω+1)
Number of changes in the recombination rate along the sequence

Bρ + 1

ρj, j = 0

Positions at which the dN/dS ratio changes along the sequence

Bρ

Positions at which the recombination rate changes along the sequence
Recombination rate between sites s (jρ ) and s (jρ+1)
Rate of insertion/deletion per PNe generations

Bayesian inference

To summarise, Tables 1 and 2 list the constants and parameters of the model. The
parameters together in Table 2 are denoted
obtain a posterior distribution of

, and the aim of Bayesian inference is to

given the data H. To do so I will use Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; see for example O’Hagan and Forster [2004] for
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Table 3 MCMC Moves

Relative proposal
Type

Move
probability

A

Change

A

Change

A

Change

A

Change

A

Change within a block

B

Extend an

B

Extend an block 5 or 3







within a block


block 5 or 3


C/D

Split or merge

C/D

Split or merge blocks

blocks


details). In brief, the Markov chain is initiated using values taken at random from the
priors. Each iteration of the chain one or more parameters are updated according to a
proposal distribution, and the proposal is accepted with the acceptance probabilities
specified in the next section. There are nine moves that can be proposed, each of
which is visited with the relative probability specified in Table 3. This is known as a
random sweep. Moves of type A and B (Table 3) are Metropolis-Hastings (Metropolis
et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) moves that change a single parameter at a time. Moves of
type C and D are complementary reversible-jump moves (Green 1995). For the
purpose of illustration, I will describe one each of move types A-D, and assume that


the prior on the

j’s

specifies i.i.d. exponential distributions with rate . The moves

below describe in full how variation in

along the sequence is explored by MCMC.
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4.3.1 Type A. Change

within a block

Metropolis-Hastings move

A block is chosen uniformly at random. A new value

is proposed so that

ω ′ = ω exp(U ) where U ~ Uniform(-1,1). Thus ω e −1 < ω ′ < ω e . The acceptance
probability is given by the Metropolis-Hastings ratio

α (Θ → Θ′) = min 1,

P(H | Θ′) P(Θ′) K (Θ′ → Θ )
,
P(H | Θ ) P(Θ ) K (Θ → Θ′)

where K (Θ → Θ′) is the proposal kernel density. To find K, note that
Pr (U < u ) =

1
(1 + u ) , − 1 < u < 1 .
2

So
Pr (ω ′ < x ) = Pr (ω eU < x )
= Pr U < ln
=

x

ω

x
1
1 + ln .
ω
2

Therefore
∂
Pr (ω ′ < x )
∂x
1
.
=
2x

P(ω ′ = x ) =

This gives an acceptance probability of

α A (Θ → Θ′) = min 1,

ω′
P(H | Θ′)
exp{− λ (ω ′ − ω )}
.
ω
P(H | Θ )
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(22)

4.3.2 Type B. Extend an

block 5 or 3

Metropolis-Hastings move

The block to extend is chosen uniformly at random, and for each block the direction is
chosen with equal probability. If the 5 -most or 3 -most block is chosen to be extended
5 or 3 respectively, the move is rejected. The number of sites to extend the block,

g ∈ [1, ∞ ) is chosen from a geometric distribution with some parameter. If extending
the block g sites in the chosen direction would cause it to merge with the adjacent
block, the move is rejected.

The proposal distribution is symmetric, so the Hastings ratio is one. The ratio of priors
is also one because the prior on the positions of the transition points is uniform.
Therefore

α B (Θ → Θ′) = min 1,

P(H | Θ′)
.
P(H | Θ )

4.3.3 Types C and D. Split and Merge an

(23)

block

Reversible Jump moves

The acceptance probability for a reversible jump move (Green 1995) is

α m (Θ → Θ′) = min 1,

P(H | Θ′) P(Θ′) j m (Θ′) g m′ (U ′) ∂ (Θ′, U ′)
.
P(H | Θ ) P(Θ ) j m (Θ ) g m (U ) ∂ (Θ, U )

Here j m (Θ ) is the probability of proposing move m when at state Θ , and g m (U ) is
the joint probability density of the random vector U which is generated to facilitate
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the transformation from

(Θ, U )

to

(Θ′, U ′) .

The last term in the acceptance

probability is the determinant of the Jacobian of the diffeomorphism (the
transformation which must be differentiable in both directions).

4.3.3.1 Ratio of priors
In move C a block that currently has length (s j +1 − s j ) is split at position s*, and its
current selection parameter ω j is transformed, with the aid of a random variable U,
into two new parameters ω ′j and ω ′j +1 . The ratio of priors is
pω
λ exp{− λ (ω ′j + ω ′j +1 − ω j )}.
(1 − pω )
In move D two adjacent blocks that currently have lengths (s * − s j ) and (s j +1 − s *)
are merged, and their selection parameters ω j and ω j +1 are transformed into a single
parameter ω ′j . So the ratio of priors is

(1 − pω )
pω λ

exp{− λ (ω ′j − ω j − ω j +1 )}.

4.3.3.2 Ratio of proposal probabilities
Move C splits an existing block. When there are

(L − Bω − 1)

(Bω + 1)

blocks there are

possible positions at which a block could be broken. The position of the

split, s*, is chosen uniformly at random from these. Move type Ci splits the block that
spans position i; only (L − Bω − 1) out of the total possible L − 1 type C moves are
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available at any one time. So j Ci (Θ ) = c B (L − Bω − 1) , where cB is the total rate at
which type C moves are proposed when there are (Bω + 1) blocks.

Move D merges two adjacent blocks. Assuming that the block merges with its 3
neighbour, there are B possible mergers. The merger is chosen uniformly at random
from these B possibilities. So j Di (Θ ) = d B Bω , where dB is the total rate at which
type D moves are proposed when there are (Bω + 1) blocks.

Following Green (1995), when there are B transition points, moves C and D are
proposed with relative probabilities c B and d B , where

c B min{1, P(Bω + 1) P(Bω )}
=
.
d B min{1, P(Bω − 1) P(Bω )}
Under the prior, the number of transition points B is distributed binomially. This
yields
Pr (Bω + 1) (L − Bω − 1) pω
Pr (Bω )
Bω
(1 − pω )
=
and
=
.
Pr (Bω )
(Bω + 1) (1 − pω )
Pr (Bω − 1) (L − Bω ) pω

4.3.3.3 Ratio of density functions
In transforming ω j to ω ′j and ω ′j +1 , it is necessary to introduce a random deviate U to
match the dimensionality on both sides. So the transformation (ω j , U ) → (ω ′j , ω ′j +1 )
involves the generation of a random deviate U in move C, but not in the inverse move
D. This simplifies g D (U ′) g C (U ) to 1 g C (U ) . Since U is chosen uniformly on (0,1) ,

this ratio equals one.
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4.3.3.4 Jacobian
In Move C the values of the selection parameters for the two resulting blocks,

 j+1 are chosen from the current value of

j

 j and

so that the weighted geometric mean is

preserved. The weighting takes into account the relative sizes of the two resulting
blocks, which are (s * − s j ) and (s j +1 − s *) respectively. Thus

ω ′j

(s*− s j )

( s j +1 − s * )

(s j +1 − s j )

ω ′j +1

=ωj

.

To introduce a random element,

ω ′j +1 1 − U
,
=
ω ′j
U
where U ~ Uniform(0,1). The determinant of the Jacobian is,

J=

∂ω ′j

∂ω ′j +1

∂ω j
∂ω ′j

∂ω j
,
∂ω ′j +1

∂U

∂U

To obtain J, it is necessary to express ω ′j and ω ′j +1 in terms of ω j and U, giving

ω ′j = ω j

and

ω ′j +1 = ω j

1− a

U
1−U
1−U
U

a

,

where a = (s * − s j ) (s j +1 − s j ) . The determinant of the Jacobian (which is defined to
be always positive) comes out as

(ω ′ + ω ′ )

2

J=

j +1

j

ωj
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.

4.3.3.5 Acceptance probabilities
For move C,

α C (Θ → Θ′) = min 1,

2
− λ (ω ′ +ω ′ )
P(H | Θ′) pω λ e j j +1 d Bω +1 (L − Bω − 1) (ω ′j + ω ′j +1 )
.
P(H | Θ ) (1 − pω ) e −λ (ω j )
c Bω (Bω + 1)
ωj

(24)
For move D,

α D (Θ → Θ′) = min 1,

− λ (ω ′ )
c Bω −1 Bω
ω ′j
P(H | Θ′) (1 − pω ) e j
− λ (ω j +ω j +1 )
P(H | Θ ) pω λ e
d Bω (L − Bω ) (ω j + ω j +1 )2

. (25)

Table 4 Structure of the omegaMap program

File

Function

# Lines

main.h

Header file for main.cpp

omegaMap.h

Header file for omegaMap.cpp

361

main.cpp

Program control

30

omegaMap.cpp

Read in command line and configuration file

6

1164

options. Allocate memory. Initialize the MCMC
chain.
likelihood.cpp

Calculate the likelihood. Forward and backward

726

algorithm. Build the mutation rate matrix.
mcmc.cpp

Controls the MCMC scheme. Proposes moves.

1514

Calculates acceptance probabilities.
io.cpp

Outputs MCMC chain in text format and encoded
format. Functions for reading in MCMC chain
from encoded format.
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504

Table 5 Utilities used by omegaMap

File

Function

# Lines

argumentwizard.h Utility for reading in command line options.

215

controlwizard.h

Utility for reading in configuration files.

659

dna.h

Functions for reading in FASTA files and storing

486

DNA sequences.
lotri_matrix.h

Lower triangular matrix class.

144

matrix.h

Matrix class.

226

myerror.h

Error and warning functions.

33

myutils.h

Links these various utility files.

35

random.h

Random number generation.

520

utils.h

Various utilities.

29

vector.h

Vector class.

133

Table 6 PAML package, linked to by omegaMap

File

Function

# Lines

paml.h

Header file for tools.c

335

tools.c

PAML functions

4369

PAML was written by Ziheng Yang and is available from
http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html
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4.3.4 Implementation
I implemented the likelihood calculation and inference scheme in C++. The program,
called omegaMap, was built up progressively, from testing the likelihood function on
simple examples that could be verified using a calculator, to a Metropolis-Hastings
MCMC scheme without variation in

and , to the full reversible-jump MCMC


scheme. The code was developed using Microsoft Visual C++ and then switched to
Linux gcc for testing on datasets of realistic size. The MCMC scheme was debugged
principally by using a flat likelihood, in which case one expects to recover the prior
from the posterior. This proved important when, having moved from a dual-node 64bit AMD machine (mcv1@stats.ox.ac.uk) I recompiled the program on a multi-node
64-bit AMD machine (genecluster@stats.ox.ac.uk), the posterior began to produce a
systematic bias in the recombination rate estimates, so that rates declined 5 -3 , even
when the same sequence was reversed. Using a flat likelihood revealed that there was
a numerical inconsistency, probably caused by a difference in compilers on the two
machines. The problem was solved in a makeshift fashion by running the executable
compiled on mcv1 on genecluster. This was a compromise because the executable
compiled on mcv1 ran somewhat slower on genecluster than the executable compiled
on genecluster. This is a cause for concern because the expectation is that C++ code is
portable between machines and compilers. As a result when the code is distributed I
will stress the need to test the program by compiling it first with flat likelihoods
(which can be done using the flag –D _TESTPRIOR) and ensuring the prior is
recovered from the posterior.
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Table 7 Structure of the analyse program

File

Function

# Lines

analyse.h

Header file for analyse.cpp

45

main.cpp

Program control

73

analyse.cpp

Functions for reconstructing the MCMC chain

411

based on an encoded file.

Tables 4-6 show the structure of the omegaMap program. In total there are 6,785 lines
of novel code (Tables 4 and 5). omegaMap uses some functions in the PAML package
(Table 6), written by Ziheng Yang. PAML (Phylogenetic Analysis by Maximum
Likelihood) is freely available from http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html.
In addition, many functions in the C++ standard template library are used, so the total
size of the code is unknown. omegaMap can output the results in two formats. The
first is a tab-delimited text file with a column for each parameter in the model and a
number of other diagnostics such as the acceptance probability and computational
time. The thinning interval dictates the number of iterations before the parameter state
is output. This text file can be read by software such as R or Excel. However,
outputting the entire MCMC chain using a thinning interval of one creates an
enormous text file with a great deal of redundancy because only a subset of the
parameters are changed in any iteration. Therefore omegaMap can output in a second
format, an encoded version of the MCMC chain. The program analyse (Table 7) can
read this file, reconstruct the MCMC chain internally (orders of magnitude faster than
the original MCMC chain was generated) and output a text file for use with R or
Excel.
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4.4

Simulation study

To investigate the performance of the method, I undertook two simulation studies. In
one data was simulated with variation in the selection parameter along the sequence,
and a constant recombination rate. In the other, data was simulated with variation in
the recombination rate along the sequence, and a constant selection parameter. Each
study consisted of simulating 100 datasets of n = 20 sequences each of length
L = 200 codons using the coalescent with recombination (Hudson 1983, Griffiths and

Marjoram 1997) and the NY98 mutation model. Every simulated dataset was analysed
twice, using 250,000 iterations of the MCMC and a burn-in of 20,000 iterations.
Initial values were chosen randomly from the priors independently for the two runs.
The runs were compared for convergence and merged to obtain the posterior
distributions.

4.4.1 Permutation test for recombination
Before the datasets were analysed, each was subjected to a permutation test for
recombination (McVean et al. 2001; Meunier and Eyre-Walker 2001). Phylogenetic
analysis is inappropriate for gene sequences taken from populations that are
demonstrably recombinogenic. The aim of the permutation tests was to demonstrate
the recombinogenic nature of the data.

The permutation test is a goodness-of-fit test for the model of no recombination.
When there is no recombination, there ought to be no correlation between physical
distance and LD, so sites are exchangeable. It should be noted that sites are also
exchangeable in the case of complete linkage equilibrium. If LD tails off with
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physical distance then recombination must have occurred in the ancestral history of
the sequences. The test proceeds as follows
1. The observed correlation between a measure of LD and physical distance is
recorded as cobs .
2. The nucleotide positions are reordered at random and the correlation between
LD and physical distance is calculated.
3. Step 2 is repeated 999 times.
Three measures of LD can be used: r 2 (Hill and Robertson 1968), D ′ (Lewontin
1964) and the four-gamete test (G4; Hudson and Kaplan 1985). In section 2.3.2
cor(r2,d), where d is physical distance, was used for testing the goodness-of-fit of the
standard neutral coalescent. If cobs lies in the tail of the reference distribution then the
model of exchangeability of sites is not a good fit to the data, and we can conclude
that there is good evidence for recombination in the data. The probability of obtaining
a result as extreme as observed under the model can be expressed as a p value, where
p is estimated to be
p=

n +1
N +1

(Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Here n is the number times a value more extreme than cobs
was observed out of a total of N simulations.

Using p values to reject a “null” model might seem to be a particularly frequentist
thing to do. In fact a frequentist p value and a Bayesian posterior predictive p value
(Rubin 1984) are equivalent in the model of exchangeability described here, because
the model has no parameters. I will discuss the use of posterior predictive p values for
goodness-of-fit testing more in chapter 5.
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4.4.2 Simulation study A
This study was designed to simulate data with variation in

but not in . I varied


between 0.1 and 10, as shown by the red line in Figure 5a. I created more fine detail
in variation in

for

> 1 because, biologically, a scenario in which there is an

excess of non-synonymous relative to synonymous polymorphism is of greater
interest. For the same reason

is plotted on a natural, rather than a logarithmic scale.

The mutation parameters were set at µ = 0.7 and κ = 3.0 , which gives θ S = 0.1 . The
recombination rate was set constant at ρ = 0.1 , giving a total recombination distance
for the region of R =

ρ = 19.9 . The mutation and recombination parameters were

chosen to mimic those estimated for the housekeeping genes of Neisseria meningitidis
(see Chapter 1). Exponential distributions were used for the priors on , ,




and ,


with means 0.7, 3.0, 1.0 and 0.1.

Permutation tests showed that phylogenetic analysis of these datasets was
inappropriate because of the presence of recombination. The number of datasets for
which the p-value was less than 0.05 was 99, 93 and 93 for the three measures of LD
( r 2 , D ′ and G4) respectively.
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Figure 5 Results of simulation study A. (a) Average posterior of , (b) coverage of




and (c) average

posterior of . In (a) and (c) the red line indicates the truth, the black line indicates the average mean


of the posterior and the green lines indicate the average 95% HPD interval of the posterior. The
averages are taken over 100 simulated datasets. In (b) coverage is defined as the proportion of the 100
datasets for which the 95% HPD interval encloses the truth.

Figure 5a shows the average over the 100 simulated datasets of the mean and 95%
highest posterior density (HPD) interval for the posterior distribution of

at each site.

The average mean posterior density follows the truth closely. Likewise the average
95% HPD interval generally encloses the true value of

. As expected, the effect of

fitting a prior with mean 1 was to cause the posterior to underestimate
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when ω > 1

Table 8 Summary of posteriors for simulation study A

Prior

Average posterior

Parameter

Truth

Mean

Lower 95% HPD

µ

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.9

1.1

0.63

κ

3.0

3.0

2.3

3.1

3.9

0.91

R

19.9

19.9

22.4

33.3

44.7

0.43

and overestimate

Mean Upper 95% HPD

Coverage

when ω < 1 . The effect is not great except for the most extreme

values where ω = 10 .

However, even where the average 95% HPD interval encloses the truth, that does not
mean the 95% HPD interval encloses the truth for all simulated datasets. Figure 5b
shows the relevant quantity, the coverage of , for each site. Coverage is defined here
as the proportion of datasets for which the 95% HPD interval encloses the truth. Half
of sites have coverage better than 93%, and 95% of sites have coverage better than
66%. If a false positive is defined as the lower bound of the 95% HPD interval
exceeding 1 when in truth ω ≤ 1 , then the false positive rate was 0.5%. The estimate
of the synonymous transversion rate


exhibits upward bias (average 0.90), with 63%

coverage (Table 8), and the transition-transversion ratio


is estimated to be 3.1 on

average, with 91% coverage.

Consistent with the findings of Li and Stephens (2003), I observed that the
recombination rate estimator has a small upward bias (Figure 5c). The average mean
posterior is almost flat, and the average 95% confidence intervals enclose the truth
completely, suggesting that the estimator is good notwithstanding its bias. The
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Table 9 MCMC Moves Acceptance Probabilities

Mean acceptance
Type

Move
probability

A

Change

A

Change

A

Change

within a block

0.573

A

Change within a block

0.727

B

Extend an

block 5 or 3

0.403

B

Extend an block 5 or 3

0.825

C

Split an

block

0.381

D

Merge

blocks

0.242

C

Split a block

0.635

D

Merge blocks

0.660





0.139


0.157








coverage is almost constant across sites at 95%. Table 8 shows that the estimate of the
total recombination distance, R, is also upwardly biased. Coverage of R, however, was
only 43%, suggesting that the good coverage for

at individual sites may be in part

because of poor information. Importantly, Figures 5a and 5b show that the effect of
the selection parameter on the estimate of

is negligible, indicating that inference on

is not confounded by .


4.4.3 Mixing properties of reversible jump moves
Achieving satisfactory acceptance probabilities can be an issue in reversible-jump
MCMC (Green 1995). This was not found to be a problem in the MCMC scheme
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presented here. For illustrative purposes, Table 9 shows the acceptance probabilities
for the MCMC moves, averaged over a pair of independent analyses of the same
dataset from simulation study A. The reversible-jump moves (those of type C or D)
had high acceptance probabilities (for example,
and

= 0.242 when merging


= 0.381 when splitting an


block

blocks). Of the other moves, acceptance probabilities

ranged from 0.139 to 0.825. The lowest acceptance probabilities were for moves
changing


and


( = 0.139 and 0.157 respectively), perhaps because these changes

affect all sites in the sequence unlike any other move. Changes to moves involving


had high acceptance probabilities ( = 0.635 to 0.825), which may be indicative of the
low information regarding variation in recombination rate within the region.
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Figure 6 a Convergence of the mean and upper and lower 95% HPD bounds of the posterior on


for two

analyses (red and green lines) of the same dataset from simulation study A. b Trace of B for one of the


two analyses. c Trace of B for one of the analyses. d Convergence of the posterior distribution of B for




the two analyses (red and green histograms).

In Figure 6 the mixing properties of the two chains for the same dataset are shown.
Figure 6a shows the convergence of the two chains for the posterior distribution on
across sites. The mean and upper and lower 95% HPD bounds are indicated. One
chain is plotted in red, the other in green. The agreement is good; more so for the
mean than the 95% HPD bounds. One would expect estimates of the latter to have
greater variance. Figure 6b is a trace of B through iterations of one of the Markov


chains, and 6c is the corresponding trace of B . B and B can only be changed by






reversible-jump moves. There is no evidence of poor mixing in either of the traces.
Figure 6d shows a histogram of the posterior distribution of B for both the chains
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(one in red, the other green). The two appear to converge well throughout the
distribution. When the chains are merged the variance in the estimate of the posterior
will be reduced. However, if this were an analysis of a real dataset of special interest,
rather than one of a hundred simulated datasets, then there is some argument for
running the two chains longer to further improve convergence.

4.4.4 Simulation study B
This study was designed to simulate data with variation in
sequence

but not in


. Along the

was allowed to vary at 0.005, 0.1, 0.5 and 1, for which one would expect

0.018, 0.35, 1.8 and 3.5 recombination events respectively per site in the ancestral
history under a coalescent model (Griffiths and Marjoram 1997). The total
recombination distance was R = 37.5 . I let µ = 3.6 and κ = 3.0 giving θ S = 0.5 , and
a constant selection parameter of ω = 0.2 . Exponential distributions were used for the
priors on , ,






and , with means 3.6, 3.0, 1.0 and 0.2.

Permutation tests showed that these datasets were not amenable to phylogenetic
analysis because of the presence of recombination. All 100 datasets yielded p-values
less than 0.05 for all three measures of LD.
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Figure 7 Results of simulation study B. (a) Average posterior of , (b) coverage of




and (c) average

posterior of . In (a) and (c) the red line indicates the truth, the black line indicates the average mean


of the posterior and the green lines indicate the average 95% HPD interval of the posterior. The
averages are taken over 100 simulated datasets. In (b) coverage is defined as the proportion of the 100
datasets for which the 95% HPD interval encloses the truth.

Variation in the recombination rate was detected by the new method, as seen in Figure
7a. The average over the 100 datasets shows that the mean and 95% HPD interval for
the posterior distribution of

at each site pick up the rate variation, but not to the full

extent. As a result, the coverage shown in Figure 7b is generally good, on average
85%, but performs worst for the most extreme peak in rate between sites 41 and 55,
where it consistently underestimates the height. The properties of the estimate of the
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Table 10 Summary of posteriors for simulation study B

Prior

Average posterior

Parameter

Truth

Mean

Lower 95% HPD

µ

3.6

3.6

3.4

4.2

5.1

0.53

κ

3.0

3.0

2.5

3.1

3.8

0.95

R

37.5

39.8

37.4

50.9

65.0

0.49

Mean Upper 95% HPD

Coverage

total recombination distance R (Table 10) are similar to those in simulation study A.
There is a tendency to overestimate (average 50.9) and as a result coverage is 49%.
This bias could be corrected empirically, as in Li and Stephens (2003). Nevertheless,
there is power to detect rate variation on such fine scales. The extent to which the
posteriors underestimate the deviations from the mean recombination rate reflects the
constraining effect of the prior when the signal in the data is weak.

Figure 7c shows that on average the estimates of

are very close to the truth, with the

average 95% HPD intervals completely enclosing the true value. Along the sequence,
the estimates are flat, with mean 0.21 and coverage 90%. The false positive rate was
zero. Reflecting simulation study A, there was no evidence that variation in the
recombination rate confounded inference on the selection parameter. Table 10 shows
that there was some upward bias in the mean estimate of µ = 4.1 , with 58% coverage,
and the transition-transversion ratio was estimated to be 3.2 on average, with 89%
coverage. Most importantly, both simulation studies show that when there is variation
in

or


it can be detected, when there is no variation none is detected, and there is

little or no confounding between

and .
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4.5

Summary

In this chapter I have described a new model for detecting immune selection in
nucleotide sequences, based on an approximation to the coalescent. The model uses
the NY98 codon model of molecular evolution which incorporates the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution, dN/dS. Values of dN/dS less than one are
interpreted as purifying selection imposed by functional constraint and values greater
than one are interpreted as diversifying selection imposed by interaction with the host
immune system. Those sites under strong diversifying selection are predicted to be the
major determinants of immunogenicity for the gene product. In order to exploit
information about the underlying tree structure and mode of selection at sites
segregating for insertions/deletions, I have described a simple extension to the NY98
mutation model. I have proposed a model for the variation in the dN/dS ratio and
recombination rate along a sequence and a reversible-jump MCMC scheme for
exploring that variation. The primary aim of the Bayesian inference framework
described is to obtain a posterior distribution for the dN/dS ratio and recombination
rate for every site along the sequence, but the underlying mutation rate,
transition:transversion ratio and rate of insertion/deletion are also estimated. Finally I
performed simulation studies to assess the performance of the inference method for
two caricatures of variation in the dN/dS ratio and recombination rate. The method
was found to have good coverage for the dN/dS ratio, but some upward bias in
estimates of the recombination rate, in agreement with previous work. Most
importantly, the simulation studies showed that when there is variation in the dN/dS
ratio or recombination rate it can be detected, when there is no variation none is
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detected, and there is little or no confounding between dN/dS and the recombination
rate.

In the next chapter I will apply the new method to the porB locus of N. meningitidis,
which encodes the antigenic PorB outer membrane protein. I will give a brief
background to porB and the results of previous phylogenetic estimates of variation in
the dN/dS ratio at the locus. In order to verify the conclusions of the porB analysis
with the new method, I will apply a variety of model criticism techniques including
prior sensitivity analysis and goodness-of-fit testing. Goodness-of-fit testing requires
datasets to be simulated under the new model, so I will describe how to do that. I will
briefly investigate the effect of violating the coalescent assumption of random
sampling by comparing datasets of porB that represent a random and non-random
sample. Finally, I will compare the results of the new method to previous
phylogenetic methods to look for evidence of false positives caused by the assumption
of no recombination.
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Chapter 5
Evidence for Immune Selection in an Antigen of
Neisseria meningitidis

Using the porB locus of Neisseria meningitidis, this chapter demonstrates the
application of the Bayesian approach to inferring selection and recombination
introduced in Chapter 4. PorB is ideal for exploring the new method, because it is a
strongly immunogenic, constitutively expressed outer membrane protein whose
molecular structure has been elucidated. Previous studies have analysed porB and I
will compare the results of my method to those published before. In particular, I will
compare the results to those of phylogenetic-based analyses for evidence of false
positives introduced by the assumption of no recombination. Using porB as an
example, I will outline a coherent approach to model-based analysis, from rejection of
a model with no recombination through to prior sensitivity analysis and model
criticism. Using different datasets there is the opportunity to informally study the
effect of violating the coalescent assumption of random sampling. I will also contrast
the patterns of variation in selection pressure in porB to those in the seven MLST
housekeeping loci.

5.1

Analysis of the porB locus

PorB is a porin expressed on the surface of the meningococcus, and thought to be
important both for proper cell growth and pathogenesis. There exist two classes of
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Figure 1 Molecular structure of the Neisseria meningitidis class 3 outer membrane protein, PorB3.
The molecule is colour-coded from the N (blue) to the C (red) terminus. The molecule spans the
outer membrane, with eight exposed variable loop regions, of which five are marked (I, V, VI, VII
and VIII). This image was generated using Protein Explorer (Martz 2002). The molecular structure
was determined by Derrick et al. (1999). Jeremy Derrick kindly provided the molecular structure
file.

PorB protein with somewhat different molecular structure and evolutionary ancestry
(Smith et al. 1995; Derrick et al. 1999), called PorB class 2 and PorB class 3, or
PorB2 and PorB3. These classes are defined on the basis of sequence homology and
immunological properties (Smith et al. 1995). PorB is an important outer membrane
protein (OMP) which is expressed constitutively at high levels, and is strongly
immunogenic; epitopes of PorB define the serotypes of N. meningitidis. The
molecular structure of meningococcal PorB comprises eight highly variable surfaceexposed loop regions (I–VIII), consisting mainly of hydrophilic amino acid residues,
between nine highly conserved membrane-spanning -sheets. Figure 1 shows the
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molecular structure of the PorB3 molecule (Derrick et al. 1995). The molecule is
oriented with the surface-exposed regions at the top, and is colour-coded from the N
(blue) to the C (red) terminus. Five of the eight loop regions are indicated by arrows.

5.1.1 Previous analyses
PorB is encoded by the porB locus. There have been several studies into the influence
of natural selection on the genetic diversity of porB2 and porB3 alleles (Smith et al.
1995; Urwin et al. 2002). In an analysis based on 5 porB2 sequences and 4 porB3
sequences, Smith et al. (1995) counted the number of synonymous and nonsynonymous differences to estimate that the relative rate of synonymous and nonsynonymous change was dN/dS = 1.2 for porB2 and dN/dS = 0.62 for porB3 across
the sequences as a whole. These values represent an average over the conserved and
variable regions. Loop regions exhibited an elevated number of non-synonymous
relative to synonymous substitutions; estimated to be 2.3 compared with 0.28 for nonloop regions, averaged over the porB classes. As discussed in Chapter 4, an elevated
rate of non-synonymous change is indicative of relaxed functional constraint, or
positive selection for variation in the amino acid sequence (diversifying selection).
Evidence for diversifying selection in the surface-exposed loop regions is consistent
with the hypothesis that the immune system exerts a selection pressure for antigenic
novelty in PorB. However, on the basis of these estimates, that selection pressure is
not enormous, which would suggest that PorB may be a less important vaccine
constituent than other OMPs, for example PorA (Urwin et al. 2002).
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Figure 2 Location of sites under weak (yellow circles) and strong (red circles) positive selection in
the PorB3 molecule, inferred using CODEML. All but 3 positively selected sites lie in the surface
exposed loop regions, and seven out of the eight loops contain some sites under positive selection.
Cf. Figure 1. Source: Urwin et al. (2002).
R. Urwin, E.C. Holmes, A.J. Fox, J.P. Derrick and M.C.J. Maiden, Phylogenetic Evidence for Frequent Positive Selection and
Recombination in the Meningococcal Surface Antigen PorB, Mol. Biol. Evol. 2002, 19 (10): 1686-1694, by permission of the
Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution.

Urwin et al. (2002) used a maximum-likelihood method (Yang et al. 2000; described
in section 4.1.2.1) implemented in the CODEML program of the PAML package
(Yang 1997) to infer selection in the porB locus, taking the porB2 and porB3 allelic
classes separately. The aim of the analysis was to improve the estimates of the dN/dS
ratio by using many more sequences, applying a likelihood-based model for the
ancestry of the sequences, and obtaining an estimate for each site along the amino
acid sequence. They found evidence for extremely high selection pressures in porB
surface exposed loops, as great as in HIV-1 surface glycoproteins, whilst the
membrane spanning regions were under strong purifying selection. Based on the
model of variation in selection pressure described in section 4.1.2.1, Urwin et al.
(2002) estimated that in porB2, 94% of sites were under purifying selection
(dN/dS = 0.067), 4.5% of sites were under weak positive selection (dN/dS = 4.2) and
1.1% of sites were under strong positive selection (dN/dS = 18.6). In porB3, 95% of
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sites were under purifying selection (dN/dS = 0.033), 4.1% of sites were under weak
positive selection (dN/dS = 3.2) and 0.7% of sites were under strong positive selection
(dN/dS = 13.9). The likelihood ratio tests for positive selection were very highly
significant for both porB classes. Figure 2 shows the location of sites identified as
experiencing weak (yellow circles) or strong (red circles) positive selection in porB3.
Almost all positively selected sites lie in the surface exposed loop regions, except for
one weakly selected site between loops IV and V, and two between loops V and VI.
There is evidence for some positive selection in all loops except III.

Urwin et al. (2002) also conducted an analysis of the frequency of recombination in
porB. The method is similar to that of Holmes et al. (1999), described in Chapter 1. A
maximum likelihood tree was estimated for each half of the porB2 sequence.
Phylogenetic incongruence was quantified as the difference in log likelihood, ,
between the maximum likelihood (ML) tree for the first half and the ML tree for the
second half fit to the first (tree topology estimated from second half of the sequence
and branch lengths estimated from the first half of the sequence conditional on the
topology). Two hypotheses were tested: Firstly, the hypothesis that there is no
recombination so that the topology is the same in both halves of the sequence.
Secondly, the hypothesis that there is so much recombination that the topology
estimated for the second half of the sequence is no better a fit to the first half of the
sequence than a random topology. Both hypotheses were rejected for porB2, and for
porB3, indicating that there is frequent recombination but not to the extent that the
phylogenetic signal is utterly obliterated. Recombination in porB creates multiple,
correlated, evolutionary histories for different parts of the sequence. The problem of
this for CODEML is that it can inflate the false positive rate for detecting positive
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selection (Anisimova et al. 2003; Shriner et al. 2003). The aim of the new method
presented in Chapter 4, and implemented in the program omegaMap, is to co-estimate
the dN/dS ratio and recombination rate along a sequence, with a more flexible model
of variation in these parameters. In the sections that follow I apply the new method to
the porB3 sequences in order to visualise the variation in dN/dS and recombination
rates, and demonstrate a coherent approach to testing the fit of the model so that it
might be falsified. In the process I will compare the results to those of the CODEML
analysis to look for potential false positives.

5.1.2 Isolates
For the analysis I used the 79 porB3 alleles sequenced by Urwin et al. (2002). The 79
alleles were sequenced from an assorted collection of isolates including carriage and
disease from around the world. As a result, the 79 alleles do not constitute a random
sample of any population in a meaningful sense, thus violating one of the assumptions
of the coalescent model. The effect of violating the coalescent assumption of random
sampling is unknown. Therefore only a subset of the 79 alleles was used: 37 alleles
sequenced from isolates obtained during a swabbing programme at a military recruit
training camp. Nasopharyngeal swabs were taken from healthy recruits several weeks
after arriving at the camp. The catchment area of the training camp was England and
Wales.

Of the 37 isolates, 19 were obtained by repeatedly swabbing 5 of the carriers; the
remaining 18 were sampled from one carrier each. In Chapter 1 a metapopulation
model was described in which each host corresponded to a single deme. It was shown
that when no more than one isolate is sampled from each host, the ancestry of the
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Table 1 Permutation test for recombination

Carriage study

Global study

Correlation

p

Correlation

p

r2

-0.18

0.001

-0.15

0.001

D′

-0.24

0.001

-0.16

0.001

G4

-0.23

0.001

-0.15

0.001

isolates can be modelled as a coalescent process in which the effective population size
is a function of several epidemiological parameters including the duration of infection
and the primary and secondary infection rates. Therefore, the collection of 37 isolates
was thinned to 23 so that each host was represented by only one isolate each. In this
chapter I will refer to this sample of 23 alleles as the carriage study, and to the full
collection of 79 alleles as the global study. Whereas the global study consisted of 77
unique haplotypes, the carriage study consisted of 12 unique haplotypes. Rachel
Urwin kindly provided her sequence alignments for the analyses presented in this
section.

5.1.3 Test for recombination
Urwin et al. (2002) have already rejected the hypothesis that there is no
recombination in the porB3 alleles by quantifying phylogenetic incongruence within
the sequences. The permutation test described in section 4.4.1 agrees with this
conclusion for both the carriage and global studies. Table 1 shows the results. For the
carriage study there was a 0.1% probability of observing as extreme a correlation
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between physical distance and LD under the model of no recombination, regardless of
choice of LD statistic, and the result was the same for the global study. Although the
two methods reach the same conclusion, the permutation test for exchangeability of
sites is much faster than the phylogenetic incongruence test because it does not
involve estimating tree topologies.

5.1.4 Codon frequencies
In the inference scheme presented in Chapter 4, the codon equilibrium frequencies are
not treated as parameters but rather as known constants. Specifying the equilibrium
frequencies of the 61 non-stop codons can be done in several ways. One can make the
simplifying assumption that all codons have equal equilibrium frequency. This is not
supported empirically, but the assumption had little effect on the analyses presented in
this chapter (data not shown). One can take the observed codon usage in the data.
However, for a small dataset there will be considerable sampling error. This is not
recommended because in the worst case, a codon may not be observed in the sample.
Then adopting this approach would be to exclude the possibility of the codon
appearing anywhere in the ancestral history of the sample, which is very undesirable.
A possible solution is to take the observed nucleotide frequencies, and assume that
codon frequencies are proportional to the product of their constituent nucleotide
frequencies, but this is not supported empirically. In the analyses that follow the
observed codon frequencies (Nakamura et al. 2000) in the complete genomic
sequence of N. meningitidis Z2491 serogroup A (Parkhill et al. 2000) were used, after
removing the stop codons. There are 730,000 codons in the meningococcal genome,
which is more than adequate to overcome sampling problems.
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Table 2 Prior distributions

µ

κ

Prior A

Prior B

Exponential

Uniform

mean 0.07

0 to 10

Exponential

Exponential ratio

mean 3.0

ϕ

ω

ρ

Exponential

Exponential

mean 0.1

mean 1.0

Exponential

Gamma

mean 1.0

shape 2, scale 0.5

Exponential

Uniform

mean 0.1

0 to 10

5.1.5 Priors
I chose to use exponential distributions for the priors on , , ,






and . Because the


robustness of the results to the prior will later be tested by proposing an alternative
prior, the prior specified here will be referred to as Prior A (Table 2). All the model
parameters can take on any positive value. However, it might be more natural to
consider them on a logarithmic scale. For example, the strength of purifying selection
when


= 0.5 might be interpreted as of an equal magnitude to the strength of positive

selection when


= 2. This is because

is the ratio of the rate of non-synonymous


mutation to synonymous mutation. Under the null model of selective neutrality, the
rate of non-synonymous and synonymous mutation might be thought of as i.i.d.
random variables, and as a result


or

-1


are equally valid parameterizations. I chose
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a mean of 1 for the prior on

to represent the null model of selective neutrality. On a

log scale, using the exponential distribution gives an approximately symmetric
distribution. In fact the right tail decreases more rapidly than the left, so the prior
favours less extreme values of

in the direction of diversifying selection than in the

direction of purifying selection.

Because of the natural multiplicative interpretation of the other model parameters, and
because for practical reasons it was originally simpler to program only a single
distributional form for the priors, exponential distributions were fit to the other
parameters. Other distributions were implemented for prior sensitivity analysis. It
and , the reversible-jump MCMC scheme means that

should be noted that for



improper priors cannot be used because doing so forces the number of blocks to be 1
or L, (L – 1 in the case of ). The means of the priors were chosen based on analyses


of N. meningitidis housekeeping loci (see Chapter 2). The mean of the prior on
0.07, and the mean for



was

was put at 3.0. The rate of insertion/deletion was given a


mean of ϕ = 0.1 . For , the mean was set at 0.1.


The prior on the number of blocks for
4.2.5. The model for the variation in

and
and




has already been described in section
can be considered a prior if the block

structure is considered to be a parameter. That is to say that B , B , s ( Bω ) and s


(B ρ )



are

parameters and p and p would be hyperparameters of the priors on B and B . (See








Chapter 4 Tables 1 and 2 for definitions of the notation.) If the block structure is
considered to be missing data, then it is not a prior but a random effects model. The
two are essentially equivalent in a Bayesian analysis. In order to specify that the
average length of a block would be 10% of the sequence length ( L = 298 codons), the
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Figure 3 Convergence of the marginal posterior for


along the sequence for the three MCMC

chains (red, green and black) after 500,000 iterations. The burn-in was 20,000 iterations. For each
codon the marginal mean and upper and lower 95% HPD bounds are shown.

prior on the number of

blocks was binomial with p = 1/30. Similarly, the prior on


the number of blocks was binomial with p = 1/30.




5.1.6 Results
Three MCMC chains were run each for 500,000 iterations. Convergence was judged
informally by comparing the posteriors obtained from the three chains. Figure 3
illustrates the posterior distribution of along the sequence for the three chains, which


are colour-coded red, green and black (the mean and 95% HPD interval is shown for
each codon). A burn-in of 20,000 iterations has been removed from the start of each
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Figure 4 Fire-plot showing the site-wise posterior of


in the Neisseria meningitidis carriage study.

More intense colours (closer to white) represent high posterior density, and less intense (closer to
red) low posterior density.

chain. Figure 3 shows that the posteriors are in close agreement. Convergence is
always best for the mean compared to the HPD bounds. Once convergence has
satisfactorily been established for all the parameters, the chains are merged (minus the
burn-in), and the results of the merged chains are presented.

Figure 4 shows a fire-plot for the posterior distribution of

at each site. More intense

colours (closer to white) represent high posterior density, and less intense (closer to
red) low posterior density. The structure of PorB3 consists of eight loop regions that
extend out of the cell. Of these, there is clear and strong evidence for diversifying
selection at four of the eight loops. In these loop regions the 95% HPD interval for the
peak

is (3.58, 9.76), (3.01, 8.92), (3.26, 9.68) and (2.58, 7.57) for loops 1, 5, 6 and

7 respectively. Taking the point estimate of
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at a site, ω̂ , as the mean of the

Figure 5 Molecular structure of PorB3 colour-coded according to

ω̂ , the mean of the posterior of

at each site. Dark blue indicates strong functional constraint and red indicates strong diversifying
selection. This image was produced using Protein Explorer (Martz 2002).

posterior distribution, then the average ω̂ for the sequence is 0.90. Excluding sites for
which ωˆ > 1 , this drops to 0.16. So the majority of the sequence is under strong
functional constraint, but four of the eight loop regions are under strong diversifying
selection.

Superimposing ω̂ onto the three-dimensional structure of the PorB3 protein (Figure
5) illustrates the external position of loops 1, 5, 6 and 7. Because PorB3 is an outer
membrane protein, these loops are especially exposed to the immune system, and are
prime sites for recognition by antibody. It is striking that there is no evidence for
diversifying selection outside the loops. Loops 2, 3 and 4 do not appear to be under
diversifying selection; the three-dimensional structure suggests that they may be less
exposed than the other loops. However, loop 8 is surprising because despite its
prominent position (the dark blue loop second from left in Figure 5, cf. Figure 1),
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Table 3 Posterior distributions

Carriage study

Global study
Prior A

µ

mean
95% HPD

κ

mean
95% HPD

ϕ

mean
95% HPD

R

mean
95% HPD

Prior A

Prior B

0.27

0.35

0.45

0.31

(0.18, 0.36)

(0.23, 0.48)

(0.33, 0.58)

(0.22, 0.40)

3.61

3.09

3.69

3.34

(2.38, 5.00)

(1.94, 4.24)

(2.69, 4.83)

(2.41, 4.33)

0.09

0.17

0.29

0.08

(0.02, 0.19)

(0.03, 0.37)

(0.08, 0.56)

(0.02, 0.16)

37.7

46.8

-

78.0

(27.2, 49.0)

(26.2, 75.0)

-

(61.6, 94.5)

ρ =0

Prior A

there is very little support for diversifying selection between codons 280-295 (Figure
4). The light blue shading in Figure 5 occurs at the N and C termini, outside the
nucleotide alignment I analysed. Therefore they have been assigned the mean of the
prior, ωˆ = 1 .
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Figure 6 Posterior distribution of


in the carriage and global studies. The mean (solid line) and

95% HPD interval (dotted lines) are shown for (a) the carriage study under prior A, (b) the carriage
study under prior B and (c) the global study under prior A.

There was some evidence for variation in the recombination rate (Figure 6a). The
posterior mean for the total recombination distance, Rˆ = 37.7 (Table 3), was twice the

prior mean of 19.9. The posterior on

was very different to the prior ( µˆ = 0.27 ),

while there was little discrepancy for and
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( κˆ = 3.61 , ϕˆ = 0.09 ).

5.2

Model criticism

The application of phylogenetics-based techniques to detecting selection in genes
sampled from within populations of microparasites such as viruses (Twiddy et al.
2002; Moury et al. 2004; de Oliveira et al. 2004) and bacteria (Peek et al. 2001;
Urwin et al. 2002) has become widespread. However, many of these organisms are
highly recombinogenic (McVean et al. 2002; Awadalla 2003), so the use of
phylogenetic methods is inappropriate because a bifurcating tree is not an adequate
model of the evolutionary history of these organisms (Holmes et al. 1999). This
model misspecification can elevate the rate of false positives when detecting sites
under positive selection (Anisimova et al. 2003; Shriner et al. 2003), which casts
doubt over the validity of the inferences made. Model criticism is an important part of
formulating and fitting an evolutionary model, because it allows that model to be
falsified if it is a poor description of the data. In this section I discuss how model
criticism can be integrated into the Bayesian analysis itself, using porB3 as an
example. The aspects of model criticism that I will focus on are the sensitivity of
inference to the priors, goodness-of-fit testing using posterior predictive distributions
of summary statistics, and the effect of violating the assumption of random sampling
in the coalescent model.

5.2.1 Prior sensitivity analysis
To determine the sensitivity of inference to the choice of priors, the analysis was
repeated with alternative priors (Prior B in Table 2). The choice of distributional
forms and parameters for prior B is largely arbitrary, and necessarily so, because prior
A was supposed to represent earnest prior beliefs. For practical purposes, a variety of
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distributional forms was used to test the computer program. For

and


a uniform

prior between 0 and 10 was fit (10 being the highest value considered plausible for
either parameter). Following Huelsenbeck and Dyer (2004) a prior distribution on


was fit that describes the ratio of two independent and identically distributed
exponential random variables (see section 4.1.2.2). The moments, including the mean,
for this distribution are undefined, but the median equals 1. For
exponential prior was changed from 0.1 to 1. Finally, for



the mean of the

a gamma distribution was


used, still with a mean of 1, but with shape parameter 2, giving the distribution a
mode at 0.5. This distribution retains the case of selective neutrality for its mean, but
it tails off towards zero rather than increasing. Three MCMC chains were run, each
250,000 iterations in length, with a burn-in of 20,000 iterations. Having checked for
convergence, the chains were merged to obtain the posteriors.

95% HPD intervals for the peak


in loops 1, 5, 6 and 7 show that the magnitude of

the estimates has been reduced by the gamma prior to (2.76, 6.80), (2.16, 5.79), (2.31,
6.70) and (2.16, 5.66) respectively. Despite this, the relative height of the peaks is
conserved. The average ω̂ for the sequence is 0.68, reflecting the more conservative
effect of the gamma prior. Excluding sites for which ωˆ > 1 , this drops to 0.17, which
is almost identical to the inference based on prior A. This suggests that information
about the absolute magnitude of sites under functional constraint is less influenced by
the prior. Despite differences concerning the magnitude of , the priors strongly agree


on which sites are under diversifying selection (Figure 7).
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Figure 7 Site-wise posterior probability of diversifying selection ( > 1) for the porB3 carriage


study, under prior A (grey solid line), prior B (grey dashed line), and prior A with the
recombination rate forced to equal zero (black dotted line). The loop regions are numbered above.
Those sites identified as under weak (empty squares) or strong (filled squares) positive selection by
Urwin et al. (2002) are shown.

The posterior probability of diversifying selection at a given site is
∞

Pr (ω > 1) = Pr (ω | H ) d ω .
1

Prior A is represented by the solid grey line, and prior B by the dashed grey line. The
two lines are virtually indistinguishable from one another at every site, indicating that
identification of sites under diversifying selection is robust to the choice of prior.

Figures 6a and 6b compare the posterior probability of
prior B, the posterior on

given priors A and B. Under

is somewhat flatter, with tighter credible intervals. The
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average ρ̂ is largely the same for most of the sequence, except at the far ends, where

ρ̂ increases sharply. This is an edge effect where, in the lack of information about the
recombination rate, the posterior has been overwhelmed by the prior. The uniform
prior on

has mean 5, explaining the rapid increase. The effect is reflected in the

posterior on R (Table 3), which has a similar lower bound, but much increased upper
bound. This striking sensitivity to the prior at the edges suggests that one should be
cautious in interpreting the recombination rates at the edges of the sequence.

The posterior on


is influenced by the high mean of the uniform prior (Table 3), to

the extent that µˆ = 0.35 under prior B, which is only just inside the upper bound of
the credible interval under prior A. In contrast,

is not particularly sensitive to the


prior, with largely overlapping credible intervals.


shows a similar sensitivity to


in

responding to a considerable increase in the prior mean. The lower bound is almost
unaffected, but the mean and upper bound show a marked increase.

5.2.2 Posterior predictive p-values
An essential property of any statistical model is that it should be falsifiable. A useful
approach in Bayesian inference, and the one used here, is that of posterior predictive
p-values (Rubin 1984). Here the model is taken to mean the probability model

together with the posterior distribution of the model parameters. In essence, if the
model is a good description of the data, then further datasets simulated under that
model ought to resemble the real data. If they do not, then the model is failing in some
important way. By resemble what is meant is that with respect to some statistic D, the
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observed value of that statistic, DH should fall well within the range of values for the
simulated datasets, DH′ , where H′ is used to denote a simulated dataset.

The posterior predictive p-value is defined as the probability under the model of
observing a discrepancy statistic D as large as that observed.
p = P (DH′ ≥ DH | Θ )P (Θ | H ) d Θ ,

where the integration is approximated by
p≈

1
M

M
i =1

(

)

I DH′i ≥ DH .

(1)

In Equation 1, M is a large number (I used M ≈ 15,000 ), H′i is simulated from the
posterior distribution P(Θ | H ) , and I is the indicator function. It is important to note

that H′i is simulated under the exact probability model specified by the PAC
likelihood and used in inference, which is not the coalescent but an approximation to
it.

5.2.3 Simulating under a PAC model
The algorithm here for simulating under the PAC model follows directly from the
description of the model (see section 4.2). Here the total number of sequences is
denoted n.
1. Generate the first haplotype by drawing the codon independently at each site
from the equilibrium frequency of codons. Let the number of haplotypes,
k = 1.
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2. Generate the (k + 1)th haplotype conditional on the first k by parsing the
sequence 5 to 3 in the following way. For the 5 -most site, choose one of the
k haplotypes to copy from uniformly at random. Call this haplotype x.
3. Mutate the current site j by drawing a time t, independently of all other sites,
from an exponential distribution with rate k. Then use the transition
probability matrix P(t) for the NY98 mutation model with parameters ,


j



and

to draw a codon conditional on codon j in haplotype x and time 2t.

4. Move to the next site, and continue to copy haplotype x with probability

(1 − exp{− ρ d
j

j

/ k }), where


j/2

is the recombination rate between the sites

(per bp per PNe generations) and dj is the distance (in bp). Otherwise choose
one of the k haplotypes to copy from uniformly at random (including x). Call
this haplotype x.
5. Return to step 3 until at the 3 -most codon.
6. Let k = k + 1. If k < n return to step 2.

5.2.4 Combining p-values
A large number of datasets, M, are simulated as described in section 5.2.3. For each
dataset the parameters are drawn from one of the iterations of the combined MCMC
chain. Then for any particular discrepancy statistic, a marginal posterior predictive pvalue can be calculated using Equation 1. The p-value is made two-tailed in the usual
way. Combining p-values might be done using the Bonferroni correction, but this
would be conservative even if the discrepancy statistics were independent. Since they
are unlikely to be independent, Bonferroni would be too conservative for the
goodness-of-fit test. That is to say that the p-value would under-estimate the extremity
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of the observed data under the model, so the model would be less likely to be
falsified. I am grateful to Jonathan Marchini for explaining the following way to
combine p-values, which transforms the p-values into standard normal variates. By
assuming that the transformed p-values can be made independent by removing the
linear correlation structure (by further transformation of the multivariate normal
distribution), a combined p-value can be obtained.

To combine two-tailed p-values for N different discrepancy statistics, denote the
vector of discrepancy statistics for dataset j
D j = (D1 j , D2 j ,..., D Nj ) .

Transform the marginal distribution of each discrepancy statistic i ( Di1 , Di 2 ,...DiM )
into a standard normal distribution, so that

Z ij = Φ −1

Wij + 1
M +1

,

where Wij is the marginal rank (with respect to j) of discrepancy statistic Dij , and
Φ −1 is the quantile function (inverse cdf) for the standard normal distribution. Next

assume that the joint distribution of Z j = (Z 1 j , Z 2 j ,..., Z Nj ) is multivariate normal with
, where

zero mean and variance-covariance matrix

if k ≠ l

rkl
Σ kl =

,
if k = l

1

where rkl is the correlation coefficient between the transformed discrepancy statistics
k and l ( Z kj and Z lj ) over datasets j. Next transform Z j to remove the correlation
structure

Yj =

−1
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Zj,

where

is obtained from the matrix factorization
=

T

.

is computed by singular value decomposition (see, for example, Press et al. 2002).

Include the observed values of the discrepancy statistics D H in the above procedure
to obtain YH . Assuming that the uncorrelated transformed discrepancy statistics are
independent, then
Xj =

N
i =1

Yij2

has a chi-squared distribution with N degrees of freedom. This can be verified by a
histogram of the Xj’s. A one-tailed chi-square test of X H combines the two-tailed
posterior predictive p-values.

5.2.5 Choice of statistics and results
Discrepancy statistics have to be chosen that describe some aspect of the data that
should be fit well by the model. This is important because it is unlikely that a model
will fit all aspects of the data well. Statistics that are sensitive to mutation are S, the
number of segregating sites and π , the average number of pairwise differences. For
recombination, the variance in the number of pairwise differences V (π ) and the
minimum number of recombination events Rm (Hudson and Kaplan 1985) are useful
statistics (see section 2.1.3). The correlation between physical distance d and LD ( r 2 ,
D ′ and G4) that was used previously in the permutation test is also sensitive to

recombination. For selection the statistic U is sensitive to any tendency for the
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Table 4 Posterior predictive p-values

Carriage study

Global study
Prior A

Observed

Prior A

Prior B

Observed

Prior A

S

67

0.236

0.039

0.008

92

0.391

π

25.3

0.340

0.179

0.003

26.9

0.068

V (π )

94.0

0.268

0.391

0.000

98.2

0.118

Rm

15

0.293

0.658

0.070

12

0.036

)

-0.13

0.247

0.265

0.002

-0.07

0.002

cor (D ′, d )

-0.24

0.440

0.353

0.000

-0.10

0.059

cor (G 4, d )

0.22

0.443

0.332

0.000

0.09

0.144

U

0.5

0.543

0.878

0.711

0.5

0.621

D

1.05

0.121

0.058

0.567

0.97

0.398

0.268

0.103

0.001

(

cor r 2 , d

Combined

ρ =0

0.013

simulated data to have too much or too little non-synonymous polymorphism on
average.
L

U=

i =1
L

(

I u H( i ′) ≥ u H(i )

(

Iu
i =1

(i )
H′

≠u

(i )
H

)
)

,

where u (i ) is the number of non-synonymous pairwise differences minus the number
of synonymous pairwise differences at site i. U should be centred around 0.5. U > 0.5
indicates a bias towards diversifying selection and U < 0.5 a bias towards functional
constraint. Finally Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) is used, which is sensitive to directional
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selection, balancing selection and demography; not forces that were modelled
explicitly.

As with a classical p-value, if p is very small then the model does not fit the data well.
Table 4 shows the observed values of all the discrepancy statistics and the two-tailed
posterior predictive p-values for the carriage study under priors A and B. Of all the
discrepancy statistics, the only posterior predictive p-value in the first two columns
less than 0.05 is S for prior B. To obtain a single posterior predictive p-value for each
model, the marginal p-values from one each of the mutation-sensitive, recombination-

(

sensitive and selection-sensitive statistics (S, cor r 2 , d

)

and U) were combined

following section 5.2.4. Table 4 shows that the combined posterior predictive p-values
for the carriage study under priors A and B are p = 0.268 and p = 0.103
respectively. Neither is in the 5% tail of the distribution, suggesting the model fit is
adequate with respect to mutation, recombination, and selection insofar as the dN/dS
ratio is concerned. Tajima’s D was positive ( D = 1.05 ), which may indicate balancing
selection or population structure. The p-value for neither prior was in the 5% tail, so
while these forces have not been modelled explicitly, the fit appears to be adequate. In
fact for finite-sites mutation models, Tajima’s D can have an expectation greater than
zero under the standard neutral model

5.2.6 Analysis of the global study
As an informal test of how violating the coalescent assumption of random sampling
would affect inference, the 79-sequence PorB3 data (the global study) of Urwin et al.
(2002) were analysed using prior A. For computational tractability one randomly
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chosen ordering of the haplotypes was used. Three MCMC chains were run, each
500,000 iterations in length, with a burn-in of 20,000 iterations. Having checked for
convergence, the chains were merged to obtain the posteriors. Table 4 shows that

µˆ = 0.31 was barely larger than for the carriage study, and the credible intervals
overlapped almost entirely. The rate of insertion/deletion,

was not greatly affected

( ϕˆ = 0.08 ), nor was the transition-transversion ratio ( κˆ = 3.34 ). But the total
recombination rate doubled to Rˆ = 78.0 with no overlap in the credible intervals.

Across the sites, the recombination map (Figure 6c) does not differ greatly in the left
half of the sequence (c.f. Figure 6a), but thereafter rises rapidly to about ρ = 0.38 .
The low posterior predictive p-values for the recombination-sensitive discrepancy
statistics (Table 4) advises caution on the interpretation of ρ̂ .

However, inference on


was hardly affected. Loops 1, 5, 6 and 7 still have very high

posterior probabilities of diversifying selection. The magnitude of


inferred for each

loop is comparable, with the 95% HPD intervals for the four loops (2.89, 7.28), (3.47,
8.17), (3.22, 8.79) and (3.10, 7.60). The only substantive difference is in loop 8,
which now also has high posterior probability of ω > 1 . The 95% HPD interval for
the peak


in loop 8 is (0.66, 2.87) and Pr (ω > 1) = 0.92 . This difference can be

explained by sites in loop 8 that exhibit amino acid variation in the global study but
not the carriage study. The average ω̂ for the whole sequence is 0.91, and excluding
sites for which ωˆ > 1 , it drops to 0.22, both comparable to the carriage study.
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5.3

Evidence for false positives

Ancestral recombination can cause false positives in phylogenetic methods (Shriner et
al. 2003, Anisimova et al. 2003). If this has had an important effect on the analysis of
meningococcal PorB3 then one should expect to see those false positives when the
results of the CODEML analysis (Urwin et al. 2002) are compared to those presented
here. Those sites identified as under weak (empty squares) and strong (filled squares)
diversifying selection by CODEML are illustrated in Figure 7. All of the strongly
selected sites and all but five of the weakly selected sites fall within loops 1, and 5-8.
With the exception of loop 8 all these sites had high posterior probability of
diversifying selection for the carriage study (Figure 7). When the global study is
analysed, loop 8 also has high posterior probability of diversifying selection.
Therefore there are just five sites where CODEML inferred diversifying selection but
omegaMap did not. These are candidates for false positives.

There are a number of possible explanations for discrepancies of this kind, including
1. The approximation in omegaMap has given rise to false negatives. The PAC
likelihood does not explicitly model the genealogy and this might have
unexpected effects.
2. The block-like prior in omegaMap caused false negatives. Imposing a model
in which adjacent sites share a common selection parameter might disfavour
isolated sites under diversifying selection.
3. Recombination has caused CODEML to give false positives.
In an attempt to distinguish between the explanations, an analysis of the carriage
study was performed in which the recombination rate was forced to equal zero. Using
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prior A, three chains were run for 500,000 iterations each. After a burn-in of 20,000
iterations the chains were compared for convergence and merged to give the posterior.

In Figure 7 the site-wise posterior probability of diversifying selection is plotted
(black dotted line) for comparison with the other analyses. The false-positive
candidates are located at sites 55, 143, 161, 198 and 201. Of these, the first two are
located in loops 2 and 4 respectively. The remaining three are not in loops.
Comparison of Figure 4 to Figure 2 shows that these latter three disputed sites are
located in a cytoplasmic region of the protein. The site-wise posterior probability of
diversifying selection is very similar to the other analyses (Figure 7), except at two
positions. These two positions correspond to two of the five false-positive candidates:
sites 143 and 161. Although one cannot be certain that these sites are false positives,
the results are suggestive.

The posterior predictive p-values (Table 4) show that the deleterious effect of
assuming no recombination is not confined to recombination-sensitive discrepancy
statistics. The mutation-sensitive parameters also have extremely low p-values (0.008
and 0.003 for S and π respectively). The combined test shows that the model as a
whole is a very poor description of the data ( p = 0.001 ). Although the selectionsensitive parameters do not have significant p-values, the consequence of the model
inadequacy is to cast doubt on all inferences made from it.

The PAC model in the absence of recombination does not default to the coalescent
with no recombination because the tree is still not modelled explicitly. Therefore it is
unlikely that the assumption of no recombination will affect a PAC model and a
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Figure 8 Site-wise posterior probability of diversifying selection ( > 1) for the porB3 global
study, under prior A (grey solid line), and prior A with the recombination rate forced to equal zero
(black dotted line). The loop regions are numbered above. Those sites identified as under weak
(empty squares) or strong (filled squares) positive selection by Urwin et al. (2002) are shown. Cf.
Figure 7.

phylogenetic model in an exactly equivalent fashion. Nevertheless, when it is
assumed that there is no recombination, sites that otherwise had low posterior
probability of diversifying selection attained high posterior probabilities. This
outcome is exactly what is predicted by the work of Shriner et al. (2003) and
Anisimova et al. (2003).

When the global study is analysed under the constraint that the recombination rate
equals zero, the same effect is seen: sites that have low posterior probability of
diversifying selection when the recombination rate is unconstrained attain high
posterior probabilities. But the actual sites affected differ when the global study is
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analysed compared to the carriage study (compare dotted line in Figure 8 to Figure 7).
Of the false positive candidates, site 55 remains at low posterior probability. Sites 143
and 161 have reduced posterior probabilities, 0.35 compared to 0.91, and 0.01
compared to 0.59, respectively. Sites 198 and 201 have increased posterior
probabilities, 0.54 compared to 0.02, and 0.99 compared to 0.00, respectively. In
addition, sites 140 and 228 reach high posterior probability. These sites exhibit amino
acid polymorphism in the global study but not the carriage study. Loop 8 sites also
show high posterior probabilities, compared to the carriage study with zero
recombination. Like sites 140 and 228, these sites exhibit amino acid polymorphism
in the global but not the carriage study, but are not candidates for false positives
because they are identified as under positive selection in the global study with
unconstrained recombination.

The effect on inference of assuming no recombination is complex, and as a result it is
not possible to say with any confidence that particular sites are false positives. In
general, however, by constraining the recombination rate to equal zero in the PAC
models, the number of sites identified as under positive selection is inflated, which is
predicted by the work of Anisimova et al. (2003) and Shriner et al. (2003). Only sites
that exhibit amino acid polymorphism or immediately adjacent sites are identified as
under positive selection. Why might imposing a phylogenetic tree on recombining
genes lead to some sites that exhibit amino acid variation to have an inflated estimate
of the dN/dS ratio? Recombination can cause homoplasies in a phylogenetic tree, i.e.
a pair of sequences that appear to be distantly related overall share a rare allele at a
particular site which the rest of the sample suggests was not shared by the common
ancestor of those sequences. Therefore, recurrent mutation must be invoked to explain
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the homoplasy. (See for example Figure 4 in Chapter 4; homoplasies can be explained
by recombination or by extra mutation). As a result, some sites will appear to be
hypermutable. If

is allowed to vary but the synonymous rate of mutation is not,

then sites with non-synonymous homoplasies will be best fit by an elevated

at that

site. These sites will appear to be positively selected. Yet sites with synonymous
homoplasies, which will also appear hypermutable, cannot be fit by simply lowering
because the synonymous mutation rate is constrained. Therefore there is no
symmetric effect in which some sites have very low .

5.4

Analysis of housekeeping loci

Evolutionarily, antigen genes such as porB and housekeeping genes responsible for
essential metabolic processes are under entirely different selection regimes. Whilst an
antigen such as porB is exposed to immense selection pressure for antigenic novelty
imposed by the host immune system, a housekeeping gene is, perhaps as a result,
shielded from such co-evolutionary conflict and has the opportunity to adapt to an
optimal functional form provided the necessary mutations arise. Therefore one would
expect that housekeeping loci exhibit strong functional constraint. The loci used in
MLST were chosen to be conserved, with no unusual signatures of selection or
recombination, but sufficiently polymorphic to provide resolution for typing (Urwin
and Maiden 2003). Contrasting the variation in the dN/dS ratio and recombination
rate (selection and recombination ‘maps’, say) for the porB locus with those estimated
from the MLST loci should make for interesting comparisons.
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Table 5 Genetic diversity in Czech carriage study

Length
Locus

No. polyNo. alleles

(bp)

dN/dS
morphic sites

abcZ

432

21

75

0.074

adk

465

19

25

0.011

aroE

489

21

135

0.295

fumC

465

29

48

0.010

gdh

501

19

26

0.049

pdhC

480

25

83

0.068

pgm

450

24

80

0.112

Table 5 summarises the genetic diversity in the seven MLST loci sequenced from a
population of carried meningococci in the Czech Republic in 1993 (Jolley et al.
2000). There were 217 isolates in total. Polymorphism at the nucleotide level ranges
from 5-20% across the loci. The dN/dS ratios, estimated using the number of nonsynonymous and synonymous polymorphisms observed in the data, range from 0.0100.295. fumC is the least polymorphic locus and has the lowest dN/dS ratio. aroE is the
most polymorphic locus and has the highest dN/dS ratio. All dN/dS ratios are less
than one, suggesting that differences may be due to the relative functional constraint
rather than there being any evidence for positive selection. However, because these
ratios are averaged across the sequence any positive selection occurring might be
diluted by surrounding highly constrained regions.

For each locus, a random subset of fifty out of the 217 Czech sequences was chosen
for analysis. This mainly reflects a computational constraint in that the complexity of
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the PAC likelihood is quadratic in the number of sequences (Chapter 4). For the same
reason, only one ordering of the PAC likelihood was used in these analyses. For direct
comparison with the porB3 results, the same priors on , , , ,








(Prior A, Table 2)

and the number of blocks were used. This is not entirely justifiable because the Czech
carriage data were used originally to inform the choice of priors on porB3. For each
locus three MCMC chains were run, each of length 500,000 iterations, with a burn-in
of 20,000 iterations. Having established convergence, the three chains for each locus
were merged to obtain the posteriors.

Figure 9 shows the estimated selection and recombination maps for the seven loci.
From the selection maps it is clear that the sequence-averaged dN/dS ratios presented
in Table 5 belie the true extent of variation in selection pressure in some of the
housekeeping genes. Recombination rates are more conserved, with little compelling
evidence for major peaks or troughs in any of the loci. There is some evidence for
limited recombination rate variation in adk and pdhC. Interestingly, fumC is
particularly functionally constrained, with almost no variation in


along the

sequence (average ωˆ = 0.016 ) and aroE exhibits the greatest variation in and highest
values of


(average ωˆ = 0.409 ). The abcZ, gdh and pdhC loci all show some spikes

in the selection map.
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Table 6 Point estimates for MLST loci

abcZ

adk

aroE

fumC

gdh

pdhC

pgm

ω

0.124

0.076

0.409

0.016

0.101

0.136

0.184

µ

0.298

0.106

0.696

0.195

0.113

0.452

0.601

κ

10.2

7.63

3.38

9.51

6.88

5.86

3.77

ϕ

0.056

0.050

0.257

0.071

0.097

0.051

0.159

R

10.7

12.6

10.0

12.3

7.86

29.9

16.7

Table 6 shows the point estimates (mean posterior) for , , , R and the average






( ω ) along the sequence for each locus. The estimates of ω agree well with the
relative estimates of dN/dS in Table 5, but not the absolute values. Likewise, the
estimate of

(Table 6) agrees well with the relative polymorphism in the seven loci

(Table 5). The recombination rates are of the same order of magnitude as those
estimated in Chapter 2, but appear to be slightly elevated, possibly a manifestation of
the upwards bias noted in Chapter 4. The relative magnitude of recombination rates
across loci agree well.

There is little evidence for diversifying selection in any of the MLST loci in the
Czech carriage study (Figure 9), although sections of aroE appear to be close to
selective neutrality. Some loci appear to show an increase in


at the 5 and 3

extremes of the sequence. This is most likely an edge effect, caused by reduced
sequence information at the extremes so the prior has more influence over the inferred
dN/dS ratio. In no locus does the mean of the posterior appear to exceed 1 at the
extremes of the sequence.
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Figure 9 Variation in

and in MLST genes in the Czech carriage study.
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Figure 10 Red histogram: posterior distribution of log(ω ) amalgamated across MLST loci in the
Czech carriage study. Yellow histogram: prior distribution of log(ω ) for comparison. The prior on


is an exponential distribution with mean 1.

On the whole, the MLST loci are functionally constrained, which is not unexpected.
Whilst the prior favoured selective neutrality, the posterior distributions clearly favour
lower values of

. This is illustrated on a logarithmic scale in Figure 10. The

posterior distribution of log(ω ) has been amalgamated across sites and across loci

(red histogram). For comparison, the exponential prior with mean 1 is plotted (yellow
histogram). There are two patterns of note. The whole posterior distribution is leftshifted compared to the prior, indicating good evidence of purifying selection in these
housekeeping genes. However, the amalgamated posterior is bimodal, with a small
peak at log(ω ) = 0 , suggesting that a minority of sites are actually selectively neutral,
presumably due to relaxed functional constraint. There is no evidence for diversifying
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selection in the amalgamated posterior. Figure 10 might serve as a useful prior in
future studies of variation in

5.5

in housekeeping loci.

Summary

In Chapter 4 I presented a new method for estimating the selection parameter
the recombination rate


and

from a sample of gene sequences. Uncertainty in the

evolutionary history was taken into account using a coalescent-based approximate
(PAC) likelihood. Variation in

and


was modelled as a block-like structure with a

variable number of blocks. A Bayesian inference scheme was used to average over the
number and position of the blocks using reversible-jump MCMC and obtain the
posterior distribution of the other parameters. Using simulations, the new method
showed good power to detect variation in

and , and did not appear to confound the


two. The method has a low false positive rate for detecting sites under diversifying
selection. In this chapter I applied the method to the porB locus of Neisseria
meningitidis and performed prior sensitivity analysis and model criticism to verify the
results. I constrained the recombination rate to equal zero to discover the effect on
inferring positive selection, and compared the results to those of phylogenetic
methods that assume no recombination. The comparison suggests that some sites
identified as under positive selection by CODEML may have been false positives.
Seven housekeeping loci were analysed from a carriage study in the Czech Republic,
and the inferred levels of selection and recombination were compared to those
observed in the antigen gene porB. There was no evidence for diversifying selection
in any of the housekeeping genes.
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Chapter 6
Further Developments

Two distinct roles for mathematical modelling of meningococcal biology have been
pursued in this thesis. On the understanding that any model is a caricature of reality,
the pertinent question is not whether the model is right or wrong, but which aspects of
reality does it fail to adequately capture? Answering this question is the first of those
roles, and the one that I have utilised for learning about the population structure of
Neisseria meningitidis. Beginning with a standard neutral coalescent model, which, I
argued in Chapter 1, is the appropriate starting point for modelling infectious
microorganisms, I used cross-validation to demonstrate that carried populations of
meningococci have greater than expected population structuring. As seen in Chapter
2, that structure manifests itself as a dearth of unique sequence types (STs), positive
values of Tajima’s D, and stronger than expected correlation between linkage
disequilibrium (LD) and physical distance. In Chapter 3 I showed that the excess
structuring cannot be explained simply by over-sampling of closely related
meningococci, as proposed by the neutral microepidemic model. Description of
meningococcal populations using AMOVA and the Mantel test revealed that within
Bavaria, there is some genetic differentiation caused by isolation by distance. By
contrast, in the Czech Republic there was no evidence for genetic differentiation,
whereas between the European countries of the Czech Republic, Greece and Norway,
there is significant differentiation, the nature of which is not simple isolation by
distance but reflects more complex sub-continental transmission routes. Disease-
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causing meningococci do not appear to be a random subset of carried meningococci;
observed genetic diversity suggest that disease-causing meningococci may persist
alongside asymptomatic meningococci. In the discussion below I concentrate on how
the results of these descriptive analyses can be used to refine a coalescent-based
model of meningococcal populations.

Second of the two roles is estimating parameters of evolutionary relevance. When the
model is a good fit, which was established in Chapter 5 using posterior predictive pvalues, the parameter estimates can be biologically interpreted. Fitting the model of
immune selection introduced in Chapter 4 revealed variation in selection pressure but
not recombination rate within meningococcal antigen genes. Amino acid residues
under strong diversifying selection corresponded to extracellular loop regions in the
tertiary structure of the outer membrane protein PorB. This is consistent with
selection for antigenic novelty in regions of the protein exposed to the immune
system. In meningococcal housekeeping genes the dN/dS ratio was estimated to be
consistently below the neutral expectation of one, concordant with the view that their
gene products are not under diversifying selection. Quantitative inference allows
evolutionary parameters from different genes to be compared; in addition to inferring
that housekeeping genes are under strong functional constraint, it was shown that
there is much less variation in the dN/dS ratio compared to the porB locus. I based the
model of immune selection on the NY98 codon model of molecular evolution
(Nielsen and Yang 1998), together with the PAC likelihood model of Li and Stephens
(2003) and a piecewise constant model of variation in the dN/dS ratio and
recombination rate (Green 1995; McVean et al. 2004). Below I discuss the advantages
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and limitations of the new model, including the implications for vaccine research, and
possible future extensions to it.

6.1

Meningococcal population structure

To begin with I will discuss the advantages of explicit evolutionary models over
descriptive analyses such as AMOVA and the Mantel test. Descriptive analyses can
help to direct the refinement of coalescent-based evolutionary models, and I will go
on to describe how the results of the descriptive analyses performed in Chapter 3
might be used to inform development of a coalescent model with population structure.
Then I will pursue the way in which inference might be performed using approximate
Bayesian computation with conditional density estimation (ABC-CDE).

6.1.1 Advantages of explicit evolutionary models
Methods of analysis such as AMOVA, Mantel tests and logistic regression are useful
ways to explore patterns of genetic diversity in meningococcal populations, and allow
various informal scenarios to be explored. Such exploratory analyses can be used to
help inform a more coherent approach to understanding the evolution of
meningococci. None of the methods listed above make use of explicit evolutionary
models. The advantage of an explicit evolutionary model is that parameters of interest
can be estimated and the deficiencies of the model can be explored in a way that is
readily interpretable. For example, in the analyses presented in Chapter 3 it was
claimed that there is no evidence for geographic differentiation within the Czech
Republic but there is in Bavaria, on the basis of whether the permutation test yielded a
significant p-value or not. If an explicit evolutionary model with migration were fitted
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to the data, estimates of transmission rates between geographic localities could be
directly estimated and the results compared in a quantitative fashion. Such an
approach might be more informative than the polarised result obtained from the
permutation test that there either is or is not structure.

Population structure can be incorporated into the coalescent in several ways. When
migration rates are high, so that the per generation probability of migration m is larger
than O(1 / N ) where N is the population size within a geographic deme, but the

number of geographic demes D is finite,
M = lim PNm = ∞ .
N →∞

In this scenario, known as the strong migration limit, the genealogy of the population
is that of a standard coalescent model with an altered timescale (see for example
Nordborg 2003). Unlike the separation of timescales result obtained for the large D
approximation (Wakeley 1998, 2001; Wakeley and Aliacar 20001), there is no
scattering phase adjustment for the configuration of the sample amongst demes. In
Chapter 2 a model of meningococcal evolution with a standard coalescent genealogy
was rejected. Thus, the strong migration model of population structure can be rejected
for meningococcal evolution, as can any other model that results in a standard
coalescent.

When the migration rate is O(1 / N ) , so that
M = lim PNm
N →∞

is finite, the resulting genealogy is known as the structured coalescent (WilkinsonHerbots 1998). In the structured coalescent the number of geographic demes D is
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finite, and the relative population size of all demes as well as all pairwise migration
rates between demes, need to be specified. Therefore the structured coalescent has a
large number of parameters, although various simplifications can be made, such as
symmetric migration (Wright 1931, Maruyama 1970), one or two-dimensional
stepping stone models (Kimura and Weiss 1964), or the large D approximation
(Wakeley 2001). Another way of overcoming the problem of many parameters in the
context of meningococcal evolution is discussed in the next section.

Using

the

structured

coalescent

would

allow

relevant

evolutionary

and

epidemiological parameters to be estimated. For example, if population structure
within Bavaria were to be modelled by treating each sampling location as a separate
deme, then in principal the rates of migration between all pairs of towns could be
estimated. These rates of migration correspond to transmission rates between demes,
which is of epidemiological relevance for understanding how meningococci spread
through human populations. If disease-causing and carried meningococci were to be
treated as separate demes, then the migration rate could be interpreted as the rate of
genetic exchange between the two groups, or the degree of genetic isolation. This
again is of epidemiological relevance, for example estimating the rate of acquisition
of antibiotic resistance in bacteria, or the speed at which capsule switching may occur
in response to a specific vaccine (see section 1.1.3.2).

Using explicit evolutionary models allows for more meaningful hypothesis testing.
For example, in Chapter 1 I discussed the problems with using classical methods such
as the

2

goodness-of-fit test for rejecting a model of linkage equilibrium. The

2

test

is inappropriate essentially because the wrong null distribution is obtained; genetic
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drift can cause deviations from linkage equilibrium even for unlinked loci. Therefore
the null hypothesis of linkage equilibrium might be rejected when it is true; the test is
anti-conservation. By contrast, the permutation test used by AMOVA to detect
population differentiation in the Czech Republic is conservative. This might explain
why genetic differentiation was detected between sampling locations in Bavaria but
not the Czech Republic even though the two regions are roughly the same size. In the
context of using an explicit evolutionary model, more powerful analyses might be
obtained by constructing a likelihood ratio test in a classical setting, or using Bayes
factors or posterior predictive p-values in a Bayesian setting, (although it might be
necessary to utilize summaries of the data for computational reasons). In this example
the evolutionary model would be the structured coalescent.

6.1.2 Bayesian inference in the structured coalescent
The parameters of the structured coalescent could be estimated in the ABC-CDE
(approximate Bayesian computation with conditional density estimation) setting
described in Chapter 2. In the most general formulation of the structured coalescent,
there is a migration rate for each pair of populations, or demes. Currently there are no
‘full-likelihood’ methods that estimate migration rates in the coalescent in the
presence of recombination using the full sequence data. The problem obviously gets
more difficult with increasing number of demes, but one approach that could be
harnessed in the ABC-CDE framework would be to restrict the number of free
migration parameters to one average rate.

The approach that I propose is to pre-determine the relative pairwise migration rates
according to the population sizes of those demes (which could be measured from
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census data for human towns), the geographic distance of those demes (which is
straightforward to measure for towns), or some other geographic measure of
connectivity, which might be as simple as the shortest road distance between towns.
Several summary statistics exist that would be sensitive to the migration rate,
including FST and the correlation between genetic and geographic distance. The
various ways of defining the relative pairwise migration rates could quite easily be
compared in the Bayesian framework using Bayes factors, cross-validation (discussed
in section 2.3.4) or posterior predictive p-values (discussed in section 5.5.2). In my
opinion, coalescent-based models, which can be fitted using methods such as ABCCDE, offer a common thread which, in an iterative framework of model criticism and
refinement, will be the best way to improve understanding of the evolution and
epidemiology of meningococci.

6.2

Detecting selection in Neisseria meningitidis

In Chapter 4 I introduced a new model for detecting selection in genes of interest in
N. meningitidis. The model was based on the NY98 codon model of molecular
evolution (Nielsen and Yang 1998), together with the PAC likelihood model of Li and
Stephens (2003) and a piecewise constant model of variation in the dN/dS ratio and
recombination rate (Green 1995; McVean et al. 2004). In this section I will focus on
the differences in inference based on the new model and existing inference methods,
including the advantages of the Bayesian approach. I will discuss the important
assumptions of the model, its limitations for inferring natural selection and future
extensions to the model. The implications of such methods for vaccine research are
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discussed briefly, and finally I will discuss a separation of timescales approach for
allowing intra-host genetic diversity without invoking coinfection as an explanation.

6.2.1 Comparison of PorB3 analyses
On the supposition that the analysis using the new PAC method is the most faithful
account of the evolutionary history of selection and recombination in the porB3 locus,
then analyses based on comparison of the observed number of pairwise synonymous
and non-synonymous differences (Smith et al. 1995) seriously underestimate the true
extent of diversifying selection in the antigenic locus. Smith et al. (1995) estimated
that the average dN/dS ratio was 0.62 for porB3, whereas in section 5.1.6 it was
estimated to be 0.90 on average (under Prior A for the carriage study). Smith et al.
(1995) estimated that the number of non-synonymous relative to synonymous
substitutions in loop regions was 2.3, and 0.28 in non-loop regions. In the analysis
presented in section 5.1.6 the average dN/dS ratio was estimated to be around 6 in
loops I, V, VI and VII, and 0.16 elsewhere. So not only was the average dN/dS ratio
underestimated, but the extent of the differences between positively and negatively
selected sites was also greatly under-estimated. This is partly because some loop
regions do not experience positive selection. As a result the analysis undervalues the
importance of PorB as a potential vaccine target.

Using the phylogenetic CODEML method, Urwin et al. (2002) estimated an average
dN/dS ratio of 0.26 for porB3, which is considerably smaller than the 0.90 estimated
using the new method. Most of the difference probably lies in the way that the new
method allows adjacent sites to share a common selection parameter, and that the new
method also models insertions/deletions; sites segregating for an indel are deemed to
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exhibit non-synonymous polymorphism, whereas in CODEML these sites are
excluded from the analysis. For sites identified as experiencing strong positive
selection, CODEML estimated a dN/dS ratio of 13.9, which is considerably higher
than estimates of around 6 using the new method. This might in part reflect the
constraining effect of the exponential prior on

, which disfavours values of

far

from 1. However, it may also reflect the model misspecification that CODEML
suffers from when the genes have undergone recombination. The tendency for
phylogenetic methods to infer hypermutability at sites with homoplasies caused by
recombination, discussed in section 5.3, may artificially elevate the inferred value of
dN/dS.

CODEML and the new method differ substantially in the inferred patterns of variation
in

spatially along the gene. The distribution of positively selected sites inferred by

CODEML is distinctly sporadic (see Chapter 5 Figure 7), whereas the new method
generally infers much smoother variation in the mode of selection. This is a direct
result of the prior on variation in , which models blocks of contiguous codons which
share a common selection parameter, and the fact that the new method is able to infer
selection at sites segregating for indels, which CODEML does not. The prior model of
variation in

is used deliberately to create a smoother posterior and share

information between adjacent sites. The smoothness can be controlled by the prior
value of the parameter p . However, the length of a block follows a truncated


geometric distributed, so very short blocks consisting of only a single codon have the
highest probability mass under the prior. Therefore I would argue that if the data did
not support smooth variation in the selection parameter along the sequence then the
posterior would not be smooth. CODEML also infers positive selection at single sites
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in loop II, loop IV, between loops IV and V, and two sites between loops V and VI,
which the new method does not agree with. For the same reason that I do not believe
the smoothness of the variation in

within loops I, V, VI and VII is an artefact of the

prior, I do not believe that the new method has failed to pick these sites out because of
over-smoothing. Instead some at least may be false positives, caused by the
assumption of no recombination in CODEML (see section 5.3).

6.2.2 Aspects of the Bayesian approach
Besides the ability to co-estimate

and , there are several advantages to the new


method. Some of these are a consequence of the Bayesian approach, and all of them
rely on the computational tractability of the PAC model. First among these is that the
posterior probabilities of diversifying selection are fully Bayesian, so they incorporate
uncertainty about the evolutionary history, as well as uncertainty in the other
parameters. In the presence of recombination, there is likely to be a great deal of
uncertainty in the evolutionary history. The computationally efficient PAC likelihood
means that in the posterior,

can take on any positive value, rather than having to

constrain it to a discrete number of points or approximate a continuous distribution in
a similar manner.

The main objection to a Bayesian approach is the requirement to specify a prior
distribution on all parameters. In a scientific context it may seem absurd to prejudice
the outcome of statistical inference with the researcher’s prior subjective beliefs. In
practice it is possible to represent a lack of prior knowledge with relatively flat priors,
such as the proper and improper uniform priors used in ABC-CDE in Chapters 2 and
3, although it should be noted that in reversible-jump MCMC it is not possible to use
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improper priors (Green 1995). In Chapter 5 I took a different approach, that of prior
sensitivity analysis. Prior sensitivity analysis reveals which aspects of the posterior
distribution, if any, are unduly influenced by the choice of prior. This in turn reveals
which aspects of the model the data are uninformative about. For example, Chapter 5
Figure 6b shows that the data contained very little information about recombination
rates at the extremes of the sequence. In contrast, inference about diversifying
selection (Chapter 5 Figure 7) was robust to the prior.

In a Bayesian setting it is entirely natural to impose a block-like structure on the joint
distribution of

across sites. At sites where the data is compatible with a block-like

structure this allows information about

to be combined across sites, but when the

signal in the data is strong enough it will overwhelm the block-like model. The
sensitivity to the signal is controlled by pω . This is a biologically realistic model
insofar as adjacent sites in the primary sequence will be closely juxtaposed in the
tertiary structure, and, as such, are more likely to perform similar functional duties. If
anything, the model is overly simplistic because the tertiary structure could in
principle be used to impose longer-range dependencies on the prior. In a maximum
likelihood setting, implementing the block-structure described here would be
computationally unfeasible.

On the basis of previous work (Schierup and Hein 2000; Shriner et al. 2003;
Anisimova et al. 2003) and because of clear model misspecification I have claimed
that it is inappropriate to analyse data that shows evidence for recombination using
phylogenetic methods. Yet neither the coalescent, nor the approximation to the
coalescent used in Chapters 4 and 5, inevitably fit data from a recombining
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population. That is why the importance of goodness-of-fit testing has been
emphasised. Posterior predictive p-values allow for goodness-of-fit testing in a
Bayesian setting when there is no explicit alternative model specified. The posterior
predictive p-values in Chapter 5 Table 4 showed that the model with no
recombination is a very poor fit to the data, and Chapter 5 Figure 7 showed that in the
PAC model the assumption of no recombination leads to an increase in the number of
sites experiencing diversifying selection, which would be expected if this assumption
increases the false positive rate.

Posterior predictive p-values (Chapter 5 Table 4) suggested that the coalescent
approximation was not a good fit to the N. meningitidis global study. This was not
unexpected because the global study did not represent a random sample from any
population in a meaningful sense. In constructing the carriage study care was taken
not to include more than one haplotype from any one host. The idea was to envisage
the bacterial population as a metapopulation, as described in Chapter 1. Consistent
with this model, the posterior predictive p-values showed that the coalescent
approximation did provide an adequate fit to the carriage study. There is more work to
be done on formalizing the relationship between genetic models, such as the
coalescent, and epidemiological models, but it may be possible in future to use
models such as the one presented here to estimate parameters of epidemiological
relevance. This is discussed further in section 6.2.6 below.

6.2.3 Limitations of the method
Fundamentally, the likelihood model used for inference is an approximation to the
coalescent, and in that sense it is a compromise. In Chapter 1 I discussed why the
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coalescent model is an appropriate null model for the evolution of microparasites such
as N. meningitidis. The coalescent is a model of the genealogy of a random sample of
genes in a selectively neutral population. However, integrating over the many
possible, unknown, genealogies is computationally unfeasible for all but the simplest
problems. The PAC model (Li and Stephens 2003) attempts to perform this
integration implicitly, in a computationally convenient, but approximate, fashion.
There are several trade-offs in this approximation. Broadly speaking, the biggest
disadvantage is that there is no formal relationship between the coalescent and the
PAC model, therefore it is very difficult to predict how the PAC model will behave
differently to the coalescent. More specifically, one major problem is that the ordering
in which the conditional likelihoods are calculated influences the likelihood, so that
haplotypes are no longer exchangeable. For any reasonable number of sequences n,
the number of possible orderings n! is too large to fully explore, so the likelihood
must be calculated using a finite number of orderings. Following Li and Stephens
(2003) the new method averages over a fixed number of random orderings to
calculate the likelihood. In contrast, Stephens and Scheet (2005) treat the ordering as
a model selection problem, and integrate over the orderings numerically using
MCMC. In hindsight, this might be a more elegant solution to the problem.

The PAC model is an approximation to a sampling formula (in the sense of Ewens
[1972]) for a finite-sites mutation model in the presence of recombination. The
(k + 1)th haplotype is a copy of the first k, but recombination means that it may be a
mosaic, and mutation means it may be an imperfect copy. Recombination causes
mosaicism because adjacent sites are more likely to share the same evolutionary
history than a random pair of sites. In section 4.2 I argued that the haplotype from
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which the (k + 1)th copies can be thought of the nearest neighbour in the genealogy at
that site. In calculating the emission probabilities for the HMM, the time to the mrca
of the (k + 1)th haplotype and its nearest neighbour is integrated out marginally for
each site. The probability distribution is exponential with rate k to the order of the
approximation. However, when adjacent sites share the same nearest neighbour, they
are more than likely to share the same time to the mrca with that neighbour. Therefore
integrating out the time marginally for each site is inconsistent with the coalescent
model. In fact adjacent sites could share the same time to the mrca if time is
discretized to retain the structure of the HMM (Stephens and Scheet 2005), but this
increases the time to calculate the PAC likelihood. Discretizing time using Gaussian
quadrature was the basis of the original importance sampler of Fearnhead and
Donnelly (2001) that motivated the model of Li and Stephens (2003). Further
investigation is needed to discern whether the additional complexity of discretizing
time in the PAC likelihood would improve inference in the context of inferring
selection and recombination rates.

Even if it were possible to use the actual coalescent model for the genealogical history
of the gene sequences, the utility of the method presented here would remain limited
by the biological realism of the mutation model. The NY98 mutation model is a
useful way to treat selection that is confounded with mutation in samples of gene
sequences. However, in Chapter 4 I argued that the ability of the model to detect
positive directional selection in which one functionally constrained form is replaced
by another is seriously questionable. The NY98 model may be best put to use in the
context of inferring positive diversifying selection in genes that interact with the host
immune system, because positive selection in the NY98 model is really selection for
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genetic novelty. Detecting single adaptive events is best left to other methods that
exploit other signals of selection in the data, such as strong haplotype structure and
lowered diversity surrounding a site that has undergone a selective sweep (e.g.
Przeworski et al. 2003; Coop and Griffiths 2004). PAC models may still be a useful
approximation to the coalescent in this context.

6.2.4 Extensions to the method
There are several obvious extensions to the method, some of which would be
relatively easy to implement. Among these is the replacement of the mutation model
with any other reversible nucleotide, codon or amino acid mutation model. One
interesting avenue that might be especially useful in the study of microparasites is to
adapt the PAC likelihood to model genes sampled at different points in time. Seriallysampled genetic data is potentially a very powerful resource, because (i) genes
sampled further back in time are informative about the genealogy at that time, (ii)
serially-sampled data allows the effective population size to be deconfounded from
the estimates of the mutation and recombination rates (Drummond et al. 2003a;
Drummond et al. 2003b) and (iii) changes in selection pressures over time might be
modelled. In this sense, microparasites are measurably evolving populations, because
the mutation and recombination rates are sufficiently high and generation length
sufficiently short for their evolution to be observed in real-time (Drummond et al.
2003b). This might be interesting not only from an evolutionary perspective, but
could be instructive for control and prevention of emerging infections or epidemics.

In contrast to the problem of incorporating serially-sampled data into a PAC
likelihood, a straightforward extension to the method would be to allow more than
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one isolate per host to be included in the sample. Provided that the origin of each of
the isolates is known, Wakeley and Aliacar (2001) provide a genealogical model for
repeated sampling of some hosts that could be easily incorporated into the model
presented here. In essence, the PAC model used for inference in this chapter models
the collecting phase of Wakeley and Aliacar’s metapopulation genealogy. This
extension would allow their scattering phase to be modelled as well. Incorporating the
scattering phase into the model would involve a variable number of haplotypes at the
beginning of the collecting phase, which could be integrated out as part of the MCMC
scheme. In Wakeley and Aliacar’s model (see section 1.4), sequences sampled from
the same host either coalesce with others sampled from the same host or migrate
(backwards-in-time, as a result of a transmission event) to a new host, before
commencing the collecting phase. From the perspective of inference, only sequences
that are identical can coalesce during the scattering phase if the mutation rate is finite
on the timescale of the collecting phase, which implies that sequence variation within
a host can only be explained by multiple infection under the model. In section 6.2.6 I
discuss why this might not need to be the case.

6.2.5 Implications for vaccine research
Identifying sites in an antigen locus that are under positive selection can help to locate
the determinants of antigenicity, because interaction with the host immune system
causes selection for antigenic novelty, which is brought about by variation in the
amino acid sequence. It has been claimed that identifying the determinants of
antigenicity might inform vaccine research (de Oliveira et al. 2004). Currently
meningococcal vaccines for non-serogroup-B meningococcal disease use the capsular
polysaccharide or a conjugate polysaccharide-protein complex (Stuart 2001). Genetic
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analysis such as that presented here cannot inform such studies because there is not a
one-to-one correspondence between the nucleotide sequence and the antigen (the
protein in the conjugate vaccine is only a carrier). However, much current research in
vaccine development is focussing on serogroup B (Snape and Pollard 2005), for
which no efficacious vaccine currently exists, owing to the poor immunogenicity of
the serogroup B polysaccharide (see section 1.1.3). An alternative to conjugate
polysaccharide vaccines are outer membrane vesicle (OMV) vaccines which can be
readily obtained from the blebs constantly secreted by the outer membrane. The outer
membrane proteins (OMPs) that are the immunodominant components of the OMV
vaccines can also be synthesised in the laboratory, but it is difficult to simulate the
conditions required for the natural conformation of the proteins (Frasch 1995).

In the context of OMV vaccines, genetic analyses are potentially of use. On the
premise that positive selection in known antigens reflects interaction with the immune
system, then the strength of interaction can be quantified using the selection
parameter, either at a particular site or summed across sites. This could direct research
into the protein components of the OMV and find the genetic determinants of
immunodominance. When combined with knowledge of the tertiary structure of the
proteins in their natural conformation, this might prove to be a useful tool. Of
particular interest might be, not sites that are demonstrably under strong diversifying
selection, which in this study were found to be those that were surface-exposed, but
rather those that maintain strong functional constraint despite a prominent surfaceexposed position. Such a result might suggest that the conservation of the residue or
oligopeptide is so essential to the correct functioning of the protein that it is
constrained despite strong selection for antigenic variation. Generally speaking, the
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technology of OMV vaccines is currently too crude for fine mapping of immune
selection on a gene sequence to be of great use. However, genetic analyses such as
that presented here are inexpensive in comparison to laboratory experiments or field
trials. This alone is a persuasive argument for pursuing population genetic analysis in
the context of vaccine research even if the rewards are slight.

6.2.6 Separation of timescales in microparasite evolution
In Chapter 1 a metapopulation was used to model a population of hosts infected with
a microparasite, where the epidemiological dynamics are described by a simple SIRSstyle differential equation model. Using the coalescent model of a metapopulation
(Wakeley and Aliacar 2001) provides a starting point for modelling the genealogy of
gene sequences sampled from a microparasite population. When all isolates are
sampled from different hosts, the genealogy is simply the coalescent, where the
effective population size is a function of the epidemiological parameters. When some
isolates are sampled from the same host, the genealogical history has two phases, the
scattering phase and the collecting phase (Wakeley and Aliacar 2001). In the
scattering phase the lineages ancestral to the sample coalesce within each host, or
migrate backwards-in-time to other hosts. This occurs rapidly relative to the
subsequent collecting phase, which is a coalescent process with altered time scale. In
Wakeley and Aliacar’s model, if the mutation rate in the collecting phase is finite,
then no mutation events occur in the scattering phase because it occurs so rapidly
relative to the collecting phase. The same is true of recombination. This implies that
genetic variation in the parasite population within a single host must be caused by
coinfection.
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In reality there may be appreciable genetic variation in a host even if the infection had
a single founder. This poses a problem for the genealogical model because mutation
would then occur infinitely quickly during the collecting phase. It is trivial to show
that this is untrue simply by examining a sample in which each host is represented by
only a single isolate. One explanation is that the genealogical model is wrong. The
key assumption is that there are a large number of demes, which allows the separation
of timescales into a scattering and collecting phase. This assumption, however, seems
reasonable. The separation of timescales is a very convenient result, and it might be
premature to abandon it at this stage. In addition to the assumption that the withinhost population size is large ( N P → ∞ ) and the number of hosts is large (D → ∞ ) ,
Wakeley and Aliacar assume that D >> NP. For viral microparasites such as HIV,
clearly this assumption may not hold. However, it may be possible to observe intrahost variation without invoking multiple infection even when D >> NP is a reasonable
assumption, using the same idea as the NY98 mutation model that mutation and
selection are confounded.

During transmission, there is a bottleneck in genetic diversity. The bottleneck in
diversity is caused by selection for genotypes that are adapted to transmission. Put
another way, upon colonisation of a host, there is a relaxing of the selection pressure
allowing the population to diversify. In any parasite population, only a fraction of
genotypes will be competent for transmission. In a model such as NY98, selection is
confounded with the mutation process. This is useful in the context of resolving the
conflict between intra-host and inter-host genetic diversity. To illustrate the point,
assume that the mutation rate

within a gene is finite on the timescale of the

scattering phase (explaining intra-host diversity) and that within the host there is no
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selection acting on the gene; it is neutral. If that gene is important for transmission, so
that only a fraction f of all forms are competent for transmission, then the effective
mutation rate in an inter-host sample will be f . If f is sufficiently small so that

O(1 / f ) > O( µ ) , then the effective mutation rate might be finite on the timescale of
the collecting phase, so that the gene would exhibit intra-host diversity yet also interhost genetic structuring.

The idea of an effective mutation rate, where selection is modelled as a form of
mutational bias, is the essence of the NY98 model. This suggests that intra-host and
inter-host selection pressures should be separately parameterised, which is
biologically reasonable because the adaptations required for surviving in an infected
host may be quite different to those required for successful transmission to a new
host, and there may be limited overlap between the two. Inference of intra-host and
inter-host selection pressures could be performed in the context of the model
presented here, when extended to incorporate the scattering phase of the genealogical
process. In the terminology of Wakeley and Aliacar (2001), it would require
integration (by MCMC) over the sample configuration at the end of the scattering
phase. In principle, intra-host and inter-host selection maps could be co-estimated
using the method presented here as the foundation.

6.3

Summary

Patterns of genetic diversity in parasite populations contain an, albeit corrupted,
account of the evolutionary history of the population. Understanding that evolutionary
history can help inform control and prevention strategies for pathologically
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importance parasites such as N. meningitidis. The large genetic diversity, short
generation times and intimate co-evolutionary interaction between host and parasite
also make pathogens interesting case studies in the study of evolution. The right way
to model genetic data is to take account of the strong inter-dependency of gene
sequences imposed by the evolutionary tree. For gene sequences sampled at random
from a population, the coalescent provides the appropriate null model (or prior
distribution) for the underlying evolutionary tree, or trees in the presence of
recombination. Evolutionary models for genetic data are the only way to obtain
biologically relevant and interpretable parameter estimates. Improving understanding
of the biology of pathogens by iteratively refining and criticizing the model of the
evolutionary ancestry, arguably the most important role for mathematical models in
evolution, can only be achieved by using biologically interpretable explicit models of
evolution. Even so, descriptive methods such as AMOVA and Mantel tests have a
role for exploring genetic datasets and generating hypotheses. Because of the inherent
computational difficulties in performing inference on evolutionary models, further
research is required into approximate techniques such as the PAC model and
techniques based on summaries of the full data such as ABC-CDE. Used in
combination, there is the potential to learn a great deal about the evolution of the
microorganisms responsible for important infectious diseases of humans.
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Glossary of Acronyms

ABC

approximate Bayesian computation

AMOVA

analysis of molecular variance

ANOVA

analysis of variance

ARG

ancestral recombination graph

bp

base pair

CDE

conditional density estimation

DLV

double locus variant

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

ET

electrophoretic type

HMM

hidden Markov model

i.i.d.

independently and identically distributed

LD

linkage disequilibrium

LPS

lipopolysaccharide

Mb

megabase

MCMC

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

ML

maximum likelihood

MLE

maximum likelihood estimate

MLEE

multilocus enzyme electrophoresis

MLST

multilocus sequence typing

mrca

most recent common ancestor

MVP

meningitis vaccine project

OMP

outer membrane protein

OMV

outer membrane protein vesicle

SLV

single locus variant

ST

sequence type
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